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Foreword
This is the ninth volume in the series ODD Yearbook, which is the collection of undergraduate
and graduate papers in linguistics at the School of English and American Studies of the Eötvös
Loránd University Budapest As all possible layers of interpretation of the title have already been
aptly explored in the forewords of previous volumes, without much ado we would like to present
the volume of 2014.
Following the Odd Yearbook's tradition, the ninth volume also covers a wide variety of
topics in linguistics. The first four papers by Fodor, Pándi, Szalay, and Florina Szabó cover
phonology, and deal with several phenomena from vowel length to rhoticity and with several
varieties of English. Besides providing an ample amount of data, these papers also contribute to
the theoretical analysis of the issues they present. The fifth paper by Lilla Szabó has a special role
within the volume, as that is not only the sole representative of analyses on English morphology
but is also exceptional as an example of linguistic research not applying formal underlying
representations but being instead based exclusively on massive amounts of data gathered from
corpora. The sixth and seventh paper by Kiss and Biczók cover semantics, with the first focusing
on semantics and pragmatics, and the second on semantics and syntax. Last, but definitely not
least, the volume ends with two papers on syntax: one on small clauses written by Tomacsek and
the other on relative clauses written by Kucsera.
The authors also come from different backgrounds, as there are students of BA and MA
level, and students from the School of English and American Studies, and the Research Institute
for Linguistics.
Many thanks are due to the faculty of the Department of English Linguistics of the School
of English and American Studies, without whose help and encouragement this volume could not
have been made.

The editors,
Márton Kucsera, Péter Őri, Ildikó Emese Szabó, Tünde Szalay, Csilla Tatár
i

Scottish Vowel Length
Regular vowel length alternations and the raising of /ae/ in Scottish Standard
English
Brigitta Fodor

1. Introduction
In this paper, I will present contemporary descriptions of the peculiarities of the vowel system
in Scottish Standard English (ScStE), with the main emphasis on the Scottish Vowel Length
Rule (SVLR). I will present the behaviour of the counterpart of the RP diphthong /aɪ/ under
the SVLR, compare it to patterns attested in other forms of English, and relate it to phonetically
grounded phenomena.
First, I will discuss the history and status of Scottish Standard English in Scotland in
section 2. Next, I will summarize the vowel system of Scottish Standard English, as
compared to Received Pronunciation in section 3. In section 4, I will present various
approaches to the Scottish Vowel Length Rule. Finally, I will investigate the resulting split
of the phonemes /ae/~/ʌɪ/ in section 5, compare it to similar processes in other dialects of
English, and try to find a diachronic explanation for the split.
2. Scottish Standard English
Scotland is a part of the United Kingdom, but it was an independent state until 1707. The
original vernaculars spoken in Scotland were Scottish Gaelic and Scots; the former is a Celtic
language, while the latter has developed from the local variant of Middle English. After the
loss of statehood, the influence of English has grown: at first it was only used in more formal
environments, but by the present day it has become more vernacular. Meanwhile, the usage
of Scots and Scottish Gaelic has declined, the latter to the point where virtually “no monoglot
speakers of Gaelic are to be found” (Wells 1982, p. 395).
Scottish Standard English, as it is reflected in its name, is Standard English spoken
with a Scottish accent “and retaining a few scotticisms in vocabulary” (Wells 1982, p. 394). Its
status in Scotland is considerably more prestigious than that of Welsh English or those of local
dialects in England. Its role is therefore similar to that of Received Pronunciation in England, or
General American in the United States.
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The phonology of Scottish Standard English reflects its linguistic situation: it is
similar, but not identical to Scots regarding its phoneme inventory and phonotactics.
Additionally, it retains the Scottish Vowel Length Rule, as it will be discussed below.
3. Vowels in Scottish Standard English
In this section, I will summarize the ScStE underlying vowel system in stressed syllables based
on Wells (1982), Stuart-Smith (2008) and Scobbie et al. (2006).
3.1. Monophthongs
The vowel system of Scottish Standard English typically consists of nine monophthongs in
stressed positions. Four of these (/ɪ, ɛ, ʌ, a/) are checked vowels (i.e. they cannot occur
word-finally), while the other five (/ɔ, ʉ, i, e, o/) are free (i.e. they may occur in both open
and closed syllables). ScStE lacks the Scots vowel phoneme /ø/, which is merged in most
dialects with either /e/ or /ɪ/ (Aitken 1984, p. 96).

Figure 1: The Scottish Standard English vowel system according to Scobbie et al. (2006)

KIT /ɪ/
According to Stuart-Smith (2008, p. 58), “the usual realization of this vowel in ScStE is [ɪ],
though it is often more open [ë]”. Scobbie et al. (2006, p. 6) place /ɪ/ in the almost
mid-central location in their vowel chart, though they state that it “may be further lowered and
backed or raised and fronted.”
DRESS /ɛ/
Both Wells (1982) and Stuart-Smith (2008) describe the ScStE vowel higher than the
corresponding RP vowel, which is more similar to cardinal [ɛ].
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STRUT /ʌ/
The ScStE vowel is somewhat advanced from cardinal [ʌ], as claimed by Wells (1982). It
should be noted that while /ʌ/ is present in ScStE, Scots, Southern English dialects and
therefore in Received Pronunciation as well, Northern English dialects lack this phoneme, as it
has not split from /ʊ/.
TRAP/PALM/BATH /a/
Unlike in RP, there is no /ɑ/ phoneme in ScStE; therefore, the TRAP set is merged with the
PALM/BATH one. However, according to Stuart-Smith (2008, p. 59), Abercrombie (1979)
“observes that «quite a lot of people, particularly in Edinburgh» do have the vowel /ɑ/ with
slightly different lexical incidence.” Wells (1982) also claims that the allophone [ɑ] is
available for some speakers, but it is claimed to be marginal. The phoneme /ɑ/ is absent from
Scots so this occurrence of [ɑ] is probably the result of occasional borrowing from the more
prestigious RP vocalism. Its status is therefore uncertain, so it would be problematic to
attribute phonemic status to [ɑ] in ScStE.
LOT/CLOTH/THOUGHT /ɔ/
The vowel /ɒ/, which is present in RP in LOT and CLOTH words, is also missing from ScStE,
and these lexical sets are merged with the THOUGHT set. Abercrombie (1979) and Wells
(1982) report a distinct [ɒ] quality for many speakers here as well, but this could be again the
result of interaction with RP. Macaffe (2004) proposes the same analysis, calling the situation
similar to dialect contact, where [ɒ] can spread gradually in lexical items across the dialect
border, but the status of this sound is not phonemic yet.
FOOT/GOOSE /ʉ/
“From a diagnostic point of view, the most important characteristic of the Scottish vowel
system is its lack [...] of a phoneme /ʊ/” (Wells 1982, p. 40). In Scottish Standard English the
FOOT-vowel and the GOOSE-vowel are both realized as [ʉ], “a high, usually rounded, vowel
which is central or even front” (Stuart-Smith 2008, p. 60).
FLEECE /i/
/i/ is the same as in RP, it corresponds to the cardinal vowel [i]. It is not necessarily long,
though, unlike in RP, as its length is controlled by the Scottish Vowel Length Rule, which will
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be discussed below. As opposed to RP, it does not appear in unstressed environments. This
will be covered in section 3.3.
FACE /e/
As opposed to RP /eɪ/, Scottish Standard English has a monophthong /e/ in this set. Some
Scots dialects distinguish /e/ and /eː/, but this distinction is mostly lost in Scots as well due
to the Scottish Vowel Length Rule (Aitken 1984, p. 95).
GOAT /o/
Similarly to the FACE set, Scottish Standard English has a monophthong /o/ in place of the
RP /əʊ/. Also similarly, some Scots dialects still distinguish a long version of this sound, but
it is merged to the short phoneme in Central and South Scots (Aitken 1984, p. 95).
Summarizing the above, we can sketch up the system of monophthongs in ScStE as
follows:
Front

Central

Close

/i/

/ʉ/

Close-mid

/e/

/o/

Mid
Open-mid

Back

/ɪ/
/ɛ/

/ʌ/ /ɔ/

Open

/a/
Figure 2: The system of Scottish vowel phonemes

3.2. Diphthongs
Many RP diphthongs correspond to monophthongs in ScStE. As ScStE is rhotic, RP centring
diphthongs are parallel to monophthong + /r/ sequences. Therefore, the inventory of
diphthongs in ScStE is much smaller than in RP.
CHOICE /ɔe/
The transcription of this diphthong is quite different in the sources. Wells (1982) has /ɒi/, and
notes that there is much variation in the actual surface form. Stuart-Smith (2008) is
inconsistent, on p. 55 she transcribes this diphthong with /ɔe/, but on p. 56, when
approaching ScStE from Scots, with /oe/. Scobbie et al. (2006) have /ɔe/ here as well. We
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can conclude that the exact quality of this diphthong is probably variable in Scottish speech,
but /ɔe/ seems to be a good compromise between reported surface forms.
MOUTH /ʌʉ/
The diphthong corresponding to RP /aʊ/ has a remarkably different quality in ScStE. The
nucleus of the diphthong is centralized according to every descriptive analysis, with a quality
usually described with [ʌ]. The offglide is transcribed as a tense [u] by Wells (1982), but
Stuart-Smith (2008) and Scobbie et al. (2006) have a centralized [ʉ] here as well. As RP /ʊ/
and /u/ are generally fronted and merged in ScStE /ʉ/ as seen above, and the nature of this
diphthong is central, the latter proposal fits much better into the vowel system of Scottish
English. Therefore, together with the more recent analyses, I will define this diphthong as
/ʌʉ/, and use this transcription.
PRIZE/PRICE /ae/ and /ʌɪ/
The lexical set corresponding to RP /aɪ/ is split in ScStE. The environment conditioning the
split will be discussed below. The phoneme occurring in PRIZE and – in most cases – word
finally is transcribed as /ae/ by Wells (1982) and Stuart-Smith (2008), and as /ɑːe/ by
Scobbie et al. (2006). Since, as seen above, [ɑ] is marginal is Scottish, I will use the more
traditional /ae/ below. The vowel in the PRICE set is transcribed with a centralized nucleus
as /ʌɪ/, similarly to the MOUTH set.
3.3. Unstressed vowels
commA /ʌ/
According to Wells (1982), not every version of ScStE has [ə]. In place of RP [ə], where it is
not present in the inventory, ScStE usually has [ʌ]. In many cases, though, RP [ə] corresponds
to [ɪ], e.g. pilot [paelɪt].
lettER /ɪr/ and /ʌr/
As ScStE is a rhotic dialect, the lettER set is different from the commA set. Its vowel can be
[ɪ] or [ʌ] according to Wells (1982) and Stuart-Smith (2008). Wells (1982, p. 405) claims that
“in Edinburgh speech, however, it seems more realistic to recognize a phoneme /ə/.”
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happY /e/
Scottish Standard English does not exhibit “happy tensing”, which is the process of raising the
original word-final [ɪ] vowels to a tense [i] in RP and other major English standards. The
counterpart of the word-final RP /i/ is a lower vowel: [e] or [ɪ].
3.4. Vowel length
It is apparent from the description above that there is no lexical vowel length distinction in
ScStE. While pairs of vowels may be categorized based on length or using tense/lax features in
RP, ScStE uses the tense/lax features exclusively. However, it should be noted again that while
ScStE contains /i/–/ɪ/ as a tense/lax pair, there is no /u/–/ʊ/ pair as it is merged into /ʉ/.
Having said that, vowel length distinction does exist in ScStE, but it is not phonemic;
I will discuss this in the next section.
4. The Scottish Vowel Length Rule
The rule governing the length of a vowel in Scots and in Scottish English is called the Scottish
Vowel Length Rule (SVLR), which is attributed to Aitken (1981). The basic rule is that stressed
vowels are lengthened before a morpheme boundary, a voiced fricative (/v/, /ð/, /z/ and the
marginal phoneme /ʒ/) or a rhotic consonant. This can be summarised in an SPE-style rule
as below:
V́ → [+long] / _ {#, [-continuant, -sonorant, +voice], / r / }
The operation of this rule is the same in Scots and ScStE. Aitken (1984) confirms that “all
varieties of Scottish speech, from the fullest vernacular to Educated Scottish Standard English,
operate in some measure the Scottish Vowel Length Rule” (p. 94). Two vowels are exempt from
SVLR: /ɪ/ and /ʌ/ are always short, and in most varieties, /aː/ and /eː/ are always long in
Scots (Aitken 1984, p. 98). Northern dialects tend to keep every lax vowel short (Millar 2007,
p. 20).
It appears that not every vowel is targeted by the SVLR in ScStE either. According
to Wells (1982) every monophthong except /ɪ/ and /ʌ/ are subject to variation of length. In
the case of /ae/~/ʌɪ/ “we have here further instances of length variation in accordance with
Aitken’s Law. Unlike the monophthongs, though, this diphthong varies qualitatively as well as
quantitatively” (Wells 1982, p. 405).
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Scobbie et al. (2006) do not mention vowels that are not subject to the rule, but
state that the Scottish vowel inventory might be considered larger than above. They propose
that “the quasi-phonemic contrast of the Scottish Vowel Length Rule (SVLR) establishes
three extra phonemes by splitting /i, ʉ, ae/ into «long» and «short» variants” (Scobbie et al.
2006, p. 5). This suggests that the primary targets of SVLR are /i/, /ʉ/, and /ae/~/ʌɪ/.
Stuart-Smith (2008) also supports what is laid down above on p. 58: “Recent
accounts of the SVLR based on durational data conclude that the monophthongs /i, ʉ/
and the diphthong /aɪ/ alone are subject to the SVLR.”
4.1. Examples of the Scottish Vowel Length Rule
In the next table I will show how the SVLR operates based on Wells (1982). The examples not
involving /i/ or /ʉ/ are questionable according to Scobbie et al. (2006) and Stuart-Smith
(2008):
bead

[bid]

sleeve

[sliːv]

mood

[mʉd]

smooth

[smʉːð]

lace

[les]

maze

[meːz]

tote

[tot]

pour

[poːr]

Table 1: The Scottish Vowel Length Rule: long vowels before voiced fricatives and rhotics

In the following table we can see that the targeted vowels are also long before strong
morpheme boundaries. The examples in the upper section (cited from Scobbie et al. 1999) are
accepted by all sources mentioned above, while the ones in the bottom section are only listed
by Wells (1982), as the target vowels in these examples are not /i/ or /ʉ/:
need

[nid]

knee#d

[niːd]

crude

[krʉd]

crew#ed

[krʉːd]

staid

[sted]

stay#ed

[steːd]

toad

[tod]

toe#d/tow#ed

[toːd]

bad

[bad]

baa#ed

[baːd]

nod

[nɔd]

gnaw#ed

[nɔːd]

Table 2: The Scottish Vowel Length Rule: long vowels before strong morpheme boundaries

We can also observe that the /ae/~/ʌɪ/ alternation is conditioned by the same environments
as the long-short vowel alternation in the above examples:
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price

[prʌɪs]

prize

[praez]

side

[sʌɪd]

sigh#ed

[saed]

Table 3: The Scottish Vowel Length Rule: the /ae/~/ʌɪ/ alternation

This alternation in Scots (Aitken 1984) became phonologized as it is apparent from the
existence of the following minimal pairs:
ay [ʌɪ] ‘always’ ~ aye [ae] ‘yes’ (Aitken 1984, p. 95)
gey [ʌɪ] ‘very’ ~ guy [gae] ‘guy’ (Scobbie et al. 1999)
To sum up, in the case of the /ae/~/ʌɪ/ alternation, /ae/ behaves as the long variant of /ʌɪ/.
The reasons for this will be further investigated in the next section.
5. The raising of the diphthong /ae/
We have seen in the previous section that /ae/ and /ʌɪ/ serve as the long and short
counterparts of each other. In this section we will consider the causes of that from different
aspects. First, I will present data for the raising of the corresponding /aɪ/ diphthong from other
dialects of English, and then summarize the possible explanations for this phenomenon.
5.1. The raising of /aɪ/ in other varieties of English
Canadian Raising is a well-documented phenomenon, which causes the nuclei of the
diphthongs /aɪ/ and /aʊ/ to be raised before voiceless consonants, resulting in [ʌɪ] and [ɑʊ],
respectively. I will only concentrate on the raising of /aɪ/ because it is parallel with the
phenomenon in ScStE. The examples below are from Chambers (2006):
twice

[twʌɪs]

five

[faɪv]

wife

[wʌɪf]

nine

[naɪn]

right

[rʌɪt]

my

[maɪ]

appendicitis

[əˌpɛndɪˈsʌɪɾəs]

died

[daɪd]

like

[lʌɪk]

library

[ˈlaɪbrəri]

Table 4: Canadian Raising of /aɪ/ to [ʌɪ] before voiceless consonants

The raising of /aɪ/ also present itself in The Fens region in Eastern England. In the following
table I will show examples of the pronunciation in Outwell, a village in this region, where this
phenomenon is clearly observable. Speakers from other villages also exhibit raising, resulting
e.g. in [ɔi] in Lutton, and [ʌɪ] or [ʌʏ] in Warboy (Britain 1997).
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night

[nʌɪt]

time

[taɪm]

ice

[ʌɪs]

five

[faɪv]

light

[lʌɪt]

Friday

[ˈfraɪdeɪ]

Table 5: Realizations of /aɪ/ in Outwell: raising before voiceless consonants

A third example of this kind of diphthong raising can be found in Cape Flats English,
“whereby the onsets of closing diphthongs of the PRICE and the MOUTH classes are
centralised in pre-fortis environments but low elsewhere” (Finn 2004, p. 982). Finn (2004)
brings the following example in the case of /aɪ/:
Pre-fortis

Elsewhere

bite [bɐɪt]

bide [baˑɪd]

buy [baːɪ]

Table 6: Realizations of /aɪ/ in Cape Town: raising before voiceless consonants

5.2. An explanation for the raising of /ae/
We have seen that /aɪ/ is subject to raising in several varieties of English in a similar way as
StScE /ae/, which belongs to the same lexical set (PRIZE) as /aɪ/ in those dialects. In this
section I will explore what the reason for the existence of the same phenomena in these distant
accents of English might be.
“English vowels are subject to pre-fortis clipping [shortening], then, when they are
followed by a fortis consonant within the same syllable” (Wells, 1990). Therefore, pre-fortis
clipping might account for the origin of the SVLR. However, it does not seem to give an
explanation for the alternation of /ae/ and /ʌɪ/.
A possible account is that the nucleus of the diphthong assimilates more with its
offglide when the diphthong is shorter. In the case of /aɪ/ this means that the nucleus [a]
raises towards the offglide [i]. This is confirmed by the experiments of Thomas (2000) and
Moreton (2004a). As stated by Moreton (2004b, p. 5), “voiceless codas promote assimilation
of the /aɪ/ nucleus to the offglide, while voiced ones promote assimilation of the offglide to
the nucleus.” This also explains why /aɪ/ becomes [ae] before voiced consonants, as it does in
ScStE, for instance.
The lowering of the offglide is also present in dialects in the Southern United States
and in African American Vernacular English (Bailey & Thomas, 1998). In these varieties the
offglide can be lowered to the extent when the diphthong is monophthongized:
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Pre-fortis

Elsewhere

bite [baɪt]

bide [baːd]~[baɛd]

buy [baː]~[baɛ]

Table 7: Realizations of /aɪ/ in Southern US English

5.3. Diachronic development of the /ae/~/ʌɪ/ alternation
In this section, I will try to sketch up a diachronic analysis for the emergence of the /ae/~/ʌɪ/
alternation. Both of these phonemes developed from the Middle English /iː/, which is also the
ancestor of the RP phoneme /aɪ/. In the following diagram, I present the process of the
development of /aɪ/ in RP in the period of the Great Vowel Shift:

Figure 3: The Middle English /iː/ > RP /aɪ/ sound change

There are two diachronic explanations for the /ae/~/ʌɪ/ alternation in the literature, which
are summarized by Britain (1997) and Moreton (2004b). According to the simpler one, the
nucleus of the diphthong did not lower further from the /ʌɪ/ stage before voiceless consonants
due to the phonetic reasons discussed in 5.2. We can illustrate this with the following diagram:

Figure 4: The /ae/~/ʌɪ/ split

The alternative explanation is based on the presumption that /ae/ and /ʌɪ/ originate from two
separate, non-alternating dialects. Those dialects that exhibit alternation borrowed both of
these sounds. Because of phonetic reasons, the [ʌɪ] variant became more frequent, and later
exclusive before voiceless consonants, while the [aɪ] variant did so before voiced ones:

Figure 5: A dialect borrowing both [aɪ] and [ʌɪ]
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In both approaches, the result of the vowel shift is [aɪ] before non-voiceless segments. In
Scottish Standard English the offglide of this sound lowered to [e], the reasons of which
have been discussed in 5.2. Thus both explanations are capable of accounting for the
/ae/~/ʌɪ/ alternation found in ScStE.
6. Summary
In this paper I have presented the Scottish Standard English vowel inventory and its distinctive
phenomenon, the Scottish Vowel Length Rule. We have seen that the /ae/~/ʌɪ/ alternation
parallels the variation of the long and short versions of other vowels. I have shown that other
varieties of English also exhibit a similar alternation, and then I gave synchronic and diachronic
explanations for the phenomenon. These explanations are based on the observation that when
the diphthong /ae/ is shortened, its nucleus is raised due to natural phonetic causes.
There are some puzzles, however, that are beyond the scope of this paper. One of these
questions might be why there is no such alternation in the case of the diphthong /ʌʉ/ in ScStE
unlike in some Northern American dialects. It is also intriguing why /oe/, the third diphthong
of ScStE, does not take part in the process of the Scottish Vowel Length Rule. The most
compelling question might be whether the phenomenon of raising has a common origin or
developed seperately in the above varieties. These issues could lead to further interesting
research topics.
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Flapping in American English: A Theoretical Approach1
Julianna Sarolta Pándi

1. Introduction
In this paper I will discuss a phenomenon that is one of the most typical characteristics of
American English, intervocalic alveolar flapping. Its occurrence can be observed in many
languages besides English, both as an allophone of /t/ and /d/ and of /r/. It is also present in
multiple dialects of English, such as Australian, New Zealand, Cockney, Irish, Scottish, South
African and North American.
In my paper I am going to focus on its presence in American English, simply because
that is the most widely covered occurrence in phonological literature. I will attempt to present a
wide set of attributes, including but not limited to the possible analyses of flapping, its
relationship to other allophones of /t/ and its effect on its environment.
Firstly, I will describe the basic rule of flapping, and examine the surface sound, the tap
in Section 2. Section 3 is going to provide an elaboration of and explore the connection
between tapping and flapping. Following that, I will discuss three parts of the rule: the input,
the output and the environment in Sections 4, 5 and 6, respectively. In Sections 7 and 8 I am
going to examine the possible effect of flapping on the preceding vowel. Finally, I am going to
present an example and a possible theory in Section 9 for cases when flapping fails to occur in
spite of the fact that rules that will have been discussed before are applicable to them.
2. The flapping rule
As stated above, intervocalic alveolar flapping is a phonological phenomenon occurring in
many dialects of English. In my paper I will take a closer look at the occurrence of flapping in
General American. Flapping is a rule stating that an intervocalic /t/ or /d/ surfaces as an
alveolar flap [ɾ] before an unstressed vowel (Riehl, 2003).
The rule can be formalized as the following:
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{𝑑} → ɾ / 𝑉_𝑉0

V0: unstressed

𝑡

Figure (1): The flapping rule

Note that the rule above does not include all the possible environments of flapping, as it can
occur after /n/ and /r/ and before syllabic /l/ as well, however, this paper only focuses on the
intervocalic alveolar flapping phenomenon.
3. Tap vs. flap
The surface sound in the rule above may appear in two forms, a tap or a flap. The main line
drawn between a flap and a tap (as described by Ladefoged & Maddieson, 2006:231) is that “a
flap is a sound in which a brief contact between the articulators is made by moving the active
articulator tangentially to the site of the contact, so that it strikes the upper surface of the vocal
tract in passing; [whereas] a tap is a sound in which a brief contact between the articulators is
made by moving the active articulator directly toward the roof of the mouth.” In other words,
the difference between the two features is the angle in which the tongue moves towards the
passive articulatory organs.
Although they can be differentiated phonetically, there are no languages that contrast
taps and flaps. Pointing out the one (or at least few) distinctive feature(s) between a tap and the
/t/–/d/ alternants in which it is derived in flapping accents is hard enough on its own and there
is no shared, consensual view on what said differences are. Making yet another distinction
between these two surface sounds as well would complicate things unnecessarily. The fact that
they are never in contrast in any known language explains why some phonologists are reluctant
to distinguish between taps and flaps.
For some reason, the academic convention is to use the term “flapping” for the process
but the term “tap” for the sound produced by it. In this paper I will follow these conventions
and apply the same nomenclature.
In the next section, I will take a closer look at the flapping rule, examining the change
itself, the input and the output, and the environment separately.
4. Archiphoneme
Firstly, let us consider the phonemes subject to flapping. The rule above states that the
phonemes in question are the alveolar plosives, both the voiced /d/ and voiceless /t/. The only
feature distinguishing them is voicedness, however when they undergo flapping this contrast
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disappears, and consequently, it might become unclear which phoneme the tap represents. In
other words, flapping neutralizes (suspends) a contrast otherwise present in the English
language.
For instance, all native speakers are definitely able to tell whether the string of sounds
they heard were of the forms Ted ([ted]) or dead ([ded]). In case of flapped forms, listeners
have to rely a lot more on the context, for example with the string [ðə 'pɒɾ ɪz], as the
phonological contrast between /t/ and /d/ (and consequently, the difference between the words
Ted and dead) is suspended in this particular environment with flapping speakers.
It is interesting to note that due to Pre-Voiceless Vowel-Shortening; the vowels
preceding /t/ are clipped compared to the ones preceding /d/. When the plosives undergo
flapping, the consonantal distinction disappears, but vowel length difference prevails – this
process is referred to as displacement of contrast. The possible perception of this contrast will
be discussed later in Section 7.
Giegerich (1992) draws attention to the fact that the underlying forms of the phonemes
whose contrast is suspended are not entirely arbitrary. As phonological rules always apply to a
natural class (a set of sounds that have one or more phonetic features in common), it is safe to
assume that the phoneme in question must belong to that particular natural class the rule
targets. This way it is a logical option to categorise the input of these rules by their common
features instead of simply listing them one by one (including all the features they differ in as
well). This leads to a concept on a more abstract level than that of phonemes: that of an
archiphoneme. The rule used for describing flapping could then be written as the following:
−𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡

[ −𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡 ] → ɾ / [+𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡] _ [

+𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙

+𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡]
−𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑

Figure (2): The flapping rule using an archiphoneme

The input of this rule is an archiphoneme of an alveolar stop unspecified for voicedness, it can
either be /t/ or /d/; therefore, the rule has the same targets of application as the one in (1).
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5. Phonological and phonetic status of the tap
5.1. Phonetic properties
Even though its occurrence in General American is frequent and receives a lot of attention in
phonological studies of the dialect, there are few things certain about the alveolar tap. Although
its articulation is known fairly well (it is produced with a single contraction of the tongue
muscles, which only makes a brief contact with the alveolar ridge), the question of what
differentiates a tap from a stop is a controversial topic in the study of sounds. There have been
some analyses supporting the idea of introducing a new abstract phonological feature to
distinguish the tap from its stop counterparts. However, interpreting a feature for a few sounds
can only lead to needless overgeneration in the feature system and, therefore, at least some
evidence would be required to support that the newly established feature is present and needed
elsewhere in the language as well, for which no evidence has been provided so far (Steriade,
1999).
Another candidate for possible distinction is the [+ sonorant] feature (Steriade, 1999).
However, according to Hayes (2009:95) [t] and [d] are characterized by the features
[−sonorant] [−continuant] and [−approximant], whereas the tap is [+sonorant] [+continuant]
and [+approximant], from which it is obvious that only changing the binary feature of sonority
would not instantly result in a [ɾ]. However, in Hayes’s (2009:95) framework changing all three
values to [+] would eliminate the contrast between [ɾ] and [r]. In Hayes the features introduced
in order to still maintain the contrast are the tap and the trill ([ɾ] is described as [+tap] [−trill]
and [r] as [−tap] [+trill]) but the introduction of two features raises the issue of redundancy 2.
Besides the inefficient use of features this is also troubling because from this representation the
conclusion could be drawn that the tap is significantly more similar to [r] than to [t] and [d].
That does not reflect the behaviour of the sounds in General American, which is not necessarily
a problem, but is also not an ideal condition.

2

These features are relevant in the case of two other sounds: alveolar lateral tap [ɺ] and bilabial trill [ʙ].

However, the four sounds do not use the four-way distinction the two features would mathematically be
able to make, the [ɺ] - [r] and the [ʙ] – [ɾ] pairs are distinguished on the basis of lateralness and
labialness versus coronalness, respectively. This leads to a state in which the features [flap] and [trill]
are not used to their maximal distinguishing potential.
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It is worth pointing out that the alveolar tap’s alternation with the stops is not a
universal phenomenon. There are languages where the sound it alternates with is [r], for
example Spanish and Dutch. According to Steriade (1999) “the tap [ɾ] is never in clear contrast,
in the same system, with a homorganic voiced stop and a homorganic rhotic of identical moraic
count.”
The perceivable quantitative difference between the alveolar tap and the alveolar
plosives can also account for their distinctness, unlike in the case of the two alveolar plosives 3.
Steriade (1999) introduced the feature of [extra short closure], which is, however, just one
aspect that has been measured in isolation, disregarding the possibility of any other articulatory
differences that might be present. Appointing [extra short closure] as the distinguishing feature
between alveolar stops and alveolar taps would also, in a language lacking velar and labial taps,
stand unsupported. The distinction would have to be suspended in the case of extra-short labial
and velar stops, since there is no evidence supporting that their contrast exists at other places of
articulation. In lack of the evidence from other sound changes any feature-appointment seems
arbitrary. This theory will also be discussed in Section 9.
To sum up, we are yet to find a feature representation for the alveolar tap that fulfils all
the criteria – avoiding a possible overgeneration in the system and representing the sound’s
relation to all the sounds it can be an allophone of, alveolar stops and the rhotic consonant.
5.2. Phonological properties
In this section I will examine the output of the flapping process, namely its status as a phoneme
or an allophone (the aspects of this discussion below are based on McMahon, 2002).
For a sound to be considered an allophone of a phoneme, as opposed to a phoneme of its
own, two criteria must be fulfilled. One is predictability, which means that we must be able to
determine all the environments in which the sound will appear. A perfect example for a case in
which the quality of a sound is completely predictable is that of clear and dark L’s. It is well

3

Based on the measurements of Zue and Laferriere (1979) and Banner-Inouye (1995) the difference

between these sounds is measurable in milliseconds: an average tap is 26 ms, an average [d] 75 ms and
an average [t] 129 ms long. Although the range of the absolute difference seems infinitesimal, it can be
argued that proportionally it is huge: a tap is 4.96 times shorter than a [t] and 2.88 times shorter than a
[d] which is considerably larger than the proportional difference sufficient to distinguish a [t] and a [d]
(which is just 1.72).
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known that in Standard British English an /l/ is realised with a velar secondary place of
articulation if it is followed by a consonant or a pause and in all other cases without it.
Therefore, in every environment it is completely predictable which allophone one is going to
get (a clear [l] in 'kɪ_ ɪt' and a dark [ɫ] in the environments kɪ_ ðem or in kɪ_##). An instance of
unpredictable difference is vowel backness in English. From the environment (no matter how
broad) it is never predictable if a particular vowel is going to be front or back (one can never
foresee whether the k_t environment will embrace an [æ] or an [ɔ] sound – i.e. whether the
word in question is going to be cat or cot). Clearly, of these two, the tap is similar to our first
example. It is entirely predictable where (within the speech of a speaker of a flapping dialect) it
might occur, namely, exclusively in the environment mentioned in Section 2.
The other criterion to meet is that the sound in question must be able to express a
meaningful contrast when compared to other allophones of the phoneme (i.e. the language
cannot have words which can be distinguished by only these two allophones). The difference
between [n] and [ŋ] is distinctive, a proof for which is the existence of the minimal pair /sɪŋ/
and /sɪn/. On the other hand, aspiration is a phenomenon that produces a non-distinctive sound:
[ph] will never be distinctive in English, one can never find two words with different meanings
where one is with [ph] and the other one is with [p], for instance. This condition is also fulfilled
when analysing the tap — there are no minimal pairs in the English language that can only be
distinguished by the opposition of [ɾ] and [t] or [d].
Based on the criteria discussed above we can conclude that the tap cannot be considered
a phoneme in American English, but an allophone of /t/ and /d/. Although it is an allophone of
both sounds, I will mainly focus on the relationship with /t/ as its numerous allophones present
a wider range of variants for any further study.
5.3. The tap and other /t/-allophones
Allophones in the vast majority of cases are in complementary distribution, i.e. the
environments they appear in can never overlap. That is not true of the alveolar tap – it is in free
variation with the coronal plosives [t] or [d]. Either the flapped or the unflapped sound can
appear in the environment given in Section 2 without causing any change in meaning. The ratio
of their use is solely based on the speaker’s idiolect and although different values may be
attached to them socially, native speakers consider both variations equally grammatical.
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Balogné Bérces (2005) describes /t/ as having the following eight different
pronunciations in American English (based on Kenstowicz 1994: 65–66, Wells 1982: 248–
252):
Allophone

Transcription

Example

“plain”

t

stop

aspirated

th

take

retroflexed

ʈ

trip

tapped/flapped

ɾ

city

nasal flap

ɾ̃

panting

unreleased glottalized

tʔ

hit

glottal stop

ʔ

whatever

zero

pants
Figure (3): Allophones of /t/

In the following section I will examine the alveolar tap’s relation to the glottalized [ʔt], the
glottal stop [ʔ] and the aspirated [t h]. According to Giegerich (1992) “[the tap] is in
complementary distribution with [t h], which occurs in onsets of stressed syllables, and with the
[ʔt] of syllable-final positions.” (For further discussion concerning syllable structure, see
Section 6.)
Their complementary distribution alone (however relevant) is not enough to prove that
for instance [t h] and [ɾ] are the allophones of the same phoneme. The sounds [h] and [ŋ] are
also in complementary distribution (while the former only occurs before vowels, the latter
occurs generally before the consonants /k/ and /g/ or word-finally4). However, most analyses
are reluctant to describe them as allophones of the same phoneme. The reason for that is quite
simple: phonetically they are not similar at all (while [h] is a voiceless glottal fricative, [ŋ] is a
velar nasal – and therefore voiced by default). In this case neither the place nor the manner of
articulation is shared by the two sounds, let alone their voicing. In the case of the aspirated, the
glottalized (or preglottalized) and the flapped allophones of /t/, however, the phonetic
resemblance is obvious and striking.

4

Except for a few words, e. g. hanger, longer, stronger, where the morpheme-medial velar nasal is in

prevocalic position.
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During aspiration the glottis is left open even after the voiceless obstruent is released,
making the following sound devoiced. Glottalization means the complete closure of the glottis
before the voiceless obstruent in question, which results in a clear-cut acoustic separation of the
obstruent from the preceding vowel’s phonation. Although these phonetic differences are
present, none of the aforementioned modifications are distinctive.
All variants belong to the natural class of alveolar sounds and their manner of
articulation is similar as well. This and the fact that they are incapable of expressing contrast
(as a result of their complementary distribution) combined give enough ground for the
assumption that the sounds mentioned above are in fact the allophones of the same phoneme,
namely /t/.
To conclude, the tap sound is not a phoneme of English, but an allophone of /t/, and is
in complementary distribution with other /t/-allophones, the aspirated and the glottalized /t/.
While [th] occurs in both British and American dialects, [ʔt] is only typical of the former, while
[ɾ] appears in the latter.
6. The syllable (determining the environment of the rule)
Finally, in this section, I will discuss the second part of the rule in (1), which describes the
environment in which flapping occurs. The rule tells us that two things are needed for it to take
place. The /t/ needs to be preceded by a vowel (of unspecified stress properties) and it also
needs to be followed by an unstressed vowel. The phenomenon can be approached, however,
from another point of view, one referring to syllable boundaries as well.
It is also a more desirable method to present aspiration, glottalization and flapping
within the same framework, highlighting their similarities and unambiguously revealing their
complementary distribution.
Recently syllables have mostly been thought of as possessing a structure that closely
resembles the X-bar theory in syntax (Chomsky, 1970) as illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure (4): Syllable structure

In this hierarchic system, the syllable (σ) is divided into two parts first: the onset and the
rhyme. The rhyme is further divided into a nucleus (or peak) and a coda 5. The process of
syllabification in English is governed by several rules. In the following I am going to elaborate
on two of them: Onset Maximization and Coda Capture.
Onset Maximization is a tendency to have an onset consisting of as many consonants as
possible. “Possible” means as many onset consonants as allowed by the sonority hierarchy. The
sonority hierarchy is responsible for the fact that branching onsets are only possible if the
second onset consonant is more sonorous than the one preceding it 6. It is possible for a word
that appears to be monosyllabic to contain two sonority peaks, for example a word-initial [s]
within a consonant cluster, like in the word stoic. In this case the [s] forms a degenerate
syllable; for further discussion please refer to Szigetvári (2011).
The sonority hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 5, based on Szigetvári (2012). Another
factor (however much debated) that might limit the possibilities of a maximal onset is the set of
possible word-initial clusters. It is proposed by Kahn (1980) that only clusters occurring at the
beginning of words are able to occur at the beginning of a syllable. The logic behind this theory

5

In most theories of moraic weight English rhyme components are perceived as being one mora heavy

each (mora is the unit of weight in moraic theory). For further discussion on the Weight-by-Position rule
see Hayes (1989).
6

The same effect mirrored is true for the coda: each coda segment must be less sonorous than the one

preceding it; therefore, the alternative name of the nucleus (peak) seems justified by it being the
sonority peak of the syllable.
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is that a word-initial cluster is necessarily an onset cluster, as it must form the onset of the
syllable it is a part of.
Sonority index
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Sounds
low vowels (e.g., a, ɑ, ɒ)
mid vowels (e.g., e, ɛ, ə, ɔ, o)
high vowels/glides (e.g., i, j, u, w)
rhotics (e.g., r, ɾ)
laterals (e.g., l)
nasals (e.g., m, n, ŋ)
voiced fricatives (e.g., v, ð, z, ʒ)
voiceless fricatives (e.g., f, θ, s, ʃ, x)
voiced plosives (e.g., b d g) (e.g., b, d, g)
voiceless plosives (e.g., p, t, k)
Figure (5): Sonority hierarchy

Coda capture (Kahn 1976) is a rule in syllabic theory that can possibly override the Onset
Maximization Principle described above. It states that any strong syllable (i.e. a syllable with a
major stress) is able to capture the onset of the following syllable as its own coda, provided that
the following syllable is unstressed.
The result of Coda Capture is an ambisyllabic consonant (i.e. a consonant that cannot be
unambiguously syllabified either as the coda of the preceding syllable or the onset of the
following one). As syllabification does not necessarily coincide with morphological
composition, Coda Capture (and therefore flapping) is not necessarily limited to the lexical
domain either7.
This theory, however debated, is perfectly suitable to explain the three-way alternation
between glottalization, aspiration and flapping, which otherwise would be at least troublesome,
since the syllable structure only offers two consonant positions.
Kahn (1976) reaches the conclusion that ambisyllabicity is a necessary requirement for
flapping with the following arguments. First, he mentions that a /t/ or /d/ is only flapped if it is
syllabified into the same syllable as the following vowel. By the rules of syllabification this is
only possible if it forms a part of its onset. However, this leaves the onset position for both the
flapping and the aspiration. We can easily identify the glottalizing environments by saying that
it can only happen with coda /t/’s.

7

A discussion on the relationship of morpheme boundaries and flapping at length can be read in

Balogné Bérces (2005) and Kahn (1976).
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Based on the fact that flapped /t/ is in complementary distribution with aspirated /t/, we
know that their environments have to be different. Consequently, possible flapping
environments are those which are both syllable-initial and syllable-final at the same time (i.e.
ambisyllabic). From this it is easy to see that Coda Capture (CC) and flapping are necessarily
related, namely, flapping applies to the output of CC.
To see it through an example, let’s take the word water. Since the first syllable is
stressed, coda capture is possible and it can be syllabified as wat.er, but this would mean that
/t/’s not followed by a vowel can also be flapped. However, if we syllabify it as wa.ter, then the
environment would coincide with aspiration and we still would not be able to clearly
distinguish between the two phenomena. The theory of ambisyllabicity is able solve this
problem, and also makes use of the rather rare situation in which both neighbours of the input
sound are specified.
To conclude, the concept of ambisyllabicity provides a solution to restrictions of the two
consonant positions within a syllable. Aspiration, as discussed above, happens to consonants in
the onset of a syllable, for instance in words like type or attack. (Even though the /t/ is in an
intervocalic position in attack, the first syllable is unstressed and thus unable to capture the
coda consonant). Although the exemplary words were chosen in a fashion so as /t/ would be
followed by a vowel, it is not necessarily so. Should /t/ be followed by non-nasal sonorants,
aspiration would still occur, just not in the form of aspirated [t h], but in the forms of a devoiced
[r], as in the word [tr̥eɪ].
Glottalization or pre-glottalization happens in coda position, such as in the words hat
and what. As previously reasoned, flapping will occur in ambisyllabic positions for which the
examples are numerous in this paper. Thus, by using onsets, codas and ambisyllabicity, it is
possible to represent three completely distinct environments, all in complementary distribution
with the others.
7. Auditory cues (how we know it is there)
As it was already discussed in Section 4, there are measurable auditory cues that give indirect
information about the voicedness of the original underlying plosive – namely the length of the
vowels preceding the flapped stops. In spite of the fact that the difference between the plosives
gets neutralized, the vowel difference still prevails – this process is referred to as a
displacement of contrast.
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However, it has been debated whether displacement of contrast eases perception.
Numerous researches have come to the conclusion that vowels preceding the voiced plosive are
on average longer than before its voiceless counterpart. The difference is not as drastic as
between long and short vowels (it is only in the millisecond range) and results vary from study
to study.
A study on this phenomenon was conducted by Herd et al. (2010), in which twenty
American English speakers from Kansas participated. In the first part of the study all of them
were asked to read a list containing words and nonwords contrasting /t/ and /d/ in flapping
environments, both word-finally and word-medially. A total of 9840 tokens were recorded8,
and the acoustic nature of flapping (the duration of both the vowels and the taps) was analysed
in detail.
For our discussion, the second part of the experiment carries the more relevant
information. In this second part, a study of perception, 34 people participated. The researchers
used 4 pairs of words, where a pair consisted of two identical surface representations, with one
underlying /t/ and one underlying /d/ phoneme. The word pairs in question are: leader–liter,
wedding–wetting, tida–title and madder–matter.
Their results have shown that native speakers are unable to identify acoustically for
certain whether a sound in a given word is a flapped /t/ or a flapped /d/ — the pattern they have
found is that the participants relied heavily on a d-bias (test subjects identified more /d/’s
correctly than /t/’s and therefore, when in doubt, listeners were more likely to choose /d/).
Based on the aforementioned studies, we referred to the phenomenon of the vowel
quantity before flapped sounds as a displacement of contrast. However, the paper by Herd et al.
raises some interesting questions. From a perceptional point of view, the difference is fully
suspended between the voiced and the voiceless plosives. If the basis of our analysis is only
production, the difference prevails, but on a perceptual basis the contrast is suspended. This is
an instance where the long-debated issue of phonological vs. phonetic representations recurs.
The main problem here is how detailed a phonological representation is allowed to be and
whether it is the articulation (the point of view of the speaker) or the perception (the point of
view of the listener) that should be emphasized more and therefore represented in it. In this
case the two clearly contradict each other, and although if one is thinking of practical usage, for

8

For detailed distribution of the words please refer to Herd et al. (2010).
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the creation of machines the two can be perfectly separable; for the purposes of writing a
grammar which depicts exactly the relevant aspects of the natural language in question the
decision is tougher.
8. Canadian Raising
In the next section, I am going to briefly digress from General American to examine a dialect
where the neutralizing effect of flapping causes, without a doubt, a displacement of contrast:
that is Canadian English (CE), and a phenomenon called Canadian Raising (CR). Moreover, I
am going to discuss a possible analysis combining flapping and Canadian Raising.
According to Kaye (2012) Canadian Raising is the quality change of the diphthongs
before voiceless consonants, /p/, /t/, /k/, /s/, /ʃ/ and /f/. Typically /aɪ/ becomes [ʌɪ], and /aʊ/
becomes [ʌʊ] – the output sounds may vary due to idiolects and regional dialects. What is
common is that the [a]-component of the diphthong changes from low to mid-low, hence the
name Canadian Raising. As a result, price is pronounced [prʌɪs] (as opposed to [praɪs] in
General American), and about is pronounced [əbʌʊt] (as opposed to [əbaʊt]).
From our perspective, the words in Figure 6 present the relevant data, examining the
word pairs write–ride and writing–riding.
write

ride

writer

rider

GA raɪt

raɪd

raɪɾər

raɪɾər

CA rʌɪt

raɪd

rʌɪɾər

raɪɾər

Figure (6): Pronunciation of write and ride in GA and CE

In Canadian English, flapping and raising provide an example for displacement of contrast, as
can be seen above in Figure 6. In a General American dialect, the words writer and rider are
subject to the neutralizing effect of flapping – the only difference is present in the length of the
preceding vowel. However, due to Canadian Raising, in CE the vowels differ in quality as well,
and thus, we are able to phonologically distinguish them.
Through the example of these two phenomena, I am going to discuss rule-ordering,
introduced by Kiparsky (1968). Whenever we have two rules that can possibly interact, we
have to examine their relationship. CR can only occur before voiceless vowels, and that is
exactly the feature flapping is able to delete. This is called a bleeding relationship – flapping is
able to “bleed” Canadian Raising, in other words, is able to create a context where CR can no
longer apply.
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In the theory of rule-ordering, the idea is to determine how the rules follow each other
in order to create the surface representations from the presumed underlying representations
(UR). A model applying generative phonology would state that every word has an abstract
underlying form stored in the mental lexicon of the speaker, and the words that actually appear
in the language are all derived from the UR. By its very definition, we can see that the
underlying form can never be more than an assumption, given its abstract nature. Consequently,
every rule-ordering analysis includes a fundamental hypothesis – the underlying forms of each
word. That is something that we cannot be sure of, and as I will discuss later, the question of
UR is able to provide a foundation to challenge every rule-based theory. Keeping that in mind I
am going to present this particular example by using the General American pronunciation as
the underlying form.
In this case, since flapping is able to take away the environment necessary for Canadian
Raising, we have to assume that CR occurs first and flapping second, creating a
counterbleeding order. To test this hypothesis, in Figure 7 below I am going to examine the
possible outputs for both cases. (7a) demonstrates the process if we assume flapping (FL) to
occur first, and (7b) shows the order the other way round.
write

ride

writer

rider

UR raɪt

raɪd

raɪtər

raɪtər

raɪt

raɪd

raɪɾər

raɪɾər

CR rʌɪt

raɪd

raɪɾər

raɪɾər

FL

Figure (7a): Rule-ordering in Canadian English I.

The forms in bold above show the reason why this order cannot be the right one – if we assume
flapping precedes Canadian Raising, the neutralizing effect would still prevail, and the forms
surfacing would not reflect the words of the language. That is a direct cause of flapping’s
bleeding nature in this order. However, if CR is the first to occur, the order prevents flapping to
take away the necessary environment, and the derived surface representations will be the
correct ones.
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write

ride

writer

rider

UR raɪt

raɪd

raɪtər

raɪtər

CR rʌɪt

raɪd

rʌɪtər

raɪdər

rʌɪt

raɪd

rʌɪɾər

raɪɾər

FL

Figure (7b): Rule-ordering in Canadian English II.

As the examples above clearly show, flapping and Canadian Raising are an obvious example
for demonstrating counterbleeding and rule-ordering. However, Kaye (2012) in his research
challenges this idea based on “the assumption (without supporting evidence) that write and ride
are derived from the same underlying vowel” among others.
To sum up, in the section above I presented an example of Canadian English to show a
dialect in which flapping causes an obvious displacement of contrast. By using these two rules,
we are able to demonstrate rule-ordering – specifically, a counterbleeding relationship between
the two rules.
9. Paradigm Uniformity
Based on the attributes discussed above, flapping appears to be a post-lexical rule. It applies
across word boundaries (e.g. ['gɔ ɾ ɪt]), it is optional and not structure-preserving — it produces
a sound which is not part of the phoneme inventory of the language.
However, there are exceptions, which is not typical of post-lexical rules — in this
section I am going to discuss an environment where flapping fails to occur, and a possible
explanation offered by Steriade (1999).
The phenomenon in question is called the Withgott-effect. Withgott (1983) noted the
different pronunciation of the stop in capitalistic and words such as militaristic, sanitisation,
monotonocity – in the former, the /t/ is flapped and in the latter ones it is not. The difference
cannot be attributed to the CV patterns or the stress pattern, since each word shares the same
CV pattern and stress distribution. However, the /t/ in the base forms of the words capital and
military are not the same, as only the former is flapped.
Steriade (1999) attributes the phenomena to Paradigm Uniformity (PU). A paradigm is a
set of words that share a morpheme (either root or suffix) and Paradigm Uniformity is a theory
that states that the morphemes have a tendency to retain their original form throughout the
paradigm. The process the morphemes go through is called Paradigm Levelling, when a
speaker uses an unexpected or unjustified form to fulfil the requirements of PU. Steriade uses
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the term phonetic analogy when describing Paradigm Levelling resulting in the change of
segments that are not known to be independently contrastive in any language.
The following experiment by Steriade (1999) can be used to illustrate PU. Native
speakers were asked to produce base words with antepenultimate stress (jettison, parody), and
then to produce the derivative forms suffixed with -able, creating nonces. The reason why this
particular suffix has been chosen is that by adding -able the stress pattern of words typically
remains intact. However, leaving the stress where it was in the base form violates a prosodic
constraint of English which generally does not permit unstressed strings longer than two
syllables.
The vast majority of speakers preferred the forms in which the stress pattern of the base
word was retained, for example [ˈdʒɛtɪsənəbəl] to [dʒɛtɪˈsɒnəbəl]. Although they described the
resulting words ‘too long’ and ‘awkward’, they stated that the pronunciation where the stress
has been moved is unacceptable. From this it is clear that native speaker intuition recognises
that in these cases there are two opposing phonological tendencies that have to be considered,
and a majority of speakers feel that retaining Paradigm Uniformity is the best option the system
is capable of. It is important to note that PU is not a rule that must be obeyed under all
circumstances; the linguistic judgement can even vary from speaker to speaker.
Moreover, the length preservation of vowels preceding taps (the phenomenon described
in Section 7 at length) can also be considered as an example for PU. According to Steriade
(1999), the reason for the unflapped stop in militaristic is the same tendency, namely, that
speakers prefer to retain the consonant that was present in the base form, military. By moving
the stress, Paradigm Uniformity has already been violated; therefore it is even more important
to retain the similarity of the surface sounds. Even though flapping is not a distinctive feature
and thus does not affect comprehensibility, the surface form of the morpheme would still
change.
In order to support her claim, Steriade conducted an experiment in which 12 subjects
were asked to read four lists of words (as presented in (8)): two sets of base forms and two sets
of derived forms suffixed with -istic.
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(8a) Bases: voluntary, positive, primitive, relative, negative
Derivatives:

voluntaristic,

positivistic,

primitivistic,

relativistic, negativistic
(8b) Bases: rotary, fatal, fetish, totem, notary
Derivatives: rotaristic, fatalistic, fetishistic, totemistic,
notaristic
Figure (8): Word pairs used in production study (Steriade, 1999)

The words in (8a) are the ones the experiment actually focused on – their flapping is either
optional or impossible. The ones in (8b) are all potential subjects to flapping, they were
included to avoid false positive [t]’s. If the list included words that are almost certainly flapped
(since the whole phenomenon is optional, we cannot predict flapping with absolute certainty),
the subjects are less likely to feel pressured to overproduce [t]’s. Every subject was asked to
read two lists of words, composed of the four different sets presented above, first a list
composed of the base forms, then after a short break one of the derivative forms.
The results have shown that the base forms in (8a) and (8b) did not have any effect on
one another, all base forms in (8b) were flapped, except for one speaker who did not tap fetish.
Whereas all the /t/’s of the derived forms in (8b) surfaced as flaps, the ones in (8a) varied. The
flapping/non-flapping ratios were the following: 1/5 for positive, 7/5 for primitive and relative,
2/1 for negative. In the case of base form-derivative form pairs 11 speakers’ results showed
complete correspondence throughout the paradigm.
The research was criticized by Riehl (2003) on multiple counts. She drew up a few
possible problems regarding the experimental method. Firstly, she states that if every subject
says every word only once, we cannot be sure that the results are caused by Paradigm
Uniformity, and not by sheer coincidence. She also claims that the perception of taps and stops
in the produced words have to be added to the study as a second part, since in the original study
by Steriade the choice between taps and stops was only up to her decision. According to Riehl,
the judgement of the researcher is not a sufficient indicator.
In the light of these results, Steriade (1999) studies what feature distinguishes taps from
stops and arrives at the conclusion that it is the [extra short closure], mentioned in Section 5.1.
This notion is also criticized by Riehl (2003), on the basis of the following: although Steriade
(1999) states that the difference in closure length is measurable, “she does not subject the
tokens in her study to an acoustic analysis and therefore is unable to verify whether the tokens
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she perceives as flaps are actually shorter in duration than the tokens she perceives as stops, or
whether other cues relate to flap/stop identification as well as or better than duration.”
Based on her experiment, Steriade proposes the idea of obliterating the distinction
between phonetic and phonological features. She challenges Keating’s (1984) concept of
phonological features. She claims that only those features are validly considered phonological
that are able to express contrast by themselves. However, Steriade (1999) offers a new
perspective by stating that Keating’s features are in fact phonological contrasts, which are
perfectly analysable as the totality of several phonetic features. For example the contrast in the
voicing of consonants stems from features such as closure duration, prevoicing, pitch, etc.
Since these features on their own are non-contrastive, they are regarded phonologically
irrelevant and changing only one of them is incapable of sufficiently expressing contrast.
According to Steriade (1999), the [extra short closure] belongs to the category of noncontrastive features. However, it is able to trigger Paradigm Levelling, and consequently, is
sufficient proof for non-contrastive features to be considered as grammatically relevant.
If we accept Steriade’s stipulation that the difference between stops and flaps is only the
closure length, her conclusion is absolutely logical.
This difference cannot be considered strictly phonetic, because if it were, listeners
would not be able to differentiate between the two sounds, since Steriade herself claims that
one phonetic feature is not sufficient on its own to express contrast. However, it cannot be
considered as phonological either. There is only this one example for the phenomenon (as
mentioned in Section 5.1, no such distinction is made among labials or velars), and even in this
case its presence is predictable. This phenomenon by itself does not provide sufficient evidence
against predictability as an indicator of phonological irrelevance.
She resolves this opposition by rendering the distinction between phonetic and
phonological features unnecessary. However, in my opinion, this theory only stands as long as
we accept the [extra short closure] as the only distinction, and as Riehl (2003) stated, we do not
have satisfactory evidence to support that.
While I do not disagree with the final conclusion Steriade (1999) arrives to, namely that
distinction between phonetic and phonological features should be reconsidered, I do feel that
the alveolar flapping is not the ideal phenomenon to support the idea.
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10. Summary
In this paper I aimed at presenting a detailed description of the intervocalic alveolar flapping in
American English. I examined the input, the output and the environment of the rule. The input
is a good example to support introducing the concept of the archiphoneme, an abstract
phoneme unspecified for redundant features. The output of the rule, the tap itself, can be
discussed from a phonetic and a phonological point of view – the features that distinguish it
from /t/ and its allophony to /t/, respectively. And finally, the environment presented a notion in
syllabic theory, ambisyllabicity, which states that a consonant is able to belong to multiple parts
of a syllable.
In the following sections, I discussed the environment of flapping. Multiple studies have
been carried out to examine the length of the preceding vowel, however, in my research I have
not found a framework that is able to combine the perceptional and articulatory results into a
single, unified rule set.
After that, I presented a dialect which shows a change in quality of the preceding
vowels, Canadian English, and I gave an example of rule-ordering by using flapping and
Canadian Raising. And lastly, I examined the Withgott-effect, the cases where flapping does
not occur, a possible explanation for that by Steriade (1999) and its critique by Riehl (2003).
Throughout this paper a few problems were presented that could be subject to future
research. Firstly, the phonetic representation of the tap is far from being trivial; there is no
universally accepted analysis to describe the features of the sound. Secondly, while the notion
of ambisyllabicity perfectly solves the problem of the three-way alternation, it is not a widely
accepted theory, and it has been debated whether it really is needed in English phonology.
Third is the question of production versus perception. With the example of flapping (more
precisely, the vowels preceding the flapped sounds) we can address an interesting issue, a
question of what the best basis of a phonological model would be: the sounds articulated or the
sounds perceived by the speakers. And lastly, the issue raised by Steriade (1999) was also
presented through the example of flapping, namely the need to redefine the distinction of
phonetic and phonological features. While her study was challenged by other phonologists, and
I claimed that the example she chooses does not seem to support her argument, I do think that
the initial idea is worthy of thorough research.
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Vocalisation in Three English Dialects 1
Tünde Szalay

1. Introduction
This paper presents the phenomena known as L-Vocalisation and Sandhi L in English. The
first phenomenon leads to the loss of the contact between the tongue and the alveolar ridge,
thus it turns the lateral into a vowel. Therefore it affects the vowel system, leading to the
appearance of new sound sequences and to the neutralisation between some sequences. The
second phenomenon is an /l/ sound that is inserted morpheme finally if the next morpheme
begins with a vowel. Thus it affects the consonant system and the distribution of /l/, leading to
an identical pronunciation of paw is and Paul is in certain dialects. These changes seem to
affect several varieties of English at the same time, for example Cockney and London
English, certain areas of England, such as the Fenns, and the Cambridge area, and Scotland. 2
They appear in certain dialects of American English such as the Pennsylvanian and the
Southern accents. In the southern hemisphere they can be found in New Zeeland and
Australian English. As can be seen from this list L-vocalisation and Sandhi L can be found in
a variety of English dialects. However, these dialects have developed independently from
each other since the middle of the 19th century ( Britain and Johnson 2007:302), but the
environment in which L Vocalisation can be found is the same in each of these dialects,
namely it appears before consonants, with the exception of /j/, and before a pause.
In this paper I am going to compare and contrast the presence and the effects of LVocalisation and L Sandhi in Cockney, Cambridge, and Pennsylvania speech. First I will
present L-Darkening, which is the necessary prerequisite for L-Vocalisation, its environment,
and possible formalisations of the L-Darkening rule. Then I will move on to the analysis of LVocalisation in these dialects, and present its effect on the vowel-inventory of the English
dialect in question. In the next section I will analyse L-Insertion in the same dialects, and I
1

This paper was originally written for the OTDK (Students' Scholarly Circle) conference in 2013.

Hereby I would like to thank my supervisor, Miklós Törkenczy, and my reviewers, Zsuzsanna
Bárkányi, and András Cser.
Bristol L, however, is not a sandhi /l /, but an ephentetic one, because it is always inserted word

2

finally after certain sounds (Wells 1982: 344).
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will examine if it is a Sandhi Phenomenon, or an L-Clearing rule. In the last section I will
present my conclusions.
1.1 Dark L: The prerequisite of L-Vocalisation
In terms of articulatory phonetics Dark L [ɫ] is a velarised sound, made by a contact between
the tip of the tongue and the alveolar ridge and by the back of the tongue being raised towards
the soft palate (Cruttenden 2001: 203). Therefore the difference between Clear L and Dark L
lies in the position of the back of the tongue, which is not raised during the articulation of
Clear L. Phonologically speaking, in certain dialects of English, for example in General
American and Standard Scottish English, there is no distinction between Clear L and Dark L,
because Dark L occurs in all positions (Cruttenden 2001: 204). However, in RP and in
Cockney, both Clear and Dark L are present. When /l / is morpheme final, there is an
alternation between the two because the underlying /l / can be realised both as a [l] or as [ɫ].
The rule is formulated by Wells as follows (Wells 1982: 258):
(1)

. l → ɫ / _ { ║, #0 C }

This rule is post-lexical (or structure independent), that is to say it is not affected by word
boundaries, therefore there may or may not be a strong boundary between the Dark L and the
following consonant. It also has to be noted that if the following consonant is /j /, the sound
remains clear (Wells 1982: 258, Cruttenden 2001: 201). However, that /j / patterns with the
vowels does not change the fact that in RP Clear L and Dark L are in complementary
distribution, and the L-Darkening rule is a low-level allophonic rule. However, in London
dialectal speech, in Estuary English, and lately in RP, Dark L can become a vowel, and when
it does it has an influence on the distribution of /l / and on the distribution of the vowels as
well.
1.1.1 Dark L defined in Terms of the Syllable Structure
The L-Darkening rule presented by Wells can be generalised, and formulated in terms of
syllable structure. The phoneme /l /, as a lateral, has a high degree of sonority “and it is
followed only by approximants and vowels on the sonority scale” (Giegerich 1992: 133). The
environment of L-Darkening shows that /l / becomes dark when the following sound is either
less sonorous3 than /l /or there is no following sound. Both cases lead to a sound sequence
Gimson presents an alternative sonority scale, in which approximants are presented as less sonorous

3

than laterals.[Gimson 2001: 49] However, he also notes that this is “somewhat awkward” because /j
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with a falling sonority, therefore, /l/ will be in the rhyme of the syllable, not in the onset.
Therefore, the L-Darkening rule can state that /l / is dark when it is in the rhyme of the
syllable (Britain, Wyn, 2007: 295). This rule could offer an explanation for the fact that /j /
patterns with the vowels and not with the consonants, and it does not treat it as an exception
to the rule. However, /w / is also more sonorous than /l / and it patterns with the consonants,
therefore an additional rule is needed that excludes */lw/ from the possible onsets.
In the syllable rhyme /l / can occupy two positions. When it is preceded by a less
sonorous sound, it constitutes a sonority peak, and therefore it is in the nucleus of a syllable.
Examples are middle, metal, sickle and people.4 When it is preceded by a more sonorous
sound, namely a vowel /l / it is in the coda. (The sequence /Vjl / does not seem to exist in
English, and phonologically the sounds /eɪ ɔɪ aɪ/ are analysed as diphthongs not as a sequence
of a vowel and yod.) Examples are milk, feel, call, wild, and cold.
Dark L tends to be vocalised in both positions. However, when it is followed by a
consonant in the same word, the vocalisation is straightforward and the /l / is unrecoverable.
Once the pronunciation of milk has become /mɪɤk/, because the Coda L has been vocalised, as
it happened in Cockney, there will be no environment that could make this vowel turn into the
lateral again. However, when /l / is morpheme final, as for example in peeled and peeling in
which the /l /can be realised as [piːɫd] [piːɤd] or [piːlɪŋ] because its clearness depends on the
first sound of the following morpheme. In this environment a clear /l / appears; however, this
can be analysed as an L-Clearing or an L-Insertion rule.
1.2 Vocalised L as a phoneme
In order for the vocalised /l / to be treated as a phoneme the change should become
unrecoverable. This is already the case for vocalised l in the _C environment, as words such
as milk cannot show alternation, but word-final vocalised /l / ought to become a word-level
rule, and the rule ought to be reformulated as follows:
(2) l → ɫ /_ {C, #}
(3) ɫ → ɤ / _{C, #}

That is to say, it would be irrelevant for a word-final /l / what follows it, a consonant or a
vowel, and bell would be pronounced as [bɛɤ] both in the phrase bell is and bell was.
/and /w/ are short versions of closed front and closed back vowels respectively.
According to the Longman Dictionary of Pronunciation a schwa can be inserted before the /l /.

4
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However, this is not the case in any of the three English dialects that I examine, because an /l
/is always present if the following word begins with a vowel. However, if bell is is
pronounced as [bɛl ɪz], /l / has to be analysed as an L-Clearing rule, but if it is pronounced as
[bɛɤl ɪz], that is to say, both the vowel and the consonant are present, the Clear L has to be
analysed as a Linking L, and [ɛɤ] as a diphthong. If this process of Linking L is further
generalised, then an Intrusive L can appear at the end of those words whose word-final vowel
is the same as those resulting from L-Vocalisation. 5
Although real-life examples do not show such clear-cut and simple stages of this
process, I believe that the three dialects I examine reflect different stages. Namely, in the
London dialect it is at the first stage, when it is a structure independent allophonic rule,
although certain traces of phonemicisation and structure dependence can be found. In the
Cambridge dialect, there is indirect evidence for that there is a Linking L in the _#V
environment, and in Pennsylvania, Intrusive L appears.
2. L-Vocalisation in London English
Dark L is frequently vocalised in the London dialect, both in broad Cockney, and in the
dialect that is called Popular London, which is closer to RP. It is also important to note that
RP has its roots in the London dialect, and it is influenced by London speech. Therefore it is
not surprising that whereas in 1982 Wells wrote that “L-Vocalisation is Near-RP or Non-RP”
(Wells 1982: 295), in 1994 he claimed that this statement might be in the need of a revision,
because Dark L is frequently vocalised by speakers of RP (Wells 1994: 3). In 2000 he goes
even further, and suggests that teachers of English as a foreign language, although they teach
RP, should accept a vocoid in place of Dark L (Wells 2000).
Phonetically, this vocoid is described as a usually rounded [o] or [ʊ] or rarely
unrounded [ɤ] (Wells 1982: 313) or as a centralised [ö] (Cruttenden 2001: 203).
Phonologically, this vowel is expected to appear in the same environment as Dark L, namely
in the nucleus and in the coda. However, Vocalised L seems to be extended to pre-vocalic
environments in the case of a word-final Dark L. Moreover, the vocalisation of a Coda L also
affects the preceding vowel, and its influence is not always recoverable. These two changes in
the London dialect might lead to the phonemicisation of the vocalised Dark L.
A similar idea is presented by Brian Gick in his article The American Intrusive L (2002), but I do not

5

entirely agree with that vocalised /l/ has to merge with another vowel of the vowel system in order to
be reinterpreted as a vowel.
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2.1 Pre-vocalic L-Vocalisation
The pronunciation of a world-final /l / is determined by the following sound. However, wordfinal /l/ can remain dark or syllabic, even when the following word begins with a vowel, or a
suffix beginning with a vowel is attached to it. (Cruttenden 2001: 203). Therefore,
vocalisation is possible in the _#V environment. Wells also notes that both Syllabic and Coda
L might be vocalised in a prevocalic environment, and the examples fall off and see people off
are given. (Wells 1982: 313) Altendorf and Watt also note this phenomenon and give the
examples roll up and peel it (Altendorf and Watt 2008: 212). The reason for the vocalisation
of a word-final Syllabic L or non-syllabic Dark L might be a glottal stop that intervenes when
the following word begins with a stressed syllable. However, an intervening glottal stop does
not make L-Darkening obligatory, but it only increases the likelihood of L-Darkening, and
thus that of L-Vocalisation. (Cruttenden 2001: 203). Moreover, the absence of a glottal stop
does not prohibit L-Vocalisation, as it can be seen from peel it, because it as a function word
is never stressed. According to Wells, the syllabic status of a Dark L also increases the
possibility of L-Vocalisation in a pre-vocalic environment (Wells 1982: 313), and Syllabic L
is usually vocalised in the London dialect, for example medal is is more likely to be
pronounced with a vocalised /l/ as ['mɛdɤ ɪz]than kill Andy as ['kɪɤ 'ændi]. The consonant
preceding Syllabic L also affects the likelihood of L-Vocalisation in the dialect that
Cruttenden calls London Regional RP. In this variation, if the articulation of the preceding
consonant involves a labial gesture, L-Vocalisation is more likely (Cruttenden 2001: 203), so
people [piːpɤ] and nibble [nɪbɤ] are more likely to have a vocalised /l/ than metal or bottle.
2.2 The effect of L-Vocalisation on the Vowel Inventory
The vocalisation of Coda L has an effect on the vowel inventory of London English, because
it can alter every vowel after which it can appear. (Dark L cannot appear after the happY
vowel, which is by definition word-final or prevocalic, and after broken tense vowels.)
Vocalised /l/ turns monophthongs to diphthongs, and diphthongs to triphthongs or to the
sequence of two vowels with a hiatus. For example milk turns from [mɪɫk] to [mɪɤk], and wild
becomes [waɪəd] from [waɪɫd]. The only exception is the sound /ɔː/, as /l/ is absorbed, if the
preceding vowels is the THOUGHT vowel /ɔː/ or /oː/ (Wells 1982:315). So fall is pronounced as
[fɔː], call as [kɔː], and small as [smɔː]. L-Vocalisation leads to a split in the

GOAT

words, and

merges several of the vowels. However, when L-Vocalisation is word-final, it alternates with
Clear L more often than not, therefore they suggest that Vocalised L is not a phoneme in the
London dialect, but it is an allophonic alternant.
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L-Vocalisation in pre-consonantal environment can lead to the emergence of a new
diphthong in the London dialect. Because Dark L or Vocalised L cannot alternate with Clear
L if it is followed by a consonant in the same morpheme. It can be said that the underlying
form of milk and belt is /mɪɤk/ and /bɛɤt/. Thus a split occurs in the set of

KIT

and

DRESS

words. However, /l / is not vocalised in all possible environments. For example field in
London is pronounced as [fɪəɫd] and not as *[fɪɤd]. Also, when the preceding vowel is /oː/,
there is no diphthongisation, but the /l/ seems to be entirely absorbed in it, therefore sought
and salt become homophones.
However, even when morpheme-final L is vocalised in the _#C environment, /l/ is
almost always recoverable in the _#V environment. Therefore the presence of an underlying
/l/ can be argued for in all the cases, except when the preceding vowel is [ʌʊ], the GOAT vowel
of London. Vocalised L also merges [ɪ] and [ɪi] to [ɪɤ], making fill and feel homophones; [ʊ]
and [ʉ] to [ʊɤ], making pull and pool homophones and several others.6 (Wells 1982: 315).
However, these words are not homophones when they are followed by a vowel, as for
example in their -ing form, so fill and feel are both pronounced as [fɪɤ] but filling is [fɪlɪŋ] and
feeling is [fiːlɪŋ]. Therefore these monophthongs and diphthongs are in a complementary
distribution and their distribution depends on the pronunciation of the following /l/. If the /l/ is
vocalised the vowel is a diphthong, but if the /l/ is not vocalised it is a monophthong. As Clear
L and Vocalised L are in complementary distribution, so are the vowels. Therefore they have
to be treated as allophonic alternants. This can be summarised as a set of feeding rules, as it is
done in Table 1.
Environment

L-Darkening

_ { ║, #0 C }

Elsewhere

l ͏→ ɫ

−

feel [fiːɫ] vs fill [fɪɫ]
L-Vocalisation

ɫ→ɤ

−

feel [fiːɤ] vs fill [fɪɤ]
Effect on the preceding vowel

Mergers

−

feel[ fɪɤ] vs fill [fɪɤ]

It would be nice to state that the merged pairs form a natural class, and the resulting vowel is the

6

result of a ɤ-insertion and a pre-ɤ laxing, however this is not always a case, as for example /ʌ/ becomes
[ɒ] if it is followed by a Vocalised L. For example bulb becomes [bɒʊb] from [bʌɫb](Wells 1982: 315).
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Table 1: Effect of L-Vocalisation on the Preceding Vowel

Word-final vocalised L is absorbed in the preceding [oː ], although the vowel quality shows
the presence of an underlying consonant. As the

THOUGHT

vowel in London is pronounced as

[oʊ] or [oː ] if it is followed by a consonant in the same morpheme, and it is pronounced as
[ɔə] elsewhere. Therefore pause and paused are pronounced as [poːz] and [poːzd], and pour
and pour#ed as [pɔə] and [pɔəd](Wells 1982: 311). The name Paul and its genitive, Paul's is
also pronounced as [poː] and [poːz]. Although the /l/ is vocalised, it has to be present
underlyingly, because the vowel is realised as [oː], and therefore it patterns with the words
ending in consonants. Therefore, the name Paul has to end in a consonant. This can be
summarised in the following table, although it has to be kept in mind that the L-Vocalisation
rule usually results in a [ɤ], and /l / is only absorbed when the preceding vowel is [oː].
Environment
pause

bore

Paul

poːz

bɔə

poːl

L-Darkening

−

−

poːɫ

L-Vocalisation

−

−

poː

[poːz]

[bɔə]

[poː]

GOAT Split

Result

Table 2: THOUGHT Split and L-Vocalisation

The only case when the L-influence is phonemicised is in the lexical set of GOAT. In London
the

GOAT

vowel is pronounced as [ɒʊ] before a Dark L, and as [ʌʊ] everywhere else.

However, verbs ending in a Dark L or a Vocalised L, and therefore pronounced with the [ɒʊ]
sound in three out of their four inflectional forms in their paradigm (as for example roll [rɒʊɫ,
rolls [rɒʊɫz], rolled [rɒʊɫd]) have been regularised, and now [ɒʊ] can be found before a Clear
L, for example in rolling [rɒʊlɪŋ]. (Wells 1982: 312) In this case Clear L in rolling can be the
result of an L-Clearing rule, if the Dark L is present in roll [rɒʊɫ] and rolled [rɒʊɫd], or of an
L-Insertion rule, if the L is vocalised in roll [rɒʊɤ] and rolled [rɒʊɤd].
However, these verbs seem to be the exception, not the rule, and the result of LVocalisation in a word-final environment in the London dialect is allophonic variation, and
not the appearance of new phonemes due to splits. As opposed to word-final vocalised /l / the
diphthongs in the pre-consonantal positions can be treated as phonemes, and the distribution
of /l / has changed.
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3. Cambridge English
Cambridge is located in the southern part of Cambridgeshire, therefore it belongs neither to
the Home Counties, nor, strictly speaking, to East Anglia, but it can be called the South
Midlands dialect area (Trudgill 1997:65) or as not a core area of East Anglia, but as a
“Transition Zone” (Trudgill 2008: 179), although according to Wells, parts of Cambridgeshire
belong to the East Anglia dialect area. (Wells 1982: 335). This area in general, and local
Cambridge speech in particular distinguishes between Clear L and Dark L; however LVocalisation seems to be a recent phenomenon. Wells in 1982 wrote that both Clear L and
Dark L are realised as lateral consonants, (Wells 1982: 341), however, most recent sources
report that L-Vocalisation is more and more common in the southern parts of East Anglia.
(Trudgill 2008: 191). L-Vocalisation in Cambridge was described as a feature of connected
speech by Susan Wright as early as 1988, and by Kerswill in the 1990'.
3.1 L-Vocalisation in Cambridge
In Cambridge speech Kerswill (1995: 3) analysed L-Vocalisation in the following four
environments:
A. V_C as in called
B. V_#C as in call Susan
C. V_V as in calling
D. V_#V as in call Andy
All the examples for the environments come from Kerswill, and it has to be noted that
Kerswill marks word boundaries, but does not mark word-inernal strong morpheme boundary
in called and calling, which would be treated as having a morpheme boundary (call#ing,
call#ed) by Wells. This, and the difference between the dates of publication, can complicate
the comparison of the data. However, these complications aside, Kerswill found that
approximately 75% percent of the participants used a Vocalised L in a pre-consonantal
environment, regardless of the presence or the absence of a word-boundary (Kerswill 1990:6,
1995:4). This Vocalised L is transcribed as [o], but its effect on the vowel system, and
whether it always forms a diphthong with the preceding vowel, or it can be entirely lost, are
not described.
What is described is that especially young speakers do vocalise word-finally, even if
the following word begins with a vowel, but do not vocalise word-medially before a vowel.
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This can be taken as a sign that the rule is not post-lexical any more, therefore words such as
bell and call do not show variation, and end in an underlying vowel. However, in the V_V
environment, such as in believe variation is impossible, and therefore the number of
Vocalised L's is low. To give more examples, morpheme-final /l/, as in pile, where alternation
between Clear L (pile of), Dark, or Vocalised L (pile driver) is possible, is increasingly
pronounced with a Dark or a Vocalised L regardless of what follows it. However, morphememedial /l/ in the _V environment, as in pillow and in believe can never show alternation, as
there is no environment in which the /l/ could become dark. Therefore, these examples show
that morpheme-final /l,/ which traditionally shows alternation now seems to be a Vocalised or
Dark L even if the next word begins with a vowel. However, word-medial pre-vocalic /l/,
which never shows alternation, is not vocalised.
The fact that in Kerswill's study call#ing and call#ed are treated as words consisting of
one morpheme complicates this analysis, because if a Vocalised L is typical in called, and a
Clear L is typical in calling, then there is variation, which suggests that it is still an allophonic
rule, and verbs such as call and kill end in an underlying /l /. Although Kerswill reports
vocalisation in the V_V environment (approximately 1%) (Kerswill 1995: 4, Kerswill
1990:5), it is not said whether it appeared in verbs ending in /l /or somewhere else, for
example in pillow.
This complication aside, the relatively high percentage (24% (Kerswill 1990: 5) of
vocalisation in the V_#V environment, the appearance of the Dark L in this environment (7%)
suggests the phonemicisation of Vocalised L. Also the fact that this is done by young speakers
more often than old, seems to suggest that the process is coming to completion, and Vocalised
L is about to become a phoneme. (Kerswill 1990: 7)
3.2 L-Clearing or Linking L?
If once the assumption is made that words such as bell end in an underlying vowel, the
question arises how the Clear L that appears in 67% is to be treated. The Clear L can either be
explained by an L-Clearing rule, as in (4), or as a Linking L rule, as in (5):
(4)

Underlying

o → l /_#V
bell

bell is

kill

kill it

/bɛo/

/bɛo ɪz/

/kɪo/

/kɪo ɪt/

Representation
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-

[bɛlɪz]

-

[kɪlɪt]

[bɛo]

[bɛl ɪz]

[kɪo]

[kɪlɪt]

Table 3: L-Clearing rule

(5)

Underlying

ø → l / _#V
bell

bell is

kill

kill it

/bɛo/

/bɛo ɪz/

/kɪo/

/kɪo ɪt/

-

[bɛolɪz]

-

[kɪolɪt]

[bɛolɪz]

[kɪo]

[kɪolɪt]

Representation
Linking L
Surface Representation

Table 4: Linking L rule

Rule (4) proposes an alternation between the vowel and a Clear L, and it does nothing more
than reverse the original rule of L-Vocalisation, the difference being that while formerly the
underlying sound was the consonant /l/, now it is the vowel /o/. The result of rule (4) is that
while formerly vocalisation before a consonant was optional ( kill Susan could be pronounced
as ['kɪl 'suːzn] and ['kɪo 'suːzn] as well), now it is the liquid that is optional, and a vowel can
appear before another vowel. For example kill Andy can be pronounced both as ['kɪo 'ændi]
and as ['kɪl 'ændi]. But with this rule, the fact remains that a Vocalised L plus a Clear L cannot
be present in the same word adjacently. This might seem like a contradiction to the analysis of
the vocalised L as a phoneme, because it assumes that the change is recoverable. However,
this rule is optional in Cambridge, and therefore it leads to free variation between [kɪo ɪt] and
[kɪl ɪt], not to complementary distribution.
Rule (5), however, proposes a Linking L rule that describes an alternation between
Clear L and nothing, therefore, it predicts that both a Vocalised L, and a Clear L are present in
the same word, at the same time. In this case the phrase Kill it! would be pronounced as ['kɪol
ɪt]. However, as long as there is no evidence for this pronunciation, it would be an
unnecessary complication to assume that [kɪl ɪt] is underlyingly /kɪo ɪt/.
The decisive evidence for choosing between Rule (4) and Rule (5) would be the
description of the vowel in in the _l#V environment. Rule (4) operates if the word feel in the
phrase feel uncomfortable is pronounced as [fiːl] with only a Clear L present, and the vowel
not affected by L-Vocalisation. Rule (5) on the other hand would be supported by a
diphthong, and the pronunciation of feel uncomfortable as ['fɪol ʌn'kʌmftəbl]. In this case the
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Vocalised L is present as a [o] and it is the result of the L-Vocalisation rule. The Clear L is
also present and it is the result of the Linking L rule.
Unfortunately, Kerswill does not provide information on the nature of the vowel in
Cambridge in these papers.7 Regardless of the status of this Clear L, it can be observed in
Cambridge speech that Vocalised L can occupy a position in which only Clear L could be
found formerly. Therefore, Vocalised L is not in complementary distribution with Clear L any
longer, and the choice between the two depends on the speaker, and not on the phonetic
environment. Therefore, Vocalised L has to be treated as a phoneme.
4. Philadelphia and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania is divided into two dialect areas (Wells 1982: 472, Labov 2006: 148), the
western part called West Pennsylvania, and the eastern Middle Atlantic, where Philadelphia is
located. According to Wells, General American is derived from Pennsylvanian speech, among
others (Wells 1982: 470). In General American /l / is usually, dark, although there is a
distinction between /l / before a stressed vowel, which is clearer, and /l/ before an unstressed
vowel or a consonant or a word-final /l /, which is dark (Wells 1982: 490). The difference
between the phonetic quality of /l / in General American and in the English dialects may
cause a difference in vocalisation in these dialects. Also, the different distribution of Clear L
and Dark L (or Dark L and Darker L) can cause a different distribution of Vocalised L.
4.1 L-Vocalisation and Linking L
As expected, the environment for L-Vocalisation is different from the environment for LVocalisation in London and Cambridge, because in Philadelphia, /l / is not only vocalised
when it is word-final and post-vocalic (that is, in the coda, and not in the nucleus), but also
when it is pre-vocalic (Ash 1982). This suggests that if a word-final /l / is vocalised, the L
sound will be unrecoverable (because /l / is vocalised both before a vowel and before a
consonant). That is, Linking L is not expected to appear, and words such as feel and kill end
in an underlying vowel.
What complicates this analysis is the effect of /l / on the preceding vowel, because in
Pittsburgh, and in Pennsylvania, mergers have been found before a coda L. These mergers
include that of /uː/ /ʊ/ and /əʊ/ as in pull, pool, and cold. The merging of /iː/ with /ɪ / as in
Although alternation between peel [piːə] peel it [piːəl ɪt] has been reported from Reading (Kerswill

7

1995: 4)
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steel and still, and of /uː / with /ʊ/ , as in fool and full are also reported from Pittsburgh
(Labov 2006: 69). Unfortunately, it is unknown how this presumably allophonic variation
interferes with L-Vocalisation, and whether neutralisation of these vowels can be found
before a Vocalised L, or before an [l] or an [ɫ] only. 8 Therefore, it cannot be said whether
pairs like fee and feel are homophones or not.
However, even if they are kept apart, the /l / is probably unrecoverable because LVocalisation is possible before a vowel. If it is assumed that Linking L is a necessary
prerequisite for Intrusive L (see 1.3), and if in fact, there is no Linking L in the Philadelphia
accent, then Intrusive L should not be found either (Gick 2002: 17).
4.2 Intrusive L
Intrusive L is reported from Pennsylvania, and described by Gick as the non-historical sandhi
/l / that appears after /ɔ /, and sometimes after /a /9 and /ə / (Gick 1999: 36).This /l / in the
Mid-Atlantic dialect only appears in connected speech, when followed by a vowel, that is to
say, it is a sandhi phenomenon. [Gick 2002: 178]. This sandhi L can appear word-finally,
such as in bra is, or word-medially, such as in drawing. This suggests that words like ball and
draw pattern together, and they both end in a vowel, when followed by a consonant or a
pause, and end in /l /, when followed by a vowel. For example call and draw are pronounced
as [kɔ]and [drɔ] in isolation, but calling and drawing are both pronounced with an [l] as
['kɔlɪŋ] and ['drɔlɪŋ]. Thus, for some speakers in the Mid-Atlantic dialect area, L-Vocalisation
is completed, and the result has to be treated as a phoneme.
5. Conclusion
I conclude that London English, Cambridge English, and Mid-Atlantic English do reflect
three different stages in the process of L-Vocalisation. In London English, it is an allophonic
process, and the result of L-Vocalisation is always recoverable. In Cambridge English, /l/ is
not always recoverable, and the possibility of a Linking L is present. In the Mid-Atlantic
dialect the process is completed, and there is no /l / in the relevant words for some speakers.
The results of the comparison of these dialects, and the set of feeding rules that lead to the
differences between them are summarised in Table 3.

8

Because if neutralisations happen, even when there is L-Vocalisation, this might suggest that there is

an underlying L.
This is the symbol used by Gick, and the example he gives for this sound is bra.

9
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London

Cambridge

Pennsylvania

1. L-Darkening

present

present

present

2. L-Vocalisation

present

present

present

3. /l / is unrecoverable in

rarely

often

often

4. Linking L

absent

probably present

present

5. Intrusive L

absent

absent

present

the _# environment

Table 5: Results

As it can be seen from Table 3, each step in the process is a prerequisite for the next one, and
the output of each rule provides an input for the next one. The main difference between these
accents lies at the third step, namely in the recoverability of morpheme-final /l/. Of course,
morpheme-internal Vocalised L can never show alternation, therefore it is always
unrecoverable. However, when morpheme-final /l / does not show alternation any longer, but
it is vocalised, even when it is followed by a vowel in the next morpheme, it is phonemicised.
London English is the only accent in which Vocalised L is recoverable in this environment,
therefore it is the only accent in which it has to be treated as allophonic alternation.
Cambridge English and Pennsylvanian English differ in terms of the presence of
Intrusive L. However, this is probably not the result of the difference in the phonemic status
of the Vocalised L, but of the different distribution of the /r / phoneme. Although Vocalised L
is phonemicised in Cambridge English, Intrusive L will probably not appear, because
Vocalised L is usually realised as [ɤ] or [o]. Thus, even if Linking L follows these vowels, it
will not be generalised to other words, because in these dialects there are no other words
ending in [ɤ] or [o]. Moreover, the vowels similar to these, namely /ə / and /ɔː/, trigger an
Intrusive R when word-final.
The important difference between the English and the American dialects is that in
England L-Vocalisation is spreading, whereas in Pennsylvania it is probably receding. This is
shown by the fact that L-Vocalisation in a pre-consonantal position is becoming part of
Received Pronunciation, and by that in Cambridge, young speakers vocalise more often than
old speakers (Kerswill 1990: 5). Contrary to the English dialects, although in the Mid Atlantic
dialect the process is completed, in Philadelphia, L-Vocalisation is receding (Ash 1982), and
Intrusive L in Pennsylvania is overtly stigmatised, so much so that it is difficult to elicit data
(Gick 2002:175), thus it is probably also receding.
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Social and regional variation and intrusive /r/1
Petra Florina Szabó

1. Introduction
The vast majority of traditional phonological accounts of /r/-sandhi (Jones, 1964; Gimson,
1980; Kahn, 1976; Wells, 1982; Broadbent, 1991; Harris, 1994; McMahon, 2000) do not take
into consideration the variable nature of intrusive /r/ and discuss it as a categorical
phenomenon which does not vary in non-rhotic varieties of English. While these phonological
analyses (i.e., deletion, insertion, or insertion-plus-deletion) fail to resolve the issue of
variation concerning /r/-sandhi usage, a growing number of empirical studies have given
proof of various factors that condition variability in /r/-insertion (Foulkes, 1998; Watt &
Milroy, 1999; Tollfree, 1999; Hay & Sudbury, 2005; Hay & Maclagan, 2006; Hannisdal, 2006;
Mompeán-Gonzalez & Mompeán-Guillamón, 2007, 2009; Barras, 2010; Tan, 2011). Even
though theoretical descriptions still outnumber empirical and sociophonetic approaches to
intrusive /r/, recent research findings have contributed a great deal to developing a deeper
understanding of the complexities of /r/-intrusion.
Due to its large-scale variability, however, there is no unanimity of opinion among
experts on this phenomenon, which inevitably raises many important questions to be
answered. In particular, there is still considerable uncertainty regarding the various constraints
that may affect the realisation of intrusive /r/, and it is also unclear to what extent /r/-insertion
reflects social stratification, stylistic or regional variation. For instance, the dialectal
distribution of intrusive /r/ has always required careful scrutiny due to the scarcity of
information available on this subject. Therefore, the primary purpose of this thesis is to
explore the distribution of intrusive /r/ across non-rhotic varieties of English and examine
certain factors which might correlate with the use of /r/-intrusion.

1
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English Linguistics deserve a special thank you here.
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In order to investigate different aspects of its variability, the present paper considers the
role of internal (e.g., morpheme boundary, vowel quality, identity of the suffix) and external
linguistic factors (e.g., social class, gender, speech style) leading to variation in the production
of intrusive /r/ by reviewing empirical studies. To take one example, the quality of the
preceding vowel is often considered to have an effect on rates of /r/-intrusion and,
consequently, whether back or central vowels attract more insertion is a matter for debate. It is
worth noting that the presence of another /r/ like in Barbara is, or the presence of stressed
syllables can also be regarded as further conditioners on the frequency of /r/-insertion
(Hannisdal, 2006; Mompeán-Gonzalez & Mompeán-Guillamón 2009).
Before discussing such problems in detail, it is essential to take a look at the descriptive
accounts of intrusive /r/. Thus, chapter 2 gives some background information as regards the
phenomenon of /r/-sandhi and presents an overview of the theoretical literature.
By drawing on findings from empirical studies, in chapter 3, non-rhotic dialects and
accents of English are described where both linguistic and non-linguistic factors are likely to
influence the occurrence of intrusive /r/. With this in mind, I attempt to synthesise exisiting
empirical evidence on intrusive /r/ usage; therefore, this thesis also seeks to provide a
coherent framework for a better understanding of the variable patterning of /r/-intrusion.
Finally, the last chapter summarises the main points of the present thesis.
2. Descriptive accounts of intrusive /r/
2.1. Introduction
This chapter begins by defining key terms and concepts used throughout the present thesis.
First, I give a definition of /r/-sandhi along with an explanation of what is generally meant by
/r/-ful and /r/-less dialects. Given the fact that a great deal of empirical research has
concentrated on the investigation of traditional claims made in theoretical analyses (e.g., /r/intrusion is overtly stigmatized by native speakers), it is important to have a sound
understanding of general statements concerning intrusive /r/. Thus, in the pages that follow
the discussion of basic terminology, I provide an overview of how descriptive accounts treat
intrusive /r/.
2.2. The division of dialects
Present day varieties of English are traditionally classified into two different types on the
basis of the distribution of /r/. Dialects where an /r/ is realised in all phonological
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environments fall under the general heading of rhotic or /r/-ful dialects, namely General
American, Scottish, Irish, Canadian English as well as the south-west region of the UK 2
(commonly known as the West Country). Non-rhotic or /r/-less dialects in most of England,
Australia, New Zealand, Wales, South Africa and certain parts of New England do not allow
the /r/ to occur in preconsonantal position (warm) and before a pause (bar). The most famous
non-rhotic accent is undoubtedly 'Received Pronunciation (RP)' which has been traditionally
associated with educated speakers of the upper echelons. Although dialects of English are
mainly divided into two major categories: rhotic and non-rhotic; there exists a third dialect
type called semi-rhotic 3 which is neither consistently rhotic, nor consistently non-rhotic
(Wells, 1982). For instance, Jamaican English retains the pronunciation of /r/ in word-final
contexts (war), but deletes it preconsonantally (ward).
When describing phonological contexts in non-rhotic speech, an important thing to note
is that the term 'postvocalic' is frequently applied in reference to the position of /r/ within a
word. Giegerich (1992: 62) claims, however, that this term is not precise enough because
'postvocalic' does not exclude words such as hurry, herring or Tory, where the phoneme /r/
stands in intervocalic position and thus /r/-deletion never happens. In order to avoid ambiguity,
Giegerich (1992) incorporates syllable structure into his own explanation of rhoticity and
proposes a new definition that classifies accents depending on the realisation of coda-/r/. To
be more specific, it is the non-rhotic varieties of English which do not permit /r/ in syllable
codas (i.e., in words such as beer or port).
2.3. Linking /r/
Non-rhotic accents have experienced a slow-paced sound change4 which resulted in the loss
of historical coda /r/, whereas rhotic accents have shown resistance to this change. Non-rhotic

2

For a more complete list of rhotic and non-rhotic accents, see Wells, 1982:220.

3

North Yorkshire English is often labelled as semi-rhotic, but here the distribution of /r/ is distinct from that of
Jamaican English. French (1988) analysed audio recordings of inhabitants of Settrington to find out more
about semi-rhoticity in North East Yorkshire, and he also examined the variable realisation of word-final /r/.
See the results of his study in Auer, P. & Luzio, A.(1988). Variation and Convergence: Studies in Social
Dialectology.

4

There has been little agreement on the exact ordering, dating and interconnectedness of the historical processes
leading to the loss of rhoticity. Wells (1982) argues that Pre-R Breaking, Pre-R Lengthening and R-Dropping
have accounted for the rise of non-rhoticity. McMahon (2000) concurs with Wells that the above mentioned
processes are three distinct phenomena.
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speakers only pronounce the /r/ when it is found before a vowel, as in racoon, or
intervocalically in various. While coda /r/ is never realised in non-rhotic varieties (including
both word-final and preconsonantal positions), a word-final /r/ as in wear does surface when a
vowel-initial word or a suffix is attached to it, wear and tear and wear+able respectively.
This is conventionally referred to as linking /r/ 5 which may occur in connected speech,
provided that no pause intervenes.
Considering the different behaviour of /r/ in wear/wear and tear, it can be concluded
that there appears an /r/~ø alternation in pronunciation between words according to the
phonological environment. Prevocalically, /r/ is pronounced, but it is silent (realised as zero)
word-finally. Bear in mind that one of the distinguishing features of non-rhotic dialects of
English is the above mentioned linking /r/ alternation.
The table below illustrates this alternation:
(1)

/r/~ø alternation
Vowels
/ɑː/

/ɔː/

/ə/6

/ɜː/

_r#

guitar[ø]

floor[ø]

stammer[ø]

transfer[ø]

_r#V

guita[r] in

floo[r] of

stamme[r] out

transfe[r] all

_r#C

guitar[ø] pick

floor[ø] tiles

_VrV

guita[r]ist

floor[r]ing

stammer[ø] when transfer[ø] student
stamme[r]er

transfer[r]able

It should be remarked that word-internal linking /r/7 (e.g. transfer+able) is obligatory in RP,
but word-finally it is not produced categorically since its occurrence never follows an entirely
consistent pattern. As a case in point, Jones (1960) says that the application of linking /r/ tends
5

Lewis (1975) points out that linking /r/ is carefully avoided after honorific titles such as Doctor, Sir, Mr etc.

6

Centring or centering diphthongs (those ending in schwa) as well as triphthongs also belong here, i.e. /ɪə/ as in
gear, /ʊə/ as in cure, /eə/ as in snare, /aɪə/ and /aʊə/ as in dire and shower, and /ɔɪə/ in choir. Gimson (1980)

draws attention to the fact that the diphthong /ʊə/ is often monophthongised by RP speakers, thus turning
poor /pʊə/ into a long monophthong /pɔː/. For additional information on monophthongisation and the
phenomenon of 'smoothing', see Wells (1982).
7

Although it is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss possible constraints on the usage of linking /r/, there is
a considerable amount of variation among speakers as regards its occurrence in connected speech (Hannisdal
2006; Bauer & Warren, 2004; Hay & Sudbury, 2005).
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to be highly idiosyncratic for speakers. Although the rule may operate across sentences, it
must be stressed that there are further factors apart from pause that can inhibit its application.
Nespor & Vogel (2007: 240) discuss 'pragmatic and phonological conditions' that must be
satisfied for linking /r/ to apply. For example, the sentences must semantically and
syntactically relate to each other (i.e., existence of logical connection between them) and
more importantly, may not be uttered by two different speakers (Nespor & Vogel, 2007).
2.4. Intrusive /r/
The disappearance of coda /r/ as expressed in syllabic terms, however, has brought about
another significant change in /r/-less dialects as far as the underlying representation8 of wordfinal /r/ is concerned. Consider for example the pronunciation of two different words, namely
floor and flaw. Since non-rhotic speakers no longer produced the item floor as */flɔːr/ in
preconsonantal positions, it has become homophonous with flaw /flɔː/. Even though these
words differ in spelling, being identical in pronunciation due to the loss of coda /r/ has erased
the distinction between them.
As a consequence, words having historical final /r/ (e.g. floor) and words never having
/r/ but ending in the same vowel (flaw) have been confused by speakers of non-rhotic accents
and thus an 'intruding' /r/ has been inserted resulting in forms, such as a flaw[r] in /flɔːrɪn/
reasoning. This phenomenon is widely known as intrusive /r/, and it can either occur after a
morpheme boundary (word-internally), as in straw[r]y, or appear after a word-boundary
(word-finally), i.e., awe[r] and respect. From the data in the following table, it is apparent that
the distribution of intrusive /r/ is restricted to the same phonological contexts as linking /r/. To
put it another way, the set of vowels triggering linking and intrusive /r/ are the non-high
vowels (i.e., /ɑː/, /ɔː/, /ə/, /ɜː/). The domain where both linking and intrusive /r/ operate is the
utterance (U), which is identified as the topmost phonological phrase level (Nespor & Vogel,
1986).

8

In generative phonology, two levels of representation are to be distinguished. The underlying or phonological
representation (UR) illustrates a native speaker's knowledge about the abstract phonological system of his/her
language (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth, 1979).
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Intrusive /r/ environments
Vowels
/ɑː/

/ɔː/

/ə/

/ɜː/

_r#

ska[ø]

gnaw[ø]

Zappa[ø]

Depardieu[ø]

_r#V

ska[r] and reggae

gnaw[r] at

Zappa[r] albums

Depardieu[r] is

_r#C

ska[ø] beat

gnaw[ø] through

Zappa[ø] plays

Depardieu[ø] will

_VrV

ska[r]ish

gnaw[r]ing

Zappa[r]esque

Depardieu[r]ian9

In connection with schwa, it should be mentioned that an increasing body of recent literature
has challenged its phonemic status in the vowel inventory (Giegerich, 1992, 1999; Heselwood,
2006). Due to the phonetic similarity existing between approximant /r/ and schwa (McMahon,
2000), Heselwood (2006) claims that final /ə/ is not a phoneme of RP but an allophone of /r/.
He argues, in part, on the grounds that they are in complementary distribution, that is to say,
/r/ and /ə/ can only occur in mutually exclusive environments (cf. commA~letteR merger).
Similarly to Heselwood, Giegerich (1992) also relies on the phenomena of linking and
intrusive /r/ as a way of proving that schwa cannot be stored underlyingly as a non-high vowel.
To account for the motivation behind /r/-intrusion, or why non-rhotic speakers insert an
/r/ when there is no /r/ in the spelling, it has often been assumed that the phenomenon of
intrusive /r/ can be interpreted as an overgeneralisation or the lexical extension of the surface
alternation of linking /r/ to words ending in the same set of vowels. By accepting the former
theory, the motivation behind intrusive /r/ is explained in terms of a process of analogy (Gick,
1999; Durand, 1997; Sóskuthy, 2009).
Intrusive /r/ even applies to loanwords borrowed from other languages, consider
bourgeois[r] (ideology) from French, sonata[r] (of Beethoven) from Italian, or the Sanskrit
bandana[r](available). When pronouncing foreign names, Maidment (2012) gives an example
of how BBC News political correspondent Nick Robinson refers to the current French
president as /frɒnswɑːrɒlɒnd/ (François Hollande). Furthermore, acronyms such as NASA[r]
9

Note that there are only a handful and rather weird-sounding examples for word-internal r-intrusion. Examples
usually attested in empirical studies will be discussed at greater length in chapter 3. The following words are
generally used as examples in textbooks: draw[r]ing, saw[ing], withdraw[r]al, banana[r]y, Kafka[r]esque,
Shaw[r]ism, magenta[r]ish (McMahon 1994:41).
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(engineers), or PETA[r] (activists) also trigger intrusive /r/ (Wells 1982; McMahon 2000).
According to Jespersen (1909), intrusive /r/ has been so deeply entrenched in English speech
that native speakers actively produce it when learning foreign languages. Wells (1982: 226)
also remarks the presence of /r/-intrusion in French, German and Latin phrases uttered by
English people. The following examples serve to illustrate this:
(3)

German:
Ich habe[r] einen Hund; Ich bin ja[r] auch fertig

(4)

Latin:
hosanna[r] in excelsis; dona[r] eis requiem

(5)

French:
J'étais déjá[r] ici

(6)

Welsh:
Fe wela[r] i rywbeth
(examples from Wells, 1982: 226)

It has been shown previously that the appearance of intrusive /r/ is confined to a limited set of
vowels, i.e. non-high; however, /r/-intrusion also takes place whenever an unstressed final
vowel is reduced to schwa in regional non-standard varieties of English. Evidence from a
Norwich study10 carried out by Trudgill (1974:162) seems to support this, for instance 'give it
to[ər] Anne', 'lot of[ər] old', 'quarter to[ər] eight' (mainly used by working-class people).
Another environment for the potential appearance of intrusive /r/ is well attested in Cockney 11
where h-dropping occurs even in stressed content words (e.g., happy) and thus makes the
environment suitable for /r/-insertion (e.g., Sarah[r] (h)appened to be in London). Carr
(2004:74) mentions that in London English 12 speech, 'Ida Handel' might sound like 'Ida
10

Trudgill (1974) reported that the presence of /r/ in the word extra blocked the production of intrusive /r/ in
Norwich. Although his findings revealed no variation at all in /r/-intrusion, it would be a mistake to conclude
that invariability found in Norwich holds true for other accents as well. Foulkes (1997) proved that
significant social patterning can be observed in Newcastle English.

11

Interestingly enough, the first mention of the phenomenon of r-insertion (Belindar, Dorindar for Belinda an
Dorinda respectively) can be found in Sheridan's A Course of Lectures on Elocution (1762:47) who describes
it as a 'vice in cockney pronunciation'.

12

Carr adopts the term 'London English' to refer to the traditional working class speech of the East End of
London generally known as Cockney.
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Randall'. Moreover, a highly characteristic feature of a Cockney accent is the different
realisation of the MOUTH vowel as [ ə] or [æ:], which also feeds r-intrusion, i.e., how[r]
often, now[r] and again (Wells, 1994).
There seems to be a discrepancy between the Eastern Massachusetts dialect and RP in
the distribution of intrusive /r/. McCarthy (1991, 1993) argues that the rule of /r/-intrusion
becomes inoperative whenever a function word appears. Thus, the following function words
or rather contractions are never followed by intrusive /r/: shoulda (should have), coulda
(could have), mighta (might have), gonna (going to), wanna or wantsta (want to), hafta or
hasta (have/has to), supposta (supposed to), useta (used to) (examples from McCarthy
1993:173). That being the case, wanna eat can be correctly interpreted since it is never
realised as wanda[r]eat (McCarthy, 1993).
Contrary to McCarthy, Wells (1982) highlights that the contracted function words such
as gonna, wanna and oughta are treated differently in SSBE, that is to say, /r/-intrusion
applies after them. It would be interesting to know whether SSBE speakers produce such
forms in colloquial speech and vice versa, how intrusive /r/ is distributed in Eastern
Massachusetts English. Unfortunately, no studies have investigated the correlation between rintrusion and function words and thus it remains a source of uncertainty.
Before turning to the discussion of theoretical claims on /r/-intrusion, there are a number
of points I wish to summarize. First, /r/-sandhi along with /r/-liaison are general terms that are
used to collectively refer to linking /r/ and intrusive /r/. Second, as both processes attract the
same set of vowels and phonetically are hardly distinguishable (i.e., the degree of consonantal
constriction rarely differs between them), linking and intrusive /r/ cannot be treated as two
distinct phenomena in pronunciation. Therefore, spelling is the one and only way to
differentiate a linking /r/ from an intrusive one. Considering the reformulation of the
definition on /r/-sandhi presented above, it can be claimed that when the appearance of /r/ has
a historical basis (i.e., word-final /r/ has always been present as in sore), it is called linking /r/;
in all other cases an inetymological intrusive /r/ is being dealt with (saw[r] edge).
Based on the 'four-R systems' proposed by Harris (1994:232), dialects of English can be
classified into four different systems as regards the presence or absence of linking/intrusive /r/.
The table below shows the classification:
(7)

The four-R systems
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System A

System B

System C

System D

Rhotic

Non-rhotic

Non-rhotic

Non-rhotic

Geographical Canada, Ireland,
location:

Standard Southern most of England,

'conservative

Scotland, most of British English

certain parts of

dialects spoken in

the US, parts of

('pure' British

the eastern and

the Upper South

the Caribbean

accent described

southern US,

of the US' (p. 232)

in Gimsonian

southern

'deep vernacular'

textbooks)

hemisphere

(p. 293) areas

Linking /r/

NO

YES

YES

NO

Intrusive /r/

NO

NO

YES

NO

Comments:

/r/ is realised as a intrusive /r/ of

basic non-rhotic

/r/ has the same

flap or

System C may be system in England distribution as /h/

approximant

attested in today's
SSBE

As regards System B, there seems to be some doubt about the non-existence of /r/-intrusion in
this system. For this reason, an alternative classification which does not distinguish System B
from System C may be equally acceptable where intrusive /r/ is said to be variable. Given the
four different systems, we can take a look at the phonological contexts as well. Note that each
system has its own distributional pattern and thus restricts the occurrence of /r/ to different
positions (data from Harris, 1994).
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L= Linking; I= Intrusive
(8)

Summary of the distribution of /r/ and r-sandhi across the four systems
Examples

A

B

C

D

Rc

beard, cart, source

+

-

-

-

#rV

red, rack, rude

+

+

+

+

rV

very, carry, dairy

+

+

+

-

r#C

bear to, poor man (L)

+

-

-

-

r#C

sofa by, idea to (I)

-

-

-

-

rǁ

bear, star, poor

+

-

-

-

r#V

bear up, poor Eve, bearing (L)

+

+

+

-

r#V

sofa and, idea of, drawing (I)

-

-

+

-

r+V

starry (L)

+

+

+

-

r+V

withdraw+al (I)

-

-

+

-

(based on Harris, 1994)
2.5 Theoretical claims
There is a general phonological restriction on intrusive /r/, namely, it can only appear after
words ending in non-high vowels (at least, in standard varieties of English). However, there
has been a lack of agreement between theoretical descriptions and research studies as to
whether all non-high vowels influence the likelihood of intrusive /r/ to the same extent.
Standard phonetic textbooks (Jones, 1964, 1972; Gimson, 1970, 1980) emphasise that rates of
/r/-intrusion tend to be significantly higher after /ə/ regardless of educational background.
Gimson (1970:209) also discusses the common usage of forms like Russia[r] and China
/'rʌʃər ənˈtʃaɪnə/ in RP and claims that speakers are likely to be more conscious of inserting
such unhistorical /r/s after /ɔː/ and /ɑː/ due to the rare occurrence of words ending in these
vowels.
While Gimson notes that /r/-intrusion after /ɔː/ regularly attracts criticism, he remarks
on the stigma attached to it. He suggests that if the spelling had been modified to fit historical
sound changes in pronunciation (consider the loss of historical /r/ in shore for example),
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speakers would not have found intrusive /r/ highly objectionable in educated speech (Gimson,
1980). In fact, it is reasonable to suppose that the term 'intrusive' might serve to or even warn
speakers to avoid the pronunciation of such /r/s.
When discussing the insertion of a similarly inetymological /w/ in the phrase go[w] on13,
Lewis (2010) deliberately uses the term 'epenthetic' not to imply a negative evaluation
concerning speech habits. The idea of using epenthetic, instead of the general term 'intrusive',
as a way of referring to the addition of a consonant which is not in the spelling is also
encouraged by Kraut (2010) since this word does not carry negative connotations at all.
Returning to the role of non-high vowels in the incidence of intrusive /r/, Crystal
(1984:42) suggests that /r/-intrusion is particularly noticeable after /ɔː/ given the openness of
the vowel and thus in most cases, it is advisable to pronounce law and order without /r/insertion. When tracing the development of /r/-sandhi, Wells (1982, 1994) states that intrusive
/r/ emerged significantly later after /ɔː/, which may also be accounted for by the general
avoidance (and condemnation) of /r/-intrusion in this environment. While both Gimson and
Crystal share the same view that intrusive /r/ is often condemned after /ɔː/, they attribute it to
different facts. Crystal names the quality of the vowel, but Gimson refers to the low frequency
of words ending in /ɔː/ that can make /r/-intrusion particularly salient and disgraceful after this
context.
As opposed to the above descriptive accounts, Hannisdal's research results (2006)
demonstrate that levels of intrusive /r/ are considerably higher after /ɔː/ and /ɑː/ in RP. Despite
the fact that the corpus, which was compiled from audio recordings of news broadcasts,
contains fewer sites where /r/ may intrude after /ɔː/ and /ɑː/, it can be concluded that neither
/ɔː/, nor /ɑː/ restrain newsreaders from producing intrusive /r/s.
The diagram below indicates how rates of /r/-intrusion change according to the relevant
phonological environment. Given the small set of examples in the corpus where intrusive /r/
occurs after /ɑː/ (only 4 words were identified yet all of them triggered r-insertion), Hannisdal
does not treat instances of r-insertion after /ɑː/ separately from that of /ɔː/. Therefore, I shall
use one column to represent results concerning /r/-intrusion after /ɔː/ and /ɑː/.

13

Different sounds are used in non-rhotic varieties of English to solve the problem of hiatus. /r/ is used after nonhigh vowels, whereas the glides /w/ and /j/ are inserted after the high back and high front vowels, respectively.
For detailed information on hiatus-solving techniques, see e.g. Stene 1954; Britain & Fox 2009; Mompeán &
Gómez 2011.
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Influence of the quality of the preceding vowel on the likelihood of r-intrusion

400
343

350
300
250

intrusive /r/ pronounced

200

Number of tokens

no intrusive /r/

148

150
100

34

50

33

0
/ə/

/ɔː/; /ɑː/

Phonological contexts triggering r-intrusion

In the second diagram, the figures for actual r-intrusion are expressed in percentage terms as
well in order to highlight frequency differences between the two groups of vowels, /ə/ and /ɔː/;

60
50,7
50

Percentages of r-intrusion

40
30,1

/ə/

30

/ɔː/; /ɑː/

20
10
0
Phonological contexts

/ɑː/ respectively.
(10)

Occurrence of intrusive /r/ in percentages
(data coming from Hannisdal 2006:176)

Altogether, the spoken corpus contained 491 potential /r/-intrusion sites for /ə/ where 148
tokens were realised with /r/-insertion. This adds up to 30.1 %. As to /r/-intrusion after /ɔː/ and
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/ɑː/, 34 cases out of 67 tokens reveal the use of intrusive /r/, which corresponds to 50.7 %.
Thus, the results of Hannisdal's research challenge general assertions about the production of
/r/-intrusion, that it is strongly disfavoured by speakers after /ɔː/ and naturally preferred after
/ə/. These findings accord with earlier claims made by Brown 14 (1988) who stated that the
vowel /ɔː/ triggers more /r/-insertion than the other two non-high vowels.
The overt stigmatisation of intrusive /r/ has always been a recurring issue of
descriptions on /r/-sandhi. To give an example, Crystal (1984) discusses how the widespread
use of intrusive /r/ by BBC announcers has provoked hostile reactions from the general
audience of the broadcasting corporation. As an illustration, he quotes the following letter
from an angry writer who cannot hide his exasperation at presenters' slovenly habits of speech:
“When I (now aged 75) was educated, this was considered a serious
mispronunciation. ...I have been keeping an ear on Radio 4 participants, and have
been astonished and -let me admit - horrified at the extreme prevalence of this
error among today's talkers. In a couple of

hours' listening on Radio 4, I hear

maybe 20 intrusives - eight in one Kaleidoscope15 alone!” (Crystal, 1984, p. 36)
However, bear in mind that the above letter of complaint comes from an aged man whose
pronunciation is very likely to be labelled old-fashioned by a present-day English speaker. In
addition, such an ideological speech model is practically non-existent today, and changes that
have occurred in RP must be acknowledged by conservative speakers as well 16. For instance,
Hannisdal (2006: 172) reports that 90% of the newscasters (BBC World, Sky News and ITV
News) participating in her research produce intrusive /r/ which might indicate the naturalness
of r-intrusion even for RP speakers. Despite the small data set where intrusive /r/ may occur,
Hannisdal (2006) calls attention to the fact that this /r/-insertion process is performed
unconsciously as far as native speakers are concerned.
Therefore, it is often claimed in the literature that most British people are indeed
struggling to cope with the elimination of intrusive /r/s from their speech (e.g. Gimson, 1980;

14

Brown (1988) points out that words ending in /ɔː/, such as law, raw, awe, or saw, are frequently used in
English and mentions this as a valid reason for why /r/-intrusion operates at the highest level after /ɔː/.

15

In order to avoid confusion, Kaleidoscope does not refer to the word where an intrusive /r/ was produced. It
was the name of the radio programme which was broadcast on BBC Radio 4.

16

RP speakers have incorporated certain 'pronunciation innovations' coming from non-standard accents into their
speech, i.e. r-intrusion, t-glottaling, /l/ vocalisation, yod coalescence (Wells, 1994).
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Wells, 1982; Hughes & Trudgill, 1996). As Crystal (1984: 42) points out, speakers rarely
succeed in completely abandoning 'intruding' /r/s. Depending on the rate of speech, they
might even suppress the use of linking /r/ which has always been justified by the spelling and
accidentally end up speaking affectedly. Although elocutionists and language purists such as
Sheridan or Turner would still abhor the pronunciation of law and order as /lɔːr ən ɔːdə/, it is
clear that a smaller number of people find intrusive /r/ coarse or vulgar these days.
3. Regional variation
3.1 Introduction
Existing knowledge of variation in /r/-sandhi is primarily based upon empirical studies which
have investigated the role of linguistic and non-linguistic factors on the production of
linking/intrusive /r/. Before I provide an in-depth review of research findings, it is worth
stressing that all of these studies have refuted former claims that these phenomena are
categorically present at word-boundaries. While it is widely discussed that /r/-intrusion may
be suppressed on the part of RP speakers due to its potential stigmatisation, little attention has
been paid so far to other varieties of English that also have linking/intrusive /r/. Thus, the
purpose of this chapter is to give a summary of how the use of intrusive /r/ patterns in
different English accents and dialects. Special focus will be given to a group of factors (e.g.,
vowel quality, social class, to mention but a few) influencing intrusive /r/ production.
3.2 New Zealand English
Potential linguistic and social constraints on the use of intrusive /r/ in New Zealand English
were examined by Hay & Maclagan (2006). They carried out a reading and production study
involving 16 university students (4 males, 12 females) in order to test their hypothesis that the
occurrence of intrusive /r/ in non-rhotic New Zealand English might behave as a
'sociolinguistic variable' (Hay & Maclagan, 2006:44). The participants could exhibit /r/insertion in 48 sentences which were formulated to represent all the phonological
environments in which intrusive /r/ might possibly occur.
It is essential to note that the phonological conditions on the appearance of intrusive /r/
seem to be different in New Zealand English as the diphthong /au/ is also acting as a potential
environment for /r/-insertion besides non-high vowels (Hay, 2001). Before discussing the
experiment data, some points need to be clarified as regards the phonetic realisation of /au/ in
this dialect. In general, New Zealand English is said to be a homogeneous variety of English
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with relatively little regional variation. However, variation in pronunciation between different
age groups has been observed as 'advanced' pronunciations of the closing diphthongs have
been adopted by younger speakers. In particular, the MOUTH vowel has undergone a socalled 'diphthong shift' which means that the first element of the diphthong /au/ has gradually
moved towards [æ], whereas the second element has almost weakened to schwa due to 'glide
weakening', i.e., [æʊ] → [æə]17 (Gordon, 2004).
But advanced speakers opting for the incoming, linguistically innovative variants may
turn [æ] into [ɛ], hence realising the MOUTH vowel as [ɛə]. Gordon (2004:28) claims that
'while MOUTH moves towards FOOT for the women, it shows very little closing movement
for the men'. Thus, its realisation ranges from the 'conservative' [æʊ] to [æə] or even to the
'advanced' [ɛə] (p. 28). Note that in New Zealand English, /r/-intrusion also occurs after /au/ if
the second element does not approximate the central position of schwa (Hay & Warren, 2002).
In the present study, Hay & Maclagan (2006:63) reported two instances where the target word
was pronounced with a triphthong [æʊə], and also drew attention to the fact that /au/ was
never monophthongised to /a:/ by their participants.
To investigate possible /r/-intrusion after /au/, one of the base words that was chosen to
elicit intrusive /r/ was the base plough to which different affixes (-y, -ese) and word
boundaries (-ing) were attached in the target sentences, i.e., 'The farmer is out plough-ing in
the field' or 'The plough manufacturing company plans to completely plough-ify farms in New
Zealand' (Hay & Maclagan, 2006, p.70).
When it comes to interpreting the results, Hay & Maclagan (2006) documented 5
different factors that exerted some influence on the production of intrusive /r/, namely gender,
age, class, the base words and the identity of the affix. Based on their study, it can be
concluded that the rate of /r/-intrusion is more frequent in male than in female speakers. This
gender difference is more apparent after /au/. However, due to the relatively low number of
male participants, it remains to be seen whether accurate predictions can be made on the basis
of one's gender about the likelihood of /r/-insertion (Hay & Maclagan, 2006). As a
consequence, one of the weaknesses of this research is the failure to demonstrate the effect of
gender on /r/-sandhi production.

17

While [æə] may trigger /r/-intrusion both in New Zealand English and in Cockney as well, it should be
emphasized that only Cockney speakers monophthongise [æə] to [æ:] and pronounce it with an intrusive /r/
(Wells, 1982).
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Further observations of their experiment revealed that the presence or absence of
intrusive /r/ was affected by the identity of the affix in a way that there was a sharp increase in
the occurrence of /r/-insertion after the strong boundary affixes (claw#ing, oprah#ish for
example). The following table ranks the affixes in descending order.
(11)

Rate of r-intrusion according to the type of suffix

Affix
- ing >

- ish, -ize, -y > - ify >

- ism, -ese

highest

rate of /r/-intrusion

lowest

As far as the role of social class is concerned, of the six base words ma, bra and plough
showed a direct correlation between the participant's social status and their level of /r/intrusion, since speakers belonging to lower social classes produced considerably more
intrusive /r/s. In addition, Hay & Maclagan (2006) found evidence to support their overall
hypothesis according to which the degree of consonantal constriction of intrusive /r/ should
reveal social variation, too. This theory was successfully verified by the fact that a significant
decrease was noticed in constriction degree in those participants who were coming from highclass backgrounds (p. 55). Moreover, these speakers hardly ever inserted /r/ after /au/ which
might be attributed to the possible stigmatisation of /r/-insertion by upper-class people.
However, the findings require further investigation in order to identify whether the use
of intrusive /r/ after /au/ is a linguistic peculiarity of New Zealand English, or rather its
changing phonetic realisation is responsible for /r/-insertion in this particular dialect. While
the study clearly demonstrates both social and phonetic variation in the pronunciation of
intrusive /r/, Hay & Maclagan made no attempt to measure the effects of speech style and rate,
speech consciousness or possible self-monitoring on the likelihood of the insertion of /r/.
Finally, it is important to remember that the words chosen to test intrusive /r/ usage are a
bit unrealistic and weird due to the attachment of various affixes to the base words (for
example, ma-ify, plough-ese, bra-y, or sofa-ize). Consequently, natural conversation patterns
may be better for analysing connected-speech processes as they contain typical features of
spoken English. It would be interesting to see whether commonly used words that occur in
day-to-day communication (e.g., idea, pizza, spa, draw, or banana) show the same social and
phonetic patterning.
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3.2.1. The emergence of /r/-sandhi in New Zealand English
The linguistic behaviour of partially rhotic speakers has also been subject to investigation
since results emerging from these studies might help to disclose the relationship between the
loss of rhoticity and the emergence of /r/-sandhi. A corpus-oriented study about /r/-sandhi in
New Zealand English was performed by Hay & Sudbury (2005). They conducted a detailed
analysis of 65 recorded interviews made with first-generation New Zealanders in the midnineteenth century when this dialect of English was partially rhotic. Since present New
Zealand English exhibits non-rhoticity, the main purpose of the research was to synthesize
data from the available audio recordings and to find information about how linking and
intrusive /r/ emerged in this dialect in the nineteenth century. Note that this was the first study
to confirm the hypothesis that the parallels between these two phenomena could not be merely
coincidental. Indeed, these research results gave evidence for a strong causal link between the
loss of rhoticity and the emergence of /r/-sandhi. Accordingly, Hay & Sudbury (2005)
documented that the more rhotic the speakers were, the less likely they produced intrusive /r/
and linking /r/ at word boundaries.
Concerning variation in /r/-sandhi, Hay & Sudbury (2005:812) observed that speakers
tended to produce less linking /r/ in common collocations (e.g., anywhere else, later on, for
instance) irrespective of gender and age, but the exact opposite held true for the use of
intrusive /r/. What is surprising about these results is that commonly used word combinations
such as the idea of were not pronounced with /r/ in the overall majority of cases (Hay &
Sudbury, 2005, p. 815). However, it could be argued that these figures are now outdated and
therefore do not represent actual usage of /r/-sandhi since the findings are based on a sample
of New Zealand speakers born between 1860 and 1925. Thus, these results must be
interpreted with caution, and it is possible to hypothesize that idea does attract /r/-intrusion in
present-day New Zealand English. Hay & Sudbury (2005: 813) are the first to give concrete
proof of the 'co-existence' of partial rhoticity and intrusive /r/ production, that is to say,
partially rhotic speakers may as well use /r/-insertion in traditional sandhi contexts18.

18

Barras (2010) offers findings inconsistent with standard phonological accounts. He reports that there are rhotic
speakers in his research who produce intrusive /r/s in traditional /r/-sandhi environments (i.e., after non-high
vowels). By doing so, Barras goes beyond what the related literature on /r/-sandhi seems to suggest and
challenges the widely-accepted notion that the appearance of intrusive /r/ must be phonologically restricted to
non-rhotic varieties of English. He argues that the presence of rhoticity does not rule out the production of
intrusive /r/, hence it is equally possible for rhotic speakers to have intrusive /r/s without being hyper-rhotic
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3.3 Newcastle upon Tyne and Derby
While it is true that a relatively low priority has so far been assigned to the empirical
investigation of regional accents, extensive studies on Newcastle upon Tyne and Derby have
thrown new light on our understanding of the sociolinguistic patterning of /r/-sandhi in
English. Foulkes (1997) analysed recorded conversations between Newcastle and Derby
speakers where interruptions were kept to a minimum to enable maximum participation from
the informants and at the same time, encourage a free flow of ideas. Besides, word-list
reading was also involved in this fieldwork in order to elicit intrusive /r/ in careful speech
style since the degree of speech formality might nfluence the production of /r/-sandhi.
Thus, this corpus covered a representative sample of working and middle class speakers
from both cities which could adequately reflect potential social variation and similarly, it was
also appropriate for an analysis of stylistic variation as different speech styles were
incorporated into the data set (i.e., natural conversation and carefully monitored reading tasks).
On the evidence of the results, a clear-cut distinction can be drawn between Newcastle and
Derby English speakers in terms of /r/-sandhi usage. First of all, there is a definite lack of
sociolinguistic conditioners (namely, age and class) on the occurrence of linking and intrusive
/r/ in Derby and therefore the likelihood of these phenomena cannot be predicted by a
speaker's age or social status (Foulkes, 1997, p. 81). It should be mentioned that one of the
limitations of that study is the absence of explanation for the almost categorical appearance of
/r/-sandhi in Derby.
However, one of the most striking features of Foulkes's findings is that in Newcastle
English, sociolinguistic restrictions on the pronunciation of linking and intrusive /r/ equally
exist. More specifically, in the speech of middle class and older people linking /r/ appears the
most frequently while speakers from low working-class backgrounds produce greater degree
of /r/-insertion (Foulkes, 1997, p. 82). But it should be kept in mind that the occurrence of
intrusive /r/ is far from being prevalent in the working class speaker group.
The diagram below stands for representing the above mentioned results.

at the same time (Barras, 2010).
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60

54

50
intrusive /r/ pronounced

40

no intrusive /r/
30
Number of tokens

21
20

10

6
1

0
Middle Class

(12)

Working Class

The effect of social class on /r/-intrusion in Newcastle (data from conversations)

25

22,2

20

Percentages of /r/-intrusion

15

intrusive /r/
pronounced

10

(13)

5

1,8

0
Working Class

Middle Class

Class difference in /r/-intrusion in percentages (data from conversations)

Although Foulkes (1997) reported that intrusive /r/ was almost non-existent in informal
conversations recorded between Newcastle middle class speakers (see diagram 12), his further
analysis, which was based on data collected from word-list reading, saw a sharp contrast with
the above results. Contrary to expectations, an overall increase was observed in the use of
intrusive /r/ when participants were required to read aloud a target list of words.
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Class difference in /r/-intrusion in percentages (word-list reading)
90
76,9

80
70
60

Percentages of /r/-intrusion

50
intrusive /r/ pronounced

40
30

26,7

20
10
0
Working Class

Middle Class

(all data coming from Foulkes, 1997)
These findings raise intriguing questions and contradict claims that speakers tend to selfconsciously monitor their speech towards the standard or 'proper' use of language when there
is a certain air of formality and therefore intrusive /r/ is avoided. Note that /r/-insertion has no
historical or etymological basis since the spelling does not justify the use of an 'intrusive' /r/
and this might be held responsible for its stigmatisation.
However, this study challenges the notion that this stigma is universal in all non-rhotic
accents, and Foulkes (1997) gives plausible explanations of why the rates of /r/-insertion,
unexpectedly, rise sharply in reading, most notably in the speech of middle class speakers of
Newcastle (see diagram 14). Given the fact that intrusive /r/ has been commonly used by
news reporters and radio announcers, hence it follows naturally that Newcastle speakers aim
to pronounce the words in reading style according to what is thought to be correct,
'prestigious' and accepted (Foulkes, 1997, p. 83). It can be concluded, then, that broadcast
speech provides a language model for Newcastle people to imitate, and as a consequence,
Newcastle participants might try to slightly modify their regional accent by using highly 'nonlocal' features in formal contexts (p. 84).
This study also considered the question of whether orthographic knowledge affected
variability existing in the likelihood of /r/-intrusion. First, Foulkes (1997: 87) reported that
intrusive /r/ was the most likely to occur after rare proper nouns, including Granada or Costa
Blanca and after items such as the County Borough(r) of Derby. Furthermore, phrases like
yeah(r) he could do also attracted /r/-insertion, but to a lesser extent.
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It has been proposed that uncertainty about the spelling of words of foreign origin might
exist and consequently, this lack of orthographic knowledge would play some role in the
speakers' production of intrusive /r/. While this evidence seems to lend plausibility to the
hypothesis that knowledge of spelling acts as a potential factor influencing the frequency of
/r/-insertion, this hypothesis was clearly refuted by the results of Foulkes (1997: 87) which
demonstrated that speakers inserted an /r/ after their own names, or when the word's
orthographic form was made readily available to them (for instance, a travel brochure
indicating the correct spelling of Costa Blanca). Unfortunately, this corpus is not large enough
to provide representative data regarding whether or not the presence of another /r/ has an
effect on the occurrence of /r/-insertion. Foulkes (1997: 94) called attention to a clearly
recognised phonological change concerning the underlying representation of the phoneme /r/
by claiming that the “historical division between r-ful and r-less words has been erased” by
younger people.
3.4 Received Pronunciation & BBC English
Mompeán et al. (2009) examined the issue of variation in /r/-sandhi usage and presented an
overview of a set of potentially relevant factors affecting the occurrence of linking and
intrusive /r/ in Received Pronunciation (RP). The main focus of this study was to document
new evidence about how the production of /r/-sandhi in RP might be constrained by a wide
variety of sociolinguistic and/or phonetic factors, the presence of another /r/ in the spelling
(e.g., criteria(r) of) or the identity of the preceding vowel for example. In addition, the study
also aimed to identify the extent to which bound morphemes, compounds and collocations
might contribute to variability in the use of linking and intrusive /r/. Other constraints, e.g.,
'token frequency of use of expressions', that might have a great deal of influence over sandhi
usage were also distinguished in the study and defined as usage-based factors (Mompeán et al.,
2009, p. 738).
Three BBC news archives (namely, World Service, Learning English, Words in the News)
were selected to form the basis for the corpus consisting of 263 texts read by 129 BBC
broadcasters speaking RP or 'BBC English' (Mompeán et al., 2009, p. 742). The degree of
social and educational homogeneity within these speakers can hardly be questioned, therefore
potential correlation between /r/-sandhi production and class lies beyond the scope of this
study. Instead of this, the role of gender was addressed since one major area of uncertaint y
about variation in /r/-sandhi is the exact interplay of gender with /r/-intrusion. Contrary to
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theoretical predictions, the results failed to notice a marked difference in actual /r/-insertion
between males and females; therefore the study confirmed previous findings of Hannisdal
(2006: 173) who found no stark gender contrast among BBC newsreaders.
As far as the phonological contexts are concerned, the present study did not provide
support for higher rates of /r/-intrusion after back vowels (Mompeán et al., 2009: 757);
however, it yielded some important results concerning the likelihood of word-internal /r/insertion. Specifically, the word withdraw+al triggered intrusive /r/ for all participants (p.
761). Furthermore, despite the fact that empirical research tends to regard linking /r/ wordfinally as variable, Mompeán et al. (2009: 764) reported that linking /r/ was 'categorical or
nearly categorical' for RP presenters.
Consider the diagram below for the appearance of linking /r/ in two word-final positions
where 129 speakers were investigated, i.e., for example/instance and the/a number of
respectively.
(15)

Linking /r/ word-finally

30
24

25

21
20
15

13

Potential Cases

13

Actual Cases

Number of tokens

10
5
0
for example/ instance

the/a number of

(data from Mompeán et al., 2006: 765)
It can be deduced from the above presented data that linking /r/ is frequently produced in
collocations. Although the corpus was designed with the aim of assessing the occurrence of
both linking and intrusive /r/ in collocations, these data apply only to linking /r/ due to the
lack of examples for /r/-intrusion.
Taken together, this study indicated that intrusive /r/ production did not interact with
speaker's gender, and the process of /r/-insertion was not infrequent in word-internal positions
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(e.g., withdrawal) among RP newscasters. However, one of the major limitations of the study
is the inadequate examination of the frequency of intrusive /r/ in compounds and collocations.
3.5. Dialectal distribution of /r/-sandhi
Given the large-scale variation of /r/-sandhi, the following table compare and contrast
varieties of English on the basis of the behaviour of linking and intrusive /r/.
(16)

Regional variation in /r/-sandhi

(data from Foulkes & Docherty 1999; Broadbent,1991; and Kortmann & Upton, 2008)
Accent/dialect

Author(s)

Linking /r/ Intrusive /r/

Observations
Social patterning:
Linking:
older MC - 80%

Tyneside

Watt & Milroy

YES

YES

young WC - 40%
Intrusive: “absent in
unmonitored MC speech”, but
high in monitored MC reading
(31)
Sociolinguistic patterning not
significant

Derby and

Docherty &

Newcastle

Foulkes

YES

YES

Linking:
“categorical”
Intrusive:
“norm for all groups” (55%) (51)

Stoddart,
Sheffield

Upton &

YES

YES

Widdowson

“both linking and intrusive /r/
common for all groups” (76)
Linking:
“categorical”

Sandwell, West
Midland boroughs

Mathisen

YES

YES

Intrusive:
“very frequent in all groups”
(111)

Norwich

Trudgill

YES

YES
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“norm”, “automatic” both at
word and morpheme boundaries
“occurs invariably” (133)
vowel reduction (give it to[r]
Anne
/r/ is frequently realised as a
labiodental approximant /ʋ/
Linking and intrusive /r/ are the
norm Hull – “intrusive is rare
after /ɔː/” e.g. law and order
(147)

Milton Keynes,

Williams &

Reading, Hull

Kerswill

YES

YES(?)

Reading & Milton Keynes –
“older speakers are variably
rhotic” (147)
/r/ is frequently realised as a
labiodental
approximant /ʋ/
“linking and intrusive /r/ almost
categorical” (174)
“suppression of intrusive /r/
sounds affected” (174) according
to the participants

South East
London English

Tollfree

YES

YES

R-intrusion also occurs after:
h-dropping, e.g. the idea[r] he's
got
l-vocalisation, e.g. I'll[r] eat it
monophthongisation of MOUTH
and GOAT, e.g. now[r] I will
deletion of ð, e.g. older[r] than
Dad (174)

Cardiff

Mees &
Collins

YES

YES
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r-intrusion is the “norm” word-

Received
Pronunciation

finally (249)
Upton

YES

YES

word-internally also frequent
(e.g. draw[r]ing) to resolve
hiatus

New York,
Philadelphia, the
Great Lakes
(Chicago, Detroit,

intrusive /r/ is “especially
Gordon

YES

YES

common” after /ə/, and
frequently occurs after /ɔː/ (74)

Buffalo,
Cleveland)
Trinidadian and
mesolectal
Tobagonian

Youssef &
James

YES

YES

In spite of the fact that Ghanaian
Ghanaian English Huber

NO

NO

English is non-rhotic, speakers
lack both linking and intrusive /r/
Linking and intrusive /r/ are
uncommon, glottal stops are

Indian South
African

preferred.
Mesthrie

RARE

RARE

Although the accent is nonrhotic, “the letter /r/ itself is
pronounced as
[ɑːr] with a weak trill” (193)

Colloquial19
Singaporean

Wee

RARE

RARE

English

usually glottal stops are used
instead of intrusive /r/s
both are attested, but linking /r/

Malaysian English Baskaran

YES

YES

is more frequent than intrusive
/r/

West Yorkshire
19

Broadbent

YES

YES

West Yorkshire speakers do not

Standard Singapore English is also non-rhotic, but SSgE speakers use linking and intrusive /r/. Tan (2011)
observed that r-intrusion reveals social stratification, i.e. typically occurs in working-class speech.
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suppress the production of
intrusive /r/
r-intrusion is not socially
stigmatised
significant social patterning
concerning /r/-intrusion
WC speakers – higher rates of r-

New Zealand

Hay &
Maclagan

YES

YES

insertion
intrusive /r/ acts as a
“sociolinguistic variable” (44)
gender difference – males using
more intrusive /r/s
no gender difference reported
effect of social class cannot be

“BBC English”

Mompeán et
al.

measured
YES

YES

overall rates of /r/-sandhi:
linking /r/ significantly higher
but word-internal intrusive /r/
frequently produced
“clear evidence that rhoticity and
r-sandhi have an overlapping
distribution,

East Lancashire

Barras

YES

YES

both geographically and in terms
of the behaviour of individual
speakers” (195)
hyper-dialectal /r/ are not
documented

4. Conclusion
While the phenomenon of intrusive /r/ has puzzled linguists for decades, existing theoretical
accounts are predominantly concerned with its underlying representation, that is to say, how it
is stored in the mental lexicon of native speakers. When considering the process of /r/intrusion, there is a general assumption in the literature that it is arbitrary and almost
categorically performed in traditional /r/-sandhi positions (i.e., after non-high vowels).
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Despite the fact that /r/-intrusion is phonologically conditioned in non-rhotic English dialects,
recent research has consistently demonstrated that the likelihood of intrusive /r/ production
might be socially and stylistically conditioned as well.
Therefore, it has been shown that the occurrence of intrusive /r/ is, for the most part,
affected by a wide range of linguistic and non-linguistic factors in different non-rhotic
varieties of English. After having provided some general information concerning /r/-sandhi in
chapter 2, I have outlined major issues of descriptive accounts (e.g., rates of /r/-intrusion
according to the quality of the preceding vowel). Then, in Chapter 3, I have given a detailed
overview of empirical research conducted on /r/-sandhi by focusing on certain linguistic and
non-linguistic factors relating to variation in intrusive /r/ production. Apart from main
drawbacks associated with corpus-driven approaches (i.e., small data sets), these studies have
made noteworthy contributions to our understanding of the social and regional patterning of
/r/-intrusion. Given the limits of the present thesis, I have concentrated on describing three
dialects/accents of English, namely New Zealand English, Newcastle upon Tyne and Derby,
and Received Pronunciation. Finally, I concluded this thesis with a table showing the
distribution of /r/-sandhi in different varieties of English.
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“You’re a good friend, bro!”1
A Corpus-based Investigation of the Meanings of bro2
Lilla Petronella Szabó

1. Introduction
Non-concatenative processes in general seem to be devoted less attention in the
morphological literature than other ways of creating new words. The reason may be that these
are both more arbitrary and less productive than more widely researched word-creating
mechanisms; therefore they might present problems in a statistical analysis, and obviously it
is more difficult to draw consequences in terms of regularities that can normally be observed
in connection with other techniques. However, their place in English word-formation is
unquestionable, since one can find new formations from time to time, and even if it may take
more time for these to be more accepted by speakers, or to be entered in dictionaries, it would
be a mistake not to discuss them.
One of the processes that do not add anything to the base but even truncate it is
clipping. This mechanism is exemplified in the present paper. According to traditional views,
clipping is fairly capricious in nature, compared to other word-formation processes; there are
very few, if any restrictions that apply to it. Nevertheless, there are regular tendencies that can
be observed, which are more or less accepted in the literature. One instance of clipping is
discussed in details here, namely the word broN, created from the base brotherN. This
formation can be heard more and more often on American television shows, especially
sitcoms. Therefore, it inevitably occurs more frequently in actual language use. However, bro
does not seem to refer to genetic relation as its base, but there is a shift in the meaning of this
word. The paper investigates whether bro is more often used in the sense ‘friend’, rather than
in reference to genetic relation. It may be of interest whether there are other clipped words
that may have developed slightly different senses, such as discoN that can refer to a “club or
party at which people dance to pop music”, or the “lighting and sound equipment used at a

1 Source: Corpus of Contemporary American English (http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/)
2 I would like to express my gratitude to Réka Benczes for her comments. I am also thankful to Áron
Szabó for his help.
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disco” (http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/disco?q=disco). Further details
on clipping and bro are discussed in what follows.
After the introduction, the second section introduces clipping itself; its mechanism,
variations, and the different approaches that are available in the literature. The next section of
the paper investigates the clipped word bro; how it is connected to the different senses of
brother and a brief account is given on the possible cognitive linguistic interpretation of such
a formation. The fourth section analyses data drawn from the Corpus of Contemporary
American English (COCA), to underpin the assumption that there is a tendency of meaning
change in the case of bro. The last, fifth section concludes.
2. Clipping: an overview
The essence of clipping is that it shortens a lexeme, i.e. it is a non-concatenative process (cf.
Bauer 1993, Bauer 2006, Brinton 2000, Katamba 2003, Kreidler 2000, Lieber 2010, and
Marchand 1960), e.g. non-conN  nonconformistN. We can distinguish three different types of
clipping: fore-clipping, whereby the first part of the base word is deleted (planeN 
airplaneN); back-clipping truncates the last part of the source (discoN discothequeN), and
Bauer (2006) terms ‘ambiclipping’ when both the first and the last parts are clipped (fridgeN
 refrigeratorN). Clipping is not to be confused with back-formation (BF), whereby an affixlike element is deleted, as in this case the resemblance to an affix is not a prerequisite. A
popular example of BF is editV editorN, whereby an “agentive-like” element is deleted.
Interestingly enough this process can be considered “anti-iconic in the sense that an increase
of semantic complexity occurs with a decrease of formal complexity” (Nagano 2008: 180),
e.g. jellyN → jellV ‘turn into jelly’. The semantics of BF requires further research; since it is
not in the scope of this paper, it is not discussed here in more details. Regarding clipping, the
truncation of a certain part (or parts) of a word does not mean that semantic content is added
to the clipped element (Bauer 1993, Bauer 2006, Brinton 2000, Huddleston and Pullum 2005,
and Katamba 2003). This may account for the fact that the clipped word belongs to the same
part of speech as its source (Bauer 1993, Brinton 2000), e.g. parN  paragraphN.
After considering these points it is justified to ask why clipping is a productive process
at all, since as McCarthy (2002) explains it is not possible to form words with exactly
identical meaning due to what he terms “semantic blocking”. He claims that even in
synonyms, differences can be detected: “at first sight, pairs of exact synonyms are easy to find
[…] on closer examination one finds […] that they are not after all completely
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interchangeable” and he brings the example that “one cannot substitute almost for nearly in
the phrase not nearly meaning ‘far from’, as in I’m not nearly ready yet” (91). The distinction
in clipped forms lies in stylistics, as a word that underwent clipping is less likely to occur in a
formal context (Bauer 1993, Bauer 2006, Brinton 2000, Huddleston and Pullum 2005, and
Lieber 2010). Marchand (1960) goes further and says that it is not only a stylistically
interesting phenomenon, but “a change of emotional background” (357), and utilizes Mex 
Mexican to illustrate his point. However, Jespersen (1954) adds that as clipped forms are
getting integrated into everyday language use, they tend to lose their status of being
considered slang, and indeed everyday speakers may not be fully aware of the fact that such
formations as faxN facsimileN, pianoN  pianoforteN, and celloN  violoncelloN are actually
clipped words. Moreover, it is added by Marchand (1960) and Kleider (2000) that these words
also lose the connection with the source word. In certain cases they even may occur more
frequently in modern usage than the original one, as is witnessed by the data extracted from
COCA (note that the data collected date back to 1990):
Source Word

Number of Occurrences

Clipped Word

Number of Occurrences

telephone

20972

phone

76478

cabriolet

88

cab

6689

pantaloons

85

pants

13922

Table 1—COCA data

As it is illustrated by Table 1, in the case of already established words, the clipped form is
more common. This may not be the case however, with fairly new formations. The Corpus of
Historical American English (COHA) shows interesting variations in the frequency of these
words. In the case of telephone and phone the former far outnumbers the latter between the
1900s and the 1950s; telephone returns 11487, while phone only 5826 hits. This is not the
case however with pants and cab, as both of the words appear more times than their original
forms. From the 1900s to the 1950s, cab occurs 2559, while cabriolet only 38 times. The
frequency of pants compared to pantaloons is 2131 in the case of pants, and 124 of
pantaloons. The only occasion that cabriolet was more frequent than cab was in the 1830s,
according to this corpus. There are more instances of pantaloons than pants from the 1830s to
the 1850s. It has to be added that to provide reliable data, these hits should be discussed more
thoroughly, as it will be obvious from the detailed discussion of bro.
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It is also a widespread view that clipping is most frequently used as jargon, i.e. clipped
words are mostly created by certain groups of people, e.g. in schools (cf. Jespersen 1954,
Lieber 2010, and Plag 2005). This is supported by numerous formations that are related to
different occupations, for instance labN  laboratoryN, profN  professorN, docN  doctorN.
It has to be added that these instances are fairly common in everyday use, although there may
be formations that are not widespread and hence they are only used and understood by certain
people.
Concerning the potential bases for clipping, it is noted by Kreidler (2000) that mostly
nouns serve as sources, and by Marchand (1960) that verbs are hardly ever shortened by this
process.
Concerning the restrictions on the base words and the exact operation of clipping there
is not such an agreement within the literature dealing with this process. Bauer (1993) notes
that “it does not seem to be predictable how many syllables will be retained in the clipped
form […] whether the stressed syllable from the base lexeme will be included or not” (233),
and Jespersen (1954) also claims that in this case stress does not have a significant role.
According to Quirk (1985: 1580), this formation starts from what he calls the “graphic form”,
and this means that neither phonological, nor semantic properties should be taken into
consideration. Brinton (2000) says that clipping “does usually reflect phonological processes,
selecting the longest possible syllable, what is called a maximal syllable…” (99), however in
the case of adN advertisementN or fluN  influenzaN, it does not seem to be the case. Harley
(2006) notes that clippings usually retain the syllable that has the main stress, yet there are
numerous exceptions to this assumption as well, cf. [fəʊn]N  [ˈtɛlɪfəʊn]N, [ˈdɛməʊ]N 
[dɛmənˈstreɪʃən]N, [kənˈfæb]N  [kənfæbjʊˈleɪʃən]N.
Berg (2011) notes that traditional approaches to clipping do not grasp the regularities
concerning its formation and believes that there are certain generalizations that can be drawn
in relation to this process; more precisely he examines the probability of the application of
fore-clipping or back-clipping and finds that factors such as stress pattern, length and lexical
class have influence in this connection. He considers back-clipping “unmarked” compared to
fore-clipping and states that the “probability of fore-clipping increases when the initial
syllable of the base lexeme is unstressed […], when the base lexeme is proper […] noun and
when the base lexeme is trisyllabic…” (Berg 2011: 10); these assertions were made on the
basis of the extensive data that were analysed. The preponderance of back-clipping is also
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explained by the fact that the beginning of a word seems to have more role in its recognition
than the last part of it.
Bauer (2006: 499) draws attention to an interesting point, namely that clipped words
can be further suffixed, and brings examples from Australian English, such as barbieN 
barbecueN. If a word formed by such a process can be affixed, it may indicate that it is fairly
entrenched in the speakers’ mind as its properties may be well-established, which is necessary
to determine what kind of affixes can be added to it to form further new words. It may be of
interest to demonstrate it with bro, which is in the scope of investigation in this paper. The
Urban Dictionary proves to be an excellent source to find the affixed forms of bro:
broish
This describes people and activities which resemble a good brother or something a good
brother would do. It includes favours, good deeds, trust, patience, and generosity. It is
derived from the idea of brotherly love.
(http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=broish&defid=4236419 Accessed: 4
May 2014)
unbro
(adj.) 1. An action or event that is unbecoming of a bro. An action or event that a friend
would not be a part of or make another suffer through. 2. In the case of an action, there
are usually negative effects on others. 3. With an event, the persons involved will likely
be miserable throughout said event.
(http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=unbro Accessed: 4 May 2014)
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disbro
When a bro breaks bro code several times, so the bros go forth and disbro him.
(http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=disbro Accessed: 4 May 2014)
broette
A girl who is clearly a bro and participates in bro-like activities.
http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Broette&defid=4862634 Accessed: 4
May 2014)
Figure 1 – affixed forms of bro

Bro enters into other processes which may be a further evidence of its frequent and not
extraordinary use in present-day English:
bro-llenium
An extremely eventful night spent with bro's.
(http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Bro-llenium%20&defid=3774795
Accessed: 5 May 2014)
she-bro
She-bro, one of the female gender who has committed bro-like acts.
(http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=she-bro&defid=4130632
Accessed: 5 May 2014)
bro'in up
to grow up in a bro-like fashion. To be a more experienced bro.
(http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=bro%27in%20up&defid=6416619
Accessed: 5 May 2014)
Figure 2 – other lexical processes bro participates in

Martin (2013) claims that bro “has taken on new life as a productive element forming new
words and compounds…” It goes without saying that in all these formations bro is to be
understood in the sense ‘friend’. However, it has to be noted that Internet sources are not fully
reliable; even for one word we can find several definitions that may differ. This suggests that
a fully grounded meaning cannot be assigned to these items; nevertheless their existence
cannot be denied and it can be assumed that at some point they may become established in the
language. Apparently, bro enters into blend-type constructions with some other word, e.g.
bromance; Martin (2013) also mentions compounds such as bro-hug. She explains its
popularity as a tool for forming new words by the fact that it includes an “instantly
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recognizable consonant cluster” and a fact that no paper written on bro can ignore: it has been
widely popularized by the American sitcom, How I Met Your Mother.
3. The birth of bro
The base of the clipped word broN, brotherN has been in language use from very early times,
as the Online Etymology Dictionary notes, it stems from the Proto-Indo-European form,
*bhrater. If we take a closer look to the entry of brother in the OED2, it becomes apparent
that apart from its central meaning, that is “the son of the same parents”, there are other
meanings as well. These different ones are getting further and further from the original one, as
the selection from the OED2 shows:
a)

“one who has either parent in common with another” (656)

b)

“including more distant kin: A kinsman, as uncle, nephew, cousin” (1382)

c)

“said affectionately of one regarded or treated as a brother; one who fills the
place of a brother” (1795)

d)

“a familiar mode of address to a man, esp. one whose name is not known” (1912)
Figure 3 – meanings of bro in OED2

The dates in brackets following the citations indicate the date of the first occurrence registered
in the OED2, and this also shows how the different senses developed through centuries. In
this sense, bro differs from the group of clipped word that has been mentioned above, as not
all clipped words change meaning, e.g. raccoon coon.
In the case of bro, OED2 only says that it is a colloquial form of brother, what is more
interesting however, is that the first instantiation of it dates back to 1666: “Evelyn Diary […]
I accompanyd my Eldest Bro (who then quitted Oxford) into the Country”. According to
Martin (2013), the modification of the meaning took place by the 1970s. In this connection
the Urban Dictionary has more information; there are 228 definitions of the word. Some of
them are rather general, but we can find many specific descriptions of how present-day
speakers imagine a bro:
a)

“friend; commonly used in greetings”
(http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Bro&defid=1730153
Accessed: 4 May 2014)

b)

“Bros ruin everything they touch. They are deeply racist, yet vulture-ize black
culture with attempts to be "down", while living as far from any ghetto as
humanly possible. It's because they seek danger, or the illusion of it.”
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(http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Bro&defid=2572187
Accessed: 5 May 2014)
c)

an 18 to 24 year-old male who wears birkenstock sandals, watches family guy,
plays ultimate frisbee, and wears an upside-down visor or a baseball cap with a
pre-frayed brim, you know, a bro
(http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=bro&defid=4134552
Accessed: 5 May 2014)

d)

A friend who puts other friends before girls, with many smaller requirements, as
defined in the bro code.
(http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=bro&defid=4529812
Accessed 4 May 2014)

e)

Short for "brother". A way of addressing virtually anybody. Used much the same
way as "bud", "buddy", "dude", or "man". Originally pronounced "bruh",
nowadays it usually rhymes with "snow".
(http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=bro&defid=1457255
Accessed: 5 May 2014)
Figure 4 – descriptions of a bro

Even if the fact that bro is a clipping means that it is a rather colloquial expression, it would
not necessarily mean that there is a modification in meaning. However, as these definitions
suggest, it seems to be the case that bro is not used to refer to a relative, but rather to a close
friend. In this sense it is rather related to (Figure 3c) meaning of the base word. It also has to
be recognised that definition (Figure 3d) is basically the same as (Figure 4e), therefore it
seems that this kind of meaning of brother is part of bro too.
It also has to be mentioned that bro is mainly related to American English as is
highlighted by the following dictionary entries from the Internet:
a)

chiefly North American A friendly greeting or form of address
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/bro?q=bro Accessed: 28
May 2014)

b)

mainly US informal used when talking to a male friend
(http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/bro?q=bro Accessed: 28 May
2014)

c)

American English a way of greeting a friend
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(http://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/bro Accessed: 28 May 2014)
Figure 5 – bro and American English

The Corpus of Global Web-based English (GloWbE) makes it possible compare hits in
connection with the frequency of words appearing in different dialects of English. Obviously
there are different amounts of texts available from different ‘Englishes’; however, an average
is given in each case. The following data can be found:
3,37
per million

2,58

2,57
2,08

American
English

Australian
English

Canadian
English

British English

dialect

Figure 6 – Relative hits of bro in GloWbE for different dialects

The data suggests that bro occurs in American English in the biggest proportion. In the
following section the frame that may have led to the creation of bro is discussed.
It may be worth mentioning the cognitive linguistic term, “idealised cognitive model”
(ICM), which is “a relatively stable mental representation that represents a ‘theory’ about
some aspect of the world and to which words and other linguistic units can be relativized”
(Evans 2007: 104). Croft and Cruise (2004) bring the example of BACHELOR, a notion defined
in classical accounts as an ADULT UNMARRIED MALE. They find it problematic to define
whether for instance the Pope belongs to this category. It is noted that the essence of the
whole framework of ICMs is that it is an “idealized version of the world that simply does not
include all possible real-world situations” (28). The definition of BROTHER should be then a
MALE CHILD OF THE SAME PARENTS. Lakoff (1987) explains how the concept of MOTHER is

built up from different models, for instance the genetic model means that “the female who
contributes to the genetic material is the mother” (74), and that there are deviations because
for instance a stepmother does not conform to this criterion. So it seems that one does not
have to be genetically related to another person and yet she may belong under the concept of
MOTHER, because the “concept mother is not clearly defined, once and for all, in terms of
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common necessary and sufficient conditions” (76); it seems to be determined on the basis of
converging models.
Something similar may be the case with BROTHER. Normally, a genetic relationship is
assumed between two persons to be referred to as ‘brothers’, however there are other aspects
of BROTHER that are relevant and in bro these may be emphasized and not the genetic one that
seems to be related to the most central definition of brother. But even in the (Figure 3c) and
(Figure 3d) definitions of brother, it is possible that the person one refers to as brother is not
genetically related at all. Therefore, we could draw parallels between BROTHER and BRO, in
the sense of ‘friend’. The traditional aspects of brotherhood may apply to friends as well, and
yet there may be some difference in the relationship of two persons when one is called a
friend, or a bro. I assume that in this case bro means a closer relationship than friend.
4. Bro: a corpus-based investigation
In this section an extensive set of data is presented that is drawn chiefly from COCA. Not
surprisingly, brother occurs much more frequently in the corpus, 49331 times whereas there
are only 677 hits returned to bro. The paper focuses on the justification that bro is more often
used in the sense ‘friend’ than in its original, most central meaning. To support this claim bro
was investigated in the COCA from 2000 to 2012. As the distribution of the word in terms of
genre was not the scope of the investigation such a distinction was not made in the entries.
Altogether 455 tokens were taken into consideration. They were categorized in three
groups, one of them containing instances in which bro means ‘friend’, the second group
consisted of texts that include bro in the ‘brother’ sense, and in the last one those cases were
included where neither of the first two meanings could be traced back, or another sense was
visible.
Those cases that were left uncategorized include such examples where the original
source of the extracted text could not be found; therefore it would have been invalid to add
them to either of the other groups. In some cases bro turned out to be a personal name; both
last names and nicknames could be found, moreover it occurred as the name of a company
e.g.:
a)

“You might have seen Brian " Bro " Brosdahl fishing on several TV shows…”
(COCA)

b)

“Lynn Bro is president of the trade group that represents DC Restaurants.”
(COCA)
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“When Carly presses for an explanation as to why Rosanna wants her to work at
BRO…” (COCA)
Figure 7 – examples for uncategorized hits

Another instance that occurred comparatively frequently was brother but in a religious
context and due to its highly specific meaning the hits containing these expressions were also
included in this category.
In the other two categories it was mostly the context of the word that provided help in
deciding which category the specific instantiations belong to, e.g.:
1. ‘Friend’
a)

“It's easy to see why Rydor is loved around town-why he's " everybody's bro, "
honest, reliable…” (COCA)

b)

“Ryan Cameron recently left Schrutt as a client after a decade but still talks to
him regularly, calling him his " bruddy, " as in his bro and his buddy…” (COCA)

c)

“„Hey, bro, " Sergio said as Rogelio passed us, assuming his usual position at the
head of the pack.” Your mom leave for work early this morning?” (COCA)

2. ‘Brother’
a)

“My brother. Corey. Becker. […] Oh yeah, I know Becker. He dropped out our
senior year, though. He's your bro?” (COCA)

b)

“A Snickers wrapper hit her on the chin. She picked it up and threw it back at her
brother, Pete. "Pretty weak throw, bro. "” (COCA)

c)

“Got a bro who's sucking your savings dry or a sister trying to mastermind your
love life? Straighten out family foibles with these no-fail fixes.” (COCA)
Figure 8 – examples for categorized hits

If the context did not prove to be sufficient enough in deciding which category a particular
example should belong to, further evidence were collected, for instance the original source of
the given hit was looked up.
After collecting the relevant data, the following figure can be used to represent the
findings:
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Figure 9 – ratio of “friend” and “brother” meanings of bro

As is illustrated in Figure 9, the sense ‘friend’ significantly outnumbers the other meaning,
which also indicates that this meaning is more closely related not to the most central meaning
of the original base, brother but to its broader sense.
A quick search in a popular online thesaurus, Thesaurus.com shows that there are
more synonyms of bro that have a sense similar to ‘friend’, rather than to ‘brother’. These are
for instance: buddy, chum, mate, pal, sidekick, etc. In terms of frequency, buddy significantly
outnumbers bro with 9157 instances, similarly to mate with 6444 hits and pal with 3486. The
others are represented less or roughly equal times. This difference in frequency, (apart from
historical considerations that are not represented strongly in COCA, since the oldest texts are
from 1990) may lie in the fact that certain synonyms of bro do not have strong or any
relationship with another meaning of the word, cf. pal: “A comrade, mate, partner, associate,
‘chum’; an accomplice in crime or dishonesty.” Note however, that mate is also used in the
meaning of the “sexual partner of a bird or other animal”3 and it is known in chess as well,
which may also explain its relatively high number of occurrence.
One could assume that bro in the sense of ‘friend’ may potentially yield more
synonyms because it may appear more frequently in colloquial language use. However, it is
worth mentioning that if we observe more closely the synonyms listed above, we can see that
although in different ways, pal and buddy both have some relation to concept of brotherhood.
In the case of pal, both the OED and etymonline.com note that the word originates from
Romany. In this language, pal means both ‘brother’ and ‘mate’, and it originates from a
“variant of continental Romany pral, plal, phral, probably from Sanskrit bhrata “brother””4.

3 http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/mate
4 http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=pal&allowed_in_frame=0
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Once pal was borrowed it is obvious to presume that it could not be incorporated in the
relatively fixed vocabulary of family membership which may have led to meaning
modification.
The origin of buddy (and of its variant, budN) is less clear; according to the OED, it
can be related simply to brother, or it is a variant of buttyN, meaning “confederate,
companion, ‘mate’”. If the word is an alternation of brother, it is likely that it went through a
similar process as bro did. This shows that apparently not bro is the only word that is
originally related to the meaning ‘brother’ that was alternated for some reason to ‘friend’.
Finally another useful resource of investigating words is the WordandPhrase.Info,
which provides among others the most frequent collocates of the entries. In the case of bro,
these are the followings:
Verbs: check, listen, drink, worry
Nouns: bro, baby, smash, deal, sis, solidarity, circus, garden
Adjectives: black, little, sorry, super, cool
(http://www.wordandphrase.info Accessed: 4 May 2014)
Figure 10 – Most frequent collocates of bro

In comparison with this it might prove interesting to check what the collocates of brother are:
Verbs: die, visit, marry, murder, inherit, tease, hug, spare, glare, betray
Nouns: sister, father, mother, twin, baby, kid, half
Adjectives: old, young, big, little, elder, Muslim, like, eldest, dear
(http://www.wordandphrase.info Accessed: 4 May 2014)
Figure 11 – Most frequent collocates of brother

The webpage reveals that the two words have rather different collocates. It is the most
transparent in the case of adjectives that even collocates of broN have a colloquial taste, e.g.
coolA, superA in comparison with brotherN, e.g. oldA, dearA.
Moreover, it shows that in terms of ICMs, which specific words may be related to the
two terms. In the case of brother, we see more instances that may refer to the most central
meaning of brother and at the same time to one of the most important points of it, that is
being genetically related. This is underpinned by collocates such as, father, mother, old,
young, big, etc. Of course, as it was mentioned in section 3, there may be deviations within a
frame; most prototypically the ICM of BROTHER may imply blood-relation.
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This is different even in the collocates of bro, in which case as was mentioned in
section 3, there may be other elements highlighted within the ICM, and this is reflected in the
collocates as well.
5. Conclusion
The main aim of the present paper was to justify that there is a shift in the meaning of broN,
namely that even though it is clipped from brotherN that has the central meaning
incorporating genetic relatedness as part of the whole concept, the meaning of the clipped
word tends to be used in the sense ‘friend’. In order to prove the hypothesis, data from the
COCA corpus was used, which seem to support it, as there are more hits that show that there
is such a shift in the meaning of bro. In cognitive linguistic terms, it seems that the flexibility
of ICMs make it possible for such a formation to occur. Therefore, we can see that it is
possible for bro to diverge in this way from the most central meaning of its base word,
brother, and as witnessed by the data of COCA, it does tend to differ from it.
In relation to the process of clipping, the present results may have relevance in the
sense that apart from the fact that when clipped words first enter everyday speech they can be
considered colloquial, and that it may be problematic to give sharp boundaries concerning
which part or parts are clipped, the issue of meaning should also be dealt with. As was
mentioned in section 2, if we accept the existence of “semantic blocking” (McCarthy 2002), it
may prove not to be reasonable to create words with exactly the same meaning that may be a
stimulating factor for such divergence in meaning. Moreover, the data collected on bro seems
to suggest that there may be a semantic change in certain clipped forms. As a possible goal for
future research, it might be of interest to collect an extensive data of words created via
clipping and determine if there are certain modifications in terms of meaning. It is not claimed
that there may be sharp boundaries that can be drawn, i.e. the divergence in meaning could be
measured on a scale, rather than in terms of clear-cut categories. The frequency of the words
could also be considered as a factor, as more entrenched constructions are more likely to
undergo modifications; suffixation and the appearance in compounds and other multi-word
constructions may also be taken as evidence of the established status of the given clipped
word.
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A remark on the Individual/Stage-level Predicate Distinction in English 1
Angelika Kiss

1 Two kinds of predicates
The terms individual-level and stage-level predicate were coined by Carlson (1977)
(following the proposal of Milsark) in order to make a distinction between predicates that
apply for an individual or just for a stage of its life, respectively. It has been claimed that due
to this distinction, a number of grammatical phenomena in different languages can be
explained.
1.1 Diagnostic tests
In what follows, linguistic tests are presented which are supposed to tell the two kinds from
each other, which have been provided by Carlson et al. (1995), Chierchia (1995) and Musan
(1997).
There-insertion
If a predicate can occur in the coda position of there-sentences, it is a stage-level predicate
(SLP). It looks like individual-level predicates (ILPs) cannot appear in such positions.
(1a) There are firemen available/drunk. (SLP)
(1b) *There are firemen altruistic/intelligent. (ILP)
(1c) There are students smoking in the classroom. (SLP)
(1d) *There are students knowing French. (ILP)
Perception reports
If a predicate can be in the complement clause of a perceptual report, it is probably a SLP.
(2a) We saw John exhausted. (SLP)
(2b) We saw John use the computer. (SLP)

1

This essay is a short (and slightly modified) extract from my MA thesis written at the Department of

Theoretical Linguistics. I owe many thanks to Beáta Gyuris, Zsófia Zvolenszky and László Kálmán.
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(3a) *We saw John tall. (ILP)
(3b) *We saw John own a car. (ILP)
(3c) *We saw John a linguist. (ILP)

Subject effects
As the examples show, ILPs force a generic or universal reading of their bare plural subject
NPs, while SLPs, even though both generic and existential readings are possible, are more
naturally associated with an existential reading than with a generic reading.
(4a) Firemen are altruistic. (only generic)
(4b) Swedes have blue eyes. (only generic)
(5a) Firemen are available. (existential reading possible)
(5b) Dogs are barking in the garden. (existential reading possible)
(4a) can only mean “firemen are such that they are altruistic” or “it is a property of firemen
that they are altruistic”. (5a) could be a predication over firemen as a kind, too, but a
paraphrase like “there are firemen who are available” is more natural. As Kratzer (1995)
noted however, IL unaccusative verbs behave differently in this regard, since their subjects
can have an existential reading.
(6a) Ponds belong to this lot.
(6b) She thinks that counterexamples are known to us.
(Kratzer 1995, p. 143)
The generalization corrected by Kratzer thus claims that ILPs with the exception of
unaccusatives must have generic bare plural subjects while other predicates allow for an
existential reading for their bare plural subjects, too.
Stable stativity of ILPs
Predicates like know, love, weigh or own, are aspectually stative and they all express stable
states. They are homogeneous in the sense that they have the subinterval property: if a
predicate is true at a time interval, it will also be true at any subinterval of it. Not all ILPs are
stative and not all statives are ILPs, there are some SLPs too, that express transient properties
(e.g. be drunk or be sick). Stative predicates are normally unacceptable in the progressive
form.
(7a) John knows French.
(7b) *John is knowing French.
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Lifetime effects

If a predicate in a perfect tense gives rise to implicatures that the subject of the clause does
not exist anymore, it is most likely an ILP.
Given that ILPs express permanent properties, combined with certain tenses the
implicature might arise that the subject does not exist anymore. Consider the examples of
Musan (1997):
(8a) Gregory was from America.
(8b) Gregory had blue eyes.
(8c) Gregory resembled Jörg Bieberstein.
(9a) Gregory was happy/had a cold/ate cookies.
According to Musan (1997), it is more advantageous to assume that in (8), it is not the event
time of the main predicate but the individual that is located in time, which implies that
Gregory is dead.
Predicative adjuncts
Apparently, SLPs can appear as secondary predicates, while ILPs cannot.
(10a) John played the piano injured.
(10b) *John played the piano talented.
Spatiotemporal modification
Statements expressed by SLPs can easily be located in space and/or time. Since IL-properties
are permanent, they can hardly combine with PPs that restrict the predication in space and/or
time. Accepting sentences like the following is said to be at least controversial if not
impossible:
(11a) #John is intelligent in his car.
(11b) #Mary speaks French in her car.
(11c) #John is a linguist in his car.
On the other hand, SLPs are easy to modify spatiotemporally:
(12a) John is present at the lecture.
(12b) Mary is speaking French in her car.
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When-conditionals
If a predicate can occur with definite arguments in the restrictor clause of when-conditionals
without causing ungrammaticality, it is a SLP. It was Kratzer (1995) who noted some
peculiarities in the distribution of different types of NPs in when-conditional sentences.
(13a) When a Moroccan speaks French, she speaks it well.
(13b) When a Moroccan knows French, she knows it well.
(13c) When Mary speaks French, she speaks it well.
(13d) *When Mary knows French, she knows it well.
(13e) When Mary speaks a foreign language, she speaks it well.
(13f) When Mary knows a foreign language, she knows it well.
When-conditionals having ILPs in the restrictor clause with arguments that are all definite
turn out to be ungrammatical.
1.1.1 Some frameworks
There are several different suggestions in the literature on how to represent the two kinds of
predicates. Carlson et al. (1995) suggests that the predicates combine with different types of
subjects: individuals versus stages of individuals.
(14) John is a linguist.
John:<<ei,t>,t>
be a linguist: <ei,t>
(15) John is smoking.
John:<<es,t>,t>
be smoking:<es,t>
Kratzer (1995) claimed that the difference between the two kinds of predicates lays in their
argument structure: SLPs have an extra argument slot for a Davidsonian argument, which
ILPs do not have. This provides an explanation for the oddness of ILPs in SLP-contexts.
(16) Manon is dancing this morning on the lawn
dancing(Manon, l) ∧ this-morning(l) ∧ on-the-lawn(l)
(17) Manon is a dancer
dancer(Manon)
(Kratzer 1995, p. 128)
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Chierchia (1995) represents both predicates with a syntactic operator (Gen) that is present in
the specifier of the Aspect node in every sentence. Following the neo-Davidsonian tradition,
he assumes that every predicate introduces event arguments, ILPs too. The difference between
the two readings of the sentence is due to the quantificational feature [+Q] in the Aspect head
which must be checked by the Gen operator in order to get a generic/habitual reading (which
results in an ILP-interpretation of the predicate itself).
In this essay, I will not evaluate these frameworks. What I want to point to is that no
matter which approach we choose, there are some problematic cases that need to be solved.
As in the case of almost all grammatical categories or metaphysical ontologies, the ILP/SLP
distinction is not without problems. In fact, many linguists adopted the idea of there being a
fundamental distinction between the two kinds of predicates, although many valid
counterarguments have appeared since the first proposal.
2 Problems and shortcomings
To start with Carlson’s own observation, the predicates young and alive cause some problems
for the distinction, because they show properties of both ILPs and SLPs. Based on (18), these
should count as SLPs, but based on (19), they behave like ILPs.
(18a) We saw John young/alive.
(18b) John was alive yesterday.
(18c) There are two people alive.
(19a) #John is being young/alive.
(19b) #John was young yesterday.
(19c) *There are two people young.
Another disturbing fact is that apparently, many ILPs can freely occur in SLP-contexts.
(20a) They left the Army fervent noninterventionists.
(20b) Poe died a pauper.
(Escandell-Vidal & Leonetti 2002)2

2

Their English examples are cited from McNally (1994). Adjunct Predicates and the Individual/Stage

Distinction. In: Duncan, E., Farkas, D. & Spaelti, P. (eds.): Proceedings of WCCFL 12. Stanford,
CSLI.
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Also, many predicates cannot appear in the progressive form, even though they clearly
express something temporary.
(21a) We want to ask you a question.
(21b) *We are wanting to ask you a question.
(21c) We think you could answer us.
(21d) *We are thinking you could answer us.
It was noted in de Swart (1991) that according to the framework of Kratzer (1995), sentences
like (22) should be grammatical, too, which they are not. Predicates like grow up, die, commit
suicide etc., she called “once only” predicates, but other verbs can yield a “once only”
reading, too.
(22a) *When Anne built the house of Jacques, she always built it well.
(22b) *Peter died several times.
Other anomalies have been observed by Jäger (2001) and Maienborn (2003; 2007), both of
whom argue that the distinction cannot be a grammatical one. Jäger checked some phenomena
listed among the traditionally assumed diagnostics of the ILP/SLP distinction, and found that
these phenomena are unrelated from each other, so the distinction should not be propagated
any further. Maienborn believes that copular predicates behave in a way that is completely
indifferent to this distinction, and points to the importance of distinguishing different kinds of
stative verbs instead. Both authors prefer pragmatic explanations.
In this essay though, I will concentrate on a further problem, namely on the
heterogeneity of those sentences that are unacceptable because of a SLP/ILP mismatch. Some
sentences become ungrammatical when used with the wrong type of predicate, while others
are just “weird”, that is, semantically anomalous. The non-uniformity of the unacceptable
sentences raises the question whether such a distinction is legitimate after all, and the problem
also concerns the problematic line between semantics and pragmatics.
3 Unacceptable sentences
3.1 Ungrammatical or just weird?
In most cases, the example sentences of section 1.1 are acceptable with only one of the two
kinds of predicates. Whether the unacceptable sentences are ungrammatical or semantically
odd is not always distinguished in the literature and semantically odd sentences are often
grouped together with ungrammatical sentences. It is not a minor question, however, since
once a sentence is grammatical, no matter what strange situation it describes, all it needs is a
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weird context to become acceptable in it. Consider the examples in (23): all that is needed to
accept them (even in a non-metaphorical use) are fictional or strange possible worlds.
(23a) #Peter died several times.
(23b) #John is a linguist in his car.
(23c) #John is being intelligent.
The sentences in (24) are grammatically wrong, but as Chierchia (1995) noted, their meaning
is not necessarily obscure: one can understand what was meant by (24b), namely that there are
altruistic firemen. The grammar of English, however, is such that these structures are not
acceptable.
(24a) *I saw John (be) a linguist.
(24b) *There are firemen altruistic.
(24c) *John played the piano talented.
Be as it may, for sentences that are “only” semantically odd as in (23), their oddness is due to
our common world knowledge, and if world knowledge plays a role in their acceptability, it
means that at least in cases that do not result in ungrammaticality, the SLP/ILP distinction is
merely a distinction made on the level of pragmatics.
3.2 Semantic or pragmatic phenomenon?
Drawing the line between semantics and pragmatics itself is not unproblematic (see Gyuris
2013 and the references therein). There are several suggestions listed in (Gendler-Szabó 2005,
p. 6) for locating the border where semantic meaning ends and where pragmatics begins,
some of which are cited and used here as a reference3.
(25) Competence
Typically, some but not all of what the speaker conveys could be grasped
by any competent speaker without special knowledge.
For example, knowing the difference in meaning and in acceptability between the two pairs of
sentences in (26) and (27) is part of the competence of a speaker, which implies that at least in
this case, it is a difference in semantics.

3

None of these criteria are easy to define since it is impossible to test them. Therefore, I can only use

them in an informal way.
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(26a) John is intelligent.
(26b) #John is being intelligent.
(27a) John smokes.
(27b) John is smoking.

But if semantic meaning is the same as truth-conditional meaning, then if (26a) is true, so
should (26b) be, and whatever is odd in the utterances should be a matter of pragmatics.
(28) Truth-conditionality
Typically, some but not all of what the speaker conveys is truthconditionally relevant.
(29) Encoding
Typically, some but not all of what the speaker conveys is encoded in the
expression uttered.
In what follows, the phenomena related to the ILP/SLP distinction from section 1.1 are going
to be looked at.
3.2.1 Ungrammatical sentences
ILPs in there-constructions, perception reports, certain when-conditional sentences and as
predicative adjuncts yield ungrammaticality. This is a mere fact about the grammar of
English, not semantics, and it is part of the competence of speakers. Assuming that it is only
syntactically well-formed sentences that can be semantically interpreted, truth-conditionality
and encodedness do not play a role in interpreting ungrammatical sentences.
3.2.2 Spatiotemporal modification of stative ILPs
As far as stative ILPs are concerned, there seems to be no common agreement on whether
sentences where they are subject to temporal or locative modification (by adverbs or by verbal
tenses) should be considered ungrammatical or just odd. Even though (30b) can be regarded
as acceptable, its oddness here is due to an interpretation without particularized implicatures
(which would mean something like “John is trying to seem intelligent”).
(30a) John is intelligent.
(30b) #John is being intelligent.
(30c) #John is intelligent in his car.
(30d) #When John speaks a language, he knows it well.
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Giorgio Magri (2006; 2009; 2011) suggests that the oddness of (30b)–(30d) is due to
incompatibility with common world knowledge, and nothing else. He suggests a framework
in which the oddness of these can be accounted for by means of scalar implicatures, which are
generated by a covert exhaustivity operator. This operator does two things: it asserts φ, the
prejacent (whatever that falls in the scope of the operator, an NP, a predicate or a clause) and
it negates excludable alternatives ψ that together with the prejacent form a Horn-scale.
(31) The semantics of the exhaustivity operator EXH
EXH(φ) = φ ∧ ¬ ψ, where ψ ∈ Excl(φ) and Excl(φ) ⊆ Alt(φ)
(32) John is being intelligent
φ #John is being intelligent
Alt(φ) = Excl(φ) = {ψ1 John is generally intelligent, ψ2 John is always
intelligent}
EXH(φ) = John is being intelligent ∧ ¬ψ ∈ Excl(φ)
According to the strengthened meaning of EXH(φ) in (32), John is intelligent only now but
not always, and this is no logical contradiction. EXH(φ) in (32) rather contradicts common
knowledge about the property of being intelligent because in our world, if someone is
intelligent, that someone is always intelligent, so negating the alternative ψ1 or ψ2 cannot hold
while stating φ. This is what causes ILPs with restricted temporal validity to sound odd.
Based on the temporally restricted occurrences of the predicates like intelligent, blind
scalar implicatures seem to account for the oddness of stative ILPs in SLP-contexts.
Returning to Gendler-Szabó’s criteria, since the strengthened meaning is strictly
speaking not encoded in the utterance of (32), it should belong to the realm of pragmatics.
However, arriving at the strengthened meaning does clearly not require any special
knowledge from competent speakers, which suggests that it belong to semantics. As far as
truth-conditions are concerned in (32), if we accept Magri’s hypothesis, what is relevant for
truth-conditions is the strengthened meaning, not the plain one, so based on this criterion, the
phenomenon should be semantic.
3.2.3 Subject effects and lifetime effects
Grammaticality does not play any role in the different patterns of interpreting bare plural
subjects with ILPs and SLPs; the question is rather what kind of meaning it is that subject
effects and lifetime effects yield. The example sentences demonstrating both phenomena are
repeated here.
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(33a) Firemen are available. (generic or existential reading)
(33b) Firemen are altruistic. (generic reading only)
(34a) Gregory was from America. (Implicature: Gregory is dead)
(34b) Gregory was happy.

The truth conditions of the two readings of (33a) are not the same, since existential and
generic sentences are not equivalent, so based on truthconditionality, this difference is present
in their semantics. Since the two readings are not encoded in the utterances, the criterion of
encoding suggests that the difference is not made in semantics but pragmatics. No special
knowledge is needed for the generic reading of firemen in (33b), however, context is needed
for the subject of (33a) to read generically or existentially, so the criterion of competence
cannot decide if this phenomenon is a semantic or pragmatic one.
In the case of lifetime effects, the outcome is similarly non-uniform. “Gregory is
dead” can be cancelled, as the example (35) of Musan (1997) shows, so it is not a
conventional implicature. Therefore, it does not belong to the truth-conditional meaning of
(34a), which implies that lifetime effects do not belong to semantics. Also, it is not encoded in
the meaning, which implies the same. But as far as speaker’s competence is concerned, it
actually is part of speakers’ competence to imply that Gregory is dead even without a context,
which suggests that lifetime effects belong to semantics.
(35) On that day, I was introduced to Gregory and Eva-Lotta. Gregory was
from America, and Eva-Lotta was from Switzerland.
Based on the three criteria provided by Gendler-Szabó, it is not obvious whether subject
effects and lifetime effects are semantic or pragmatic in nature.
4 Conclusion
In sum, based on some of Gendler-Szabó’s criteria, it is not obvious in either case whether the
given pattern is due to a distinction between individual-level and stage-level properties in
lexical semantics or to pragmatics. Using ILPs in there-sentences, perception reports and
predicative adjuncts results in ungrammatical sentences. In case of some other phenomena,
there are no (strictly speaking) ungrammatical sentences, yet they are unacceptable (odd
examples from demonstrating the stable stativity of ILPs, when-conditionals, local and
temporal modification), which is due to their incompatibility with common world knowledge.
All this suggests that at least in cases where neither kind of predicate can yield
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ungrammaticality, world knowledge plays some role in their acceptability, which in turn
means that the distinction is at least partly made on the level of pragmatics.
The fact that a mismatch between the wrong type of predicate and its context yields
sentences that are ungrammatical or semantically anomalous, and sometimes neither, because
it only generates some special implicatures suggests that it is rather a difference in our
common world knowledge which English grammar does not reflect (or reflects only partly).
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Approaches to Antecedent-Contained Deletion1
Bálint Biczók

1. Introduction
Linguists generally consider syntax and semantics autonomous systems, a fact demonstrated
by Chomsky’s (1957) famous nonsensical, but grammatical sentence: “Colorless green ideas
sleep furiously.” This does not, however, mean that there exists no interaction between the
two. In certain cases, such as constructions involving quantifiers, one can observe that the
workings of a syntax-semantics interface are needed to fully interpret meaning. In my thesis I
am going to show the importance of this interface through the problem of antecedentcontained deletion (ACD). First, I will present the syntactic and semantic puzzle posed by
ACD viewed as an ordinary case of verb phrase deletion. Second, I will delineate the notion
of Logical Form (LF) and the function of Quantifier Raising (QR) according to the works of
Robert May and the solution to ACD found within. Third, I will present some Minimalist
accounts other than QR. Fourth, I will review a possible LF-driven explanation that bends the
Minimalist Program’s (MP) framework. Last, I will look at the advantages and disadvantages
to these solutions in relation to their semantic and psychological relevance.
2. The Problem with Antecedent-Contained Deletion Constructions
ACD can be considered a subclass of verb phrase deletion involving quantified elements. In
general, verb phrase deletion is the ellipsis of a VP, such as the following (1a, b).
(1a) Peter read the book, and Mary did [t], too.
(t = read the book)

1
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(1b) Peter read the book on Saturday, and Mary did [t], too.
(t = read the book on Saturday)
In these sentences the deleted phrase can be reconstructed as identical to its antecedent in the
first clause (strict morphological identity is not always necessary). This poses a problem for
quantified expressions like (2):
(2) Peter read every book Mary did [t].
For any ellipsis phenomenon there are two possible approaches to account for the structure
omitted: deletion and reconstruction. If we consider this purely a deletion of an identical
structure, it raises the question of the extent of this identity, as well as the level of grammar
where the deletion takes place. Reconstruction assumes that the reconstructed VP has to be
identical to the antecedent, in (2) the reconstruction would be [t] = read every book Mary did
[t]. The deleted phrase contains a trace of itself, thus its reconstruction is a recursive process
producing infinite regress that would surely lead to an uninterpretable form. However, the
sentence cannot be considered ungrammatical, and its meaning is clear as well. The problem
is the following: how can the grammaticality of this phenomenon be explained?
3. Logical Form and Quantifier Raising
The mediation between sound and meaning is one of the main concerns of modern linguistic
research. As formal semantic analysis deals with logic formulae, there is a need to map the
structures of natural languages to conform to the grammar of second-, or higher-order logic.
However, the Phonetic Form (PF) of certain constructions – such as quantified sentences –
does not overtly reflect their Logical Form (LF). Therefore, it will be the task of the natural
language’s grammar to create the link between the two forms. In the Minimalist Program
(MP) the derivation of sentences is determined by the following process:

Phonetic representation (PF)
Lexicon

Merge

Spell-out
Logical representation (LF)

Figure 1. The structure of syntactic levels in the Minimalist Program
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First, the items containing phonetic, syntactic and semantic information are selected from the
lexicon; they are then formed into phrases with the help of the Merge operation.2 The
resulting syntactic structure is then sent to the spell-out where the syntax-phonology and
syntax-semantics interfaces create the PF and LF representations. These derivations all
conform to the following Economy Principle (EP),
(3) no symbols or rules are used beyond the minimally necessary
and the Principle of Full Interpretation (PFI) in (4),
(4) representations only contain information that contributes at the respective level.
In May (1985), LF is a level of linguistic representation derived from the syntactic S(urface)structure representing the syntactic information relevant to semantic interpretation, or, in
other words, “the contribution of grammar to meaning” (May, 1985). He argues that such
mapping from S-structure to LF is transformational and tracks back this transformation to
Move α (5) (now, a subclass of Merge).
(5) Move any constituent to any structural position.
This movement will leave an empty trace that will have to be governed in accordance with the
Empty Category Principle (ECP),
(6) all empty categories must be properly governed.
May calls this movement Quantifier raising (QR), an A’-movement operation, which serves to
preserve quantifier scope,
(7) The scope of A is the set of nodes that A c-commands at LF.
in accordance with the Scope Principle,
(8) Quantifier A takes scope over quantifier B in case A c-commands a chain
containing B.
In the case of (2), the quantified phrase [every book Mary did t] undergoes QR and moves out
of the VP. This is in order for the quantified expression to gain scope over the VP, which now
both satisfies the identity-condition for deletion and reconstruction without infinite regress.
(2b) [[every book Mary read/did t] [Peter read t]]
2

It should be noted here, that as some solutions for the problem of ACD constructions were written when only the theory of Mov e

α existed, the shift from Move α to Merge resulted in different approaches to ACD constructions. The implications of this will be discussed
where relevant.
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The QR-approach of resolving ACD constructions is, however, not without its own set of
limitations and problems. As it is a covert movement only appearing at LF, we have no
empirical evidence for its case apart from ACD constructions being grammatical. It is, by
definition, an arbitrary movement with no regard to last resort conditions which may cause
problems if fit into a Minimalist framework. There are, however, a few concrete puzzles
which cause problems to May’s account of LF movement. Two of these are the clausebounded nature of QR, and the phenomenon called “name raising” which lead to a different
solution to the ACD problem.
Baltin (1987) shows that in the case of multiple question operators, empirical evidence
shows that ACD constructions are unambiguous, whereas theory should produce ambiguity.
Wh-phrases behave like quantifiers; thus, at LF, the wh-in-situ phrase is moved by QR to
Spec CP creating a coordinate structure (9b). This is relevant in the present discussion as
these constructions licence ACDs (9c).
(9a) Who bought how many books that Bill bought?
(9b) [CP whoi [how many books that Bill bought]j [IP ti bought tj]]
(9c) Who bought how many books that Bill did?
The problem arises for pragmatically difficult, but acceptable questions as in (10a); according
to May’s account, these should be ambiguous with the elided VP interpreted as either of the
preceding VPs:
(10a) Who thought that Fred read how many of the books that Bill did?
(10b) Who thought that Fred read how many of the books that Bill read?
(10c) Who thought that Fred read how many of the books that Bill thought that he had
read?
However, (10a) can only be interpreted as (10b), thus showing that QR cannot raise an
expression to a higher clause. This is not expected if QR indeed works – as May claims – like
overt wh-movement, only at LF level.
One of May’s arguments for the QR-approach is evidenced with the ungrammatical
construction:
(11a) *Dulles suspected Philby, who Angleton did.
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As movement operations at LF can only happen to constituents with LF-related features – and
names are not amongst them –, the expression containing the gap needing reconstruction
cannot take scope over the VP, causing a real problem of infinite regress this time, as the
constituent in question cannot be argued to undergo LF-motivated movement to the left
periphery, and thus rendering the sentence ungrammatical. Wyngaerd and Zwart (1991) point
out that despite this, similar constructions like (11b) and (11c) can still occur, even though
some movement is clearly necessary for the sentences to be grammatical:
(11b) Dulles suspected Philby, who Angleton did as well.
(11c) Dulles suspected Philby, who Angleton did not.
According to May, non-restrictive relative clauses are only adjuncts of the matrix VP and
reconstruction does not copy the empty VP resulting in:
(11d) Dulles suspected Philby, who Angleton did suspect Philby.
Wyngaerd and Zwart (1991) show, however, that in this case May is faced with a problem:
(11a) is either wrong because of the infinite regress problem, or – adopting the above analysis
for non-restrictive clauses – he has to assume that it contains vacuous quantification. Either
way, this cannot account for the fact that (11b, c) are considered more or less grammatical.
4. A Minimalist Solution
Hornstein (1994) suggests an alternative approach that solves the previous two problems
while staying compatible with the Minimalist framework. As a truly minimalist theory, it
avoids pied-piping at LF, so QR only moves the quantifier leaving the rest of the NP in place.
However, this less aggressive operation cannot solve the problem of ACD constructions as the
antecedent still dominates its dependent. As the infinite regress problem can be effectively
solved by any kind of movement out of the VP, he proposes an A-movement of the quantified
expression to Spec AgrO. This movement has to be obligatory to satisfy last resort conditions,
has to apply at LF, and has to move the relative clause out of the matrix VP. There is already
such a movement argued for on independent grounds, as this is how Accusative Case is
argued to be assigned to the object.
(12) [TP John1 [AgrOP [everyone who Bill loves]2 [t1 loves t2]]]
The problems of clause-boundedness and “name raising” are also eliminated by this analysis.
Instead of taking scope over the rest of the sentence as in (8a), the phrase [how many of the
books that Bill did] will only have scope over the VP (and not the matrix CP) enabling only
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the correct interpretation. The phrase cannot be raised cyclically to higher and higher
positions as no further A-movement is required to check Case features. As the phrases that
undergo this movement do not necessarily contain quantifiers, this approach to ACD sidesteps
the previous problem of “name raising” as well. This would also predict that sentences like
(11a) are grammatical in spite of empirical evidence, but Horstein explains that it is not the
ACD interpretation that causes the problem, but rather the intonational characteristics of
appositives and the lack of particles needed for VP ellipsis across sentential boundaries.
Hornstein provides further evidence with the following contrast which cannot be
resolved with QR:
(13a) Beck believes every suspect Kollberg does to be guilty.
(13b) *Beck believes that every suspect Kollberg does is guilty.
He argues that the Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) construction in (13a) makes the Amovement of [every suspect Kollberg does] to Spec AgrO of the matrix clause obligatory thus
raising out of the matrix VP, licensing the copying of this VP. In (13b) this movement would
doubly case-mark the NP and would not fulfil last resort conditions. This contradicts
predictions in Larson and May (1990) that QR is clause-bounded in finite clauses but not in
non-finite clauses, evidenced by the possible interpretations of (14a, b).
(14a) At least one person considers every senator to be smart.∃ »∀, ∀ » ∃
(14b) At least one person considers every senator smart.

∃ » ∀,*∀ » ∃

In (14a) the universal quantifier can take scope over the existential, but not in (14b) as the
clause-boundedness of QR prevents the universally quantified phrase from raising. This
would also mean that apparently grammatical constructions like (15) would be impossible.
(15) I consider everyone you do smart.
However, as in Horstein’s account it is A-movement to Spec AgrO that allows ACD
constructions, not QR, ECM constructions are expected to be acceptable as this movement is
mandatory in their case.
Naturally, this does not explain the grammaticality of ACD constructions where Amovement to AgrO is not motivated by Case checking. In (17a, b) the ACD is the object of an
adverb, and the PP complement of the main verb; in (17a) the ACD is a mandatory-, and in
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(17b) it is within an optional manner adverb, so A-movement is not necessary in either
situation.
(16a) John talked to everyone that Bill did.
(16b) John gave his address to everyone that Bill did.
(17a) John worded the letter as quickly as Bill did.
(17b) John recited his lines in the same way that Bill did.
Referring to Larson’s (1988) analysis of to as a materialization of the Dative Case, Hornstein
explains that in some cases, such as (16a, b), PPs are Case-marked and needed to check Case
at LF and thus raise out of their VP to Spec AgrIO (indirect object) positions. This, of course,
licenses the copying of the full VP into the empty one. In the case of (17a, b), the adverb is
generated adjoined to VP or higher, bypassing antecedent-containment and the need for Amovement altogether – the same holds in constructions with to other than the Dative. This
would mean that [as quickly as Bill did] in (17a) is an adjunct, not an argument, however, this
problem can be solved by assuming that selection restrictions apply in the semantics and not
in the syntax, allowing adjunction.
In his reply, Kennedy (1997) argues that QR and ACD constructions may have a
closer relationship than Hornstein would like to admit. Pointing that out, while sentences
containing in situ wh-phrases (9a) pose a problem to May’s QR approach, sentences like (18)
do not, he suggests that the operations responsible for the LF representations of the two
sentences are different in principle and also in constraints.
(18) Dulles thought that Philby questioned every suspect Angleton did.
While the interpretation of wh-in-situ establishes a correspondence between the wh-phrase
and a wh-operator in Spec CP, QR adjoins the quantified phrase to any suitable maximal
projection. As such, this operation is a constrained A’-movement that adjoins phrases to the
embedded IP and not higher, making the embedded VP the only suitable antecedent for
reconstruction. This can also explain the contrast between (13a) and (13b). QR is bounded in
finite clauses (13b), but non-finite clauses (13a) allow the ECM subject to raise and adjoin to
matrix IP, thus making the ACD construction acceptable.
Kennedy solves Baltin’s problem of (10a) by saying that the movement of the in situ
wh-phrase is needed to resolve the ACD, but assuming movement to Spec AgrO is not
enough, since that position is not a suitable target for the wh-word; this movement is
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constrained by the locality principle, and thus moves to the first available landing site, Spec
CP of the embedded clause (19).
(10a) Who thought that Fred read how many of the books that Bill did?
(19) [CP whox ex thought [CP[how many books that Bill did] y that Fred read ey]]
Antecedent containment is resolved; the VP headed by read can be copied into the elided VP.
At this point, economy dictates however, that only the wh-operator – or its associated features
– moves to the matrix. Therefore, the wh-phrase remains contained within the matrix which
does not licence its copying into the empty VP, allowing only the embedded reading. This
seems to lead to the conclusion that the boundedness restriction of both QR and wh-in situ
problems can be explained through the economy principle.
Kennedy further argues that there is a parallelism between quantifier scope and ACD,
namely the following: in a structure where wide scope interpretation is available, so is the
matrix reading for the elided VP. This is shown in the parallel between (20a) where both
narrow and inverse scope meanings are correct and (20b) where both embedded and matrix
readings can take place.
(20a) At least one tourist wants to visit every city.

∃ » ∀, ∀ » ∃

(20b) Tim wants to visit every city Bill does.

visit, want3

This, of course, poses a problem to the A-movement account, as the phrase with the elided VP
could only move to the embedded Spec AgrO, predicting only the embedded reading to be
available. Hornstein tries to resolve this ambiguity by arguing that want is a restructuring verb
that can licence A-movement through clause boundaries. This, however is not an argument
against the clause-bounded QR account, because if restructuring verbs unify biclausal
sentences into monoclausal ones then QR can adjoin the quantified phrase to IP of either the
matrix or the embedded verb. Kennedy thus states that even if Hornstein’s argument that only
restructuring verbs can licence matrix readings of ACD constructions is correct, this only
supplies similarity to the QR and A-movement accounts: they both predict that matrix
readings are available in the case of non-finite embedded clauses and restructuring verbs, and
3

The two possible interpretations:(20b embedded reading) Tim wants to visit every city Bill visits.
(20b matrix reading) Tim wants to visit every city Bill wants to visit.
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unavailable in the case of finite embedded clauses. He further states that this means that the
A-movement account would predict that non-restructuring contexts and verbs will not allow
matrix reading, while this is not the case with QR. To support this, Kennedy provides a wide
array of data such as the following:
(21a)

Betsy's

father

wants

her

to

read

every

book

her

boss

does.

(read, want)
(21b) When she started the program, Polly had to begin to learn every language Erik
did.
(learn, begin)
(21c) If you intend to read all of the articles Albert does, then you'd better get started
now.
(read, intend)
In (21a) restructuring is blocked by the overt subject in the complement of the restructuring
verb; in (21b) restructuring is blocked by multiple embeddings; and (21c) altogether lacks a
restructuring verb. This prevents the movement of the DP containing the ACD construction to
into matrix Spec AgrO, making matrix readings unavailable for the A-movement account.
This cannot be amended unless these constructions and verbs are analysed as restructuring
which is not empirically justified.
Kennedy dismisses Hornstein’s analysis of adjunct ACD constructions by stating that
they create ill-formed LF representations (22b) in sentences like (22a).
(22a) Tim has [ VP [VP performed] [PP in every club Bill has]]
(22b) Tim has [VP [VP performed] [PP in every club [CP Opi Bill has [VP performed]]]]
(22b) is a case of vacuous quantification as the operator associated with the relative clause
does not bind a variable. The QR account has no problem with this construction, as adjunct
ACD does not need the re-analysis of structure and does not differ from “argument” ACD.
In light of Chomsky (1995) the A-movement account is made unavailable. To achieve
PF convergence, feature driven movement only carries lexical material if it is associated with
a strong feature. Covert movement, such as the Case-motivated A-movement used to resolve
ACD constructions, is restricted to the movement of features, which do not trigger the piedpiping of lexical material, as this would impair PF convergence. Hornstein’s A-movement
will only check formal features at AgrO, leaving the lexical material VP-internal and the
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infinite regress-problem unresolved. This restriction of covert movement should rule out the
QR account as well, but Kennedy argues that, akin to overt movement, it is interpretable at
the interface level that drives the movement of lexical material at LF. Quantificational
determiners need to rise to an operator position to bind the variable associated with their
maximal projection. As nominal quantification in natural languages is restricted, “the
quantifier must combine with an open formula that restricts the possible assignments of
values to the variables it binds in its scope” (Kennedy, 1997). This relation between quantifier
and restrictor is represented at LF as one between a head and its complement. Thus, the
movement of the entire quantified phrase is required to achieve LF convergence. ACD
constructions provide syntactic evidence of this.
5. Antecedent-Contained Deletion as Deletion at Phonological Form
It should be noted that – despite its name – the accounts presented so far all deal with ACD
constructions by the way of reconstruction. In their 1999 article, Wyngaerd and Zwart suggest
a number of reasons why the Minimalist Program’s current developments make
reconstruction-solutions superfluous and flawed, and propose a deletion-based approach to
the ACD-puzzle. In the Extended Standard Theory, rewrite rules generate an abstract phrase
structure top-down, the terminal nodes of this structure are then filled up by lexical insertion.
Nodes that do not have lexical elements inserted remain empty; in case of a VP ellipsis
construction this will mean that LF interpretation rules must deal with this empty phrase.
However, in the Minimalist Program, Merge creates structure from bottom up, merging
lexical elements together. This will not allow the generation of empty heads as the lexical
item has to project its features to label the phrase. While the existence of such empty
categories cannot be outright disproven, the reliance of LF reconstruction analyses on empty
phrases to interpret ACD constructions creates a discrepancy with the intentions of the
Minimalist Program, making a solution that does not utilize empty lexical items preferable.
The copy theory of movement also creates problems for the QR account “as traces of
A’-movement are taken to be copies of the moved element which for some reason fail to get
spelled out at PF” (Wyngaerd and Zwart, 1999). This would create instances like (23a, b)
where QR leaves behind a full copy of the quantified phrase which will contain another
instance of the empty VP. This doubly creates infinite regress, after reconstruction.
(23a) Dulles [ VP1 suspected [everyone Angleton did [VP2 e]]]
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(23b) [everyone Angleton did [ VP2 e]]i [ Dulles [ VP1VP1 suspected [everyone
Angleton did [VP2 e]]i]]
(23c) [ everyone Angleton did [VP2 suspect everyone Angleton did [ e ]]]i
[ Dulles [VP1 suspected [ everyone Angleton did [VP2 suspect everyone
Angleton did [ e ]]]i]]
Naturally, the situation is more complex, but the principle stands: the copy theory of
movement created to resolve a number of reconstruction phenomena is the exact thing
preventing the QR-plus-reconstruction account from working.
Wyngaerd and Zwart propose a deletion account of dealing with QR, based on
Tancredi (1992)’s argument that VP ellipsis is an extreme case of deaccenting, thus ACD
constructions are resolved with the help of deletion at PF. 4 He observed a number of
parallelisms between deaccenting and deletion, such as the interpretations of pronouns
contained in elided and deaccented VPs. This phenomenon is straightforwardly explained in a
deletion account: extreme deaccenting will lead to the non-spell out of the VP. A
reconstruction account would, however, need to apply the same conditions to deaccenting at
PF and reconstruction at LF. Tancredi’s deaccenting is driven by the organization of
information and focus structure of a sentence. In (24a) ‘John’ and ‘Bill’ are the foci, while
‘said he is brilliant’ is the common ground for deaccenting (indicated by italics), which is kept
constant. (24b) shows that the ground does not need to have morpholexical identity for
deaccenting to apply, which allows for an ACD construction such as (24c) to be dealt with
using this approach.
(24a) John said he is brilliant before Bill said he is brilliant.
(24b) John said he is brilliant before Bill said he is a smart guy.
(24c) Dulles suspected everyone Angleton did suspect.
Since Williams (1977), most major accounts for solving ACD constructions have been
reconstruction approaches. He suggested that the discourse grammar level of representation is
ordered after sentence grammar. As VP-ellipsis is a discourse motivated process, it will

4

I will not provide an summary as detailed as for previous accounts, as some ideas

raised by the theory are more relevant and interesting that the theory itself.
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involve base generated empty VPs in sentence grammar. This is, naturally, incompatible with
the Merge process of the Minimalist Program,.
6. Lexico-Logical Form
It seems that the Minimalist Program has the tools to diagnose the problem – or rather the
framework that the phenomenon poses a problem to – but not the ones to solve it. Different
approaches, such as an LF-first framework may provide more elegant solutions. Brody’s
Lexico-Logical Form (1995) describes a “radically minimalist” LF-first theory, based on
Chomsky’s (1993) minimalist assumption that the grammar does not contain non-interface
levels. Numerous claims had been made that D-structure is an abstraction of S-structure;
Brody claims that it is an abstraction of LF: If syntactic levels are only the ones that mediate
between the lexicon and LF, it follows that LF will be the only syntactic level. He deals away
with D- and S-structure, claiming that D-structure is included in LF where all representational
conditions hold, making LF-to-PF mapping purely phonological. Lexical input will not go
through derivation, both the lexicon and semantic interpretation will be accessed at the level
which he calls Lexico-Logical Form (LLF).
This theory also makes Move α redundant in favour of chain relations. They share the
same basic notion and numerous characteristics: constraints like Subjacency, the ECP (6);
having one thematic position (at the lowest level of projection) and one Case-marked position
(the highest level of the chain). Moreover, binding and scope reconstruction effects also
generally involve these two phenomena. It can be considered accidental that Move α always
creates chains and chains are generally created by Move α. With such strict correspondence
between the two, theoretical economy dictates that only the independently motivated one is
necessary, making the other redundant. Brody argues that this follows from a difference
between derivational and representational approaches, and that a framework where LF is the
sole semantic interface is incompatible with the derivational approach for two main reasons.
The first is the Principle of Full Interpretation (4) that allows only those elements to exist at a
certain level – in this case, LF – that receive interpretations provided by grammar-external
systems – in this case, semantics–, elements without interpretations cannot appear at interface
levels. Traces of NP-movement appear to violate PFI (4), as they are necessary for theta-role
assignment but do not get interpreted. Brody assumes that it is the chains that carry semantic
content that have to receive interpretation, thus these empty categories (like the trace in (25))
are to be regarded as subconstituents of the chains themselves.
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(25) John was seen t

chain: [John, t]

The second main reason is the Main Thematic Condition (MTC) which states that the nonroot positions of chains are all non-thematic. This is further supported by the Generalized
Projection Principle (GPP) that says that only chain-root positions of a structure (called the Dset of the structure) can be involved in projectional requirements. The GPP is required in a
representational framework as an equivalent to the ban of lowering transformations in a
derivational framework. Excluding lowering transformations does, however, not explain why
“raising into selected, selecting, or categorically projecting positions is invariably impossible”
(Brody, 1995) (except in some cases). This is seen as further argument for the existence of
chains and the redundancy of Move α.
As previously mentioned, both the lexicon and the semantic system are accessed at
LLF, a level that incorporates the qualities of the traditional D- and S-structure. X-bar and
theta theory, the two main principles that hold at D-structure, now hold at the D-set of an LLF
structure by virtue of the GPP. The situation of the S-structure is similar, as in minimalist
theory, it is the S-structure that gets interpreted “quasi-semantically” (Brody, 1995) in LF and
phonologically in PF; in this framework, as no derivations take place and (L)LF-to-PF
spellout does not entail movement either, the LLF representation already reflects the PF
positions, and contains all relevant semantic information as well.
As lexical material occupies the same position where they are at PF, the nonderivational approach raises the question of the status of LF movement, some manner of
which is also the general solution of ACD constructions. Brody (1995) argues that, similarly
to overt movement, covert movement is also expressed through chains. Explaining it in terms
of Expletive Replacement and wh-in-situ, he argues that as PFI (4) applies to chains
externally, expletives are allowed automatically at LLF. This will make it necessary for
chains to contain more than one lexical category, with the provision that – as chains are taken
to be the abstract representation of the contentive (non-expletive) they contain, and expletives
contribute only minimally to the interpretation – they can involve any number of lexical
items, but only a single contentive. The similarity of the characterisation of overt and covert
movement can be attributed to the similar restrictions on both, such as the ECP (6), the MTC
and Subjacency. The main difference will be that in overt movement the contentive will be
found at the “moved” position in the chain, while chains expressing covert movement will
have the contentive in the “unmoved” position. QR is dealt with in much the same way;
Brody attributes scope relations to c/m-command relations between scope markers (SM).
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ACD constructions pose a problem for this framework, as they seem to show exactly
that QR changes the position of lexical material before binding applies. If we consider
binding to apply at LF, this means that there should be a syntactic rule for QR. Without this
covert movement there is no way to avoid infinite regress. To solve this, Brody relies on the
independently motivated concept of vehicle change as defined by Fiengo and May (1990) and
Wyngaerd and Zwart (1991). Claiming that reconstruction does not necessarily create exact
copies, vehicle change allows variables and referential (R-)expressions to be copied as their
pronominal correlate, a pronoun. In short, vehicle change can be summarised as (26):
(26) [-pronominal] → [+pronominal]
According to Fiengo and May (1990); the value of the pronominal feature in a [-pronominal, anaphoric] variable can be changed in reconstruction, resulting in [+pronominal, -anaphoric],
that is the lexical pronoun in English. Wyngaerd and Zwart (1991) support this by the
empirical evidence that reconstruction of VP-deletion does not necessarily result in the literal
copy of the elided VP.
(27a) Cheryl stops to look at every pretty flower she stumbles onto, and I do [e], too.
(27b) Cheryl stops to look at every pretty flower she stumbles onto, and I stop to look
at every pretty flower I stumble onto, too.
(28a) John loves his mother, but I don't [e].
(28b) John loves his mother, but I don’t love my mother.
(29a) John kissed Mary yesterday, but Harry probably will [e] tomorrow.
(29b) John kissed Mary yesterday, but Harry probably will kiss Mary tomorrow.
In (27a, b), it is the most natural interpretation that switches she with I; in (28b), the sloppy
interpretation of (28a) a similar phenomenon occurs. In (29a, b), it appears that reconstruction
can also disregard inflection (Sag, 1976). Vehicle change is a case similar to non-exact
copying, where it is a feature of NPs that is changed.
Fiengo and May (1990) show further evidence for the case of vehicle change, where it
is used to avoid the violation of principle C in sentences like (30a).
(30a) Mary loves Johni, and hei thinks that Sally does [e] too
(30b) Mary loves Johni, and hei thinks that Sally loves Johni too
(30c) Mary loves Johni, and hei thinks that Sally loves himi too
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The reconstruction of the apparently grammatical (30a) would yield (30b) which contains a
breach of principle C as the R-expression John is bound. If vehicle change takes place, the
reconstruction allows the copying of a pronoun in this position, resulting in (30c) where
principle C is kept.
Wyngaerd and Zwart (1991) also use vehicle change to amend the QR account in
cases like (31a).
(31a) John kissed every girl who t wanted him to [e]
(31b) [every girl who i ti wanted him to kiss ti] i [John kissed ti ]
(31c) [every girl who i ti wanted him to kiss her] i [John kissed ti]
After QR and reconstruction in (31b), a new unbound – and therefore illicit – variable is
introduced, because the operator already bound a variable outside the VP prior to QR. Yet, the
sentence is grammatical, because a resolution can be provided by vehicle change: the variable
is copied as a pronoun (31c), resulting in a well-formed representation. However, they go
further and suggest that vehicle change alone is able to deal with ACD constructions. QR may
be eliminated if an in situ reconstruction involving vehicle change can happen. This is
achieved through the observation that the process makes it possible to introduce not only
pronominal correlates, but variables under reconstruction.
(32a) John kissed Mary, but I wonder who Harry did [e] (sc. kiss t)
(32b) John loves himself, but I wonder who Harry does [e] (sc. love t)
(32c) John was killed by Mary, but I wonder who Sally did [e] (sc. kill t)
Vacuous quantification would take place if vehicle change would not change the R-expression
(32a), the anaphor (32b) and the NP-trace (32c) into a variable. This allows a quantified
phrase to be copied as a variable as well, resulting in (33b).
(33a) John [ VP1 kissed every girl Harry did [VP2 e]]
(33b) John [VP1 kissed every girl OPi Harry [VP2 kissed ti]]
(31a) John kissed every girl who t wanted him to [e]
(33c) John kissed every girl who t wanted him to kiss her
(33b) provides the correct interpretation of (33a), no empty VP and no vacuous quantification
occurs. (31a) is reconstructed as (33c) with a pronoun, otherwise illicit movement would take
place. Thus, Wyngaerd and Zwart (1991) suggest a wider interpretation of vehicle change
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than Fiengo and May (1990), that provides a possible alternative to QR in solving ACD
constructions.
Brody (1994) argues that in the representational LLF framework, overt movement is
naturally expressed as chain formation, but covert movement can only be handled awkwardly
– as lexical material would take different positions at LF and PF. He argues that an
interpretation of vehicle change, where it is possible to introduce variables for quantified
phrases – as in situ quantified expressions, “in some sense incorporate an occurrence of the
variable they bind” (Brody, 1994) – but not for proper names, is compatible with the
framework and eliminates the necessity of QR or other covert movement. In case of proper
names, such as (11b, c), Brody’s solution is not explicit, but it is implied that they are
reconstructed as pronouns through the application of vehicle change.
(11b) Dulles suspected Philby, who Angleton did as well. [suspect him]
(11c) Dulles suspected Philby, who Angleton did not.

[suspect him]

He further provides binding-theoretic and scopal proof that QR cannot occur pre-(L)LF in
ACD constructions and that vehicle change and scope marker relations are adequate tools for
dealing with ACD constructions.
(34a) *Hex suspected [everyone Johnx could/wanted to]
(34b) *Hex [VP [everyone Johnx could/wanted to] [VP met t]]
(34c) Someone met everyone that John could/wanted to
(34d) Everyonex Someone [ VP x [that John could/wanted to] [VP met t]]
Sentences like (34a, b) show that no pied-piping of lexical material can occur as it would
resolve the principle C violation. Fiengo and May (1990) preserve this breach by proposing
that the NP adjoins to the VP and not to IP. This does not solve the similar problem in (34c),
however, as everyone can have higher scope than someone, while the rest of the quantified
expression remains adjoined to VP; (34d) does not correspond in interpretation. The scope
ambiguity of (35a) is explained in a QR account by the availability of the narrow reading with
both matrix and embedded scope of the quantified phrase, and the broad reading only being
available with the matrix scope. The broad reading in embedded scope would still lead to an
infinite regress.
(35a) John wants to visit [every city you do]
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(35b) *John wants {SM to visit [every city you {want SM to visit t}]}
(35c) John wants SM {to visit every city you visit}
(35d) SM John {wants to visit every city you want to visit}
In Brody’s account the reconstruction of broad reading in embedded scope would lead to the
scope marker of the quantified expression to be copied and, thus, vacuous scope-marking to
occur (35b). No such violation occurs in the embedded scope narrow reading (35c) and the
matrix scope broad reading (35d) reconstruction.
There is undeniable theoretical elegance in Brody’s Lexico-Logical Form framework.
Relying on the basest principles of the Minimalist Program, it creates a “radically minimalist”
theory that allows the lexicon and semantics to constrain the grammar itself. This structure of
grammar can be considered more cognitively and psychologically satisfactory than that of the
Minimalist Program (Figure 1.) and its earlier incarnations, where at least one extra
transformation is needed through S-structure to uphold the principles that should hold both at
D-structure and LF, and LF-to-PF mapping is anything but a straightforward affair. This LFdriven framework convincingly disposes of the notion of QR and provides an independently
motivated solution to the ACD-puzzle.
7. Summary
Many conflicting explanations have been proposed to account for different aspects of ACD
constructions, none of which explain the phenomenon with indisputable results. One might
assume a number of reasons for this: first, that it might be a language-bound problem that has
something to do with a yet unknown parameter of English. Little has been done in terms of
cross-linguistic research of ACD constructions; perhaps a comparison with a language with
overt scope or more prominent discourse functions would be illuminating. Second, it might be
a more complex problem than these Chomskyan-Minimalist accounts would like to admit. It
seems obvious that the construction has ties to numerous syntactic problems, like
quantification, binding and the syntax-semantics interface that deals with the interpretation of
such relations; but as Wyngaerd and Zwart (1999) suggest it might be a more holistic
phenomenon relating to information structure and having a solution in sentence phonology.
These constructions pose a significant multi-faceted challenge to the mainstream Minimalist
Program and suggest that a re-evaluation of the dynamics between the lexicon, syntax,
semantics and even pragmatics is necessary.
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Approaches to the Structure of English Small Clauses
Vivien Tomacsek
1 Introduction1
The topic of small clauses did not become a target of much research until the 1980s — before
that, predicative [NP XP] sequences occurring after main verbs were not really tackled by
linguists. Within the Government and Binding framework, two main opposing ideas were
formulated concerning small clauses, but there is disagreement from many aspects even
among those working in the same theoretical framework.
Small Clause theorists claim that the [NP XP] string in [V NP XP] constructions should
be considered a single constituent; however, there has been no conclusion on the categorial
status of small clauses. Various proposals have been made to solve the issue and provide a
synthesised resolution to this problematic issue; however, none of them has been accepted
entirely yet.
The general aim of this paper is to demonstrate the complexity of the small clause
construction analysed in frameworks which rely mostly on the Government and Binding and
earlier frameworks, before the rise of Minimalism. The thesis attempts to represent both the
theory that supports the existence of small clauses and the one that rejects it in chapter 2. This
part will also argue for the acceptability of the clausal interpretation of the postverbal [NP
XP] strings where the NP and the XP are in a subject-predicate relationship, and then chapter
3 will review the major proposals for the categorial status of small clauses, providing
counterarguments for each. Finally, chapter 4 will summarise the most important points of the
paper.

1

I would like to acknowledge the expert guidance of my former Syntax lecturer, Krisztina Szécsényi,

who encouraged and supported me to deal with Syntax in greater depth. My deep gratitude also goes
to Marianna Hordós, who not only dedicated her spare time to the supervision of my thesis, but also
widened my scope of Syntax.
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2 Previous approaches to small clauses
Before the emergence of Chomsky’s Government and Binding Theory (GB) (1981), during
the period of the frameworks based on the Standard Theory (about 1957–1970) and the
Extended Standard Theory (1970–1980), small clauses had received very little attention.
Since the rise of the GB framework, they have been dealt with more deeply; however, there is
no agreement on their analysis. Linguists’ opinions about these structures are very diverse,
even among those who work in the same theoretical framework. Small clauses are associated
with the postverbal [NP XP] strings, i.e. strings that follow a matrix verb, where the NP and
the XP have a subject-predicate relation, and the X can be N, P, A or V (Aarts 1992).
Within the framework of Government and Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981), two major
proposals have been made in connection with the interpretation of [NP XP] sequences
occurring after a verb. On the one hand, Small Clause theorists suggest that the mentioned
string should have a clausal interpretation, since the NP and the XP are in a subject-predicate
relationship (Stowell 1981, 1983; Chomsky 1981, Safir 1983). On the other hand, those who
favour Predication Theory claim that the NP and the XP are two distinct complements of the
main verb; therefore they do not form a single constituent (Williams 1980, 1983).
In section 2.1, proposals made preceding Government and Binding Theory will be
summarised; section 2.2 will introduce Small Clause Theory; in section 2.3, Williams’s
(1980, 1983) Predication Theory will be examined; and finally, section 2.4 will sum up the
most common arguments appearing in the literature in support of the existence of small
clauses.
2.1 Earlier proposals
Before the GB-framework (Chomsky 1981), the earliest proposals approached the
phenomenon differently. A sentence like (1) was analysed as a complex unit: considerintelligent as a complex predicate and John as the object (Chomsky 1964 In: Chomsky
1986a).
(1) I consider John intelligent.
So the analysis of (1) would be:
(2) I consider-intelligent John.
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This idea was not developed further (Aarts 1992), but it appeared in later works, for instance
in Stowell (1988). Stowell (1988) argues for a similar head-to-head adjunction in small
clauses, which takes place only at Logical Form (LF), and refers to it as ‘restructuring’. In this
paper, Stowell goes along with Chomsky’s Logical Structure of Linguistic Theory (1975 In:
Stowell 1988), where Chomsky also suggests the analysis in (2). However, such an analysis is
problematic, because the main verb is unable to assign Case to the small clause subject.
The verbal version of (1) received far more interest among linguists (I consider John to
be intelligent) (Aarts 1992). Rosenbaum (1967 In: Aarts 1992) proposed that some kind of
raising takes place in such sentences: the postverbal NP from the subordinate clause raises to
the matrix clause and becomes the direct object of the main verb, as shown in (3) (deep
structure) and (4) (surface structure):
(3) I [VP believe

[Tom to be a fool]]

(4) I [VP believe Tom] [to be a fool]

(In: Aarts 1992: 10)

Rosenbaum termed it “Pronoun Substitution”; the name “Raising” was given to it later by
Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1970 In: Aarts 1992). Aarts (1992) emphasises that by raising, the
Raising-to-Object rule2 is meant.
To account for the pairs I consider John intelligent and I consider John to be intelligent,
some linguists, for example Stockwell, Schachter and Partee (1973 In: Aarts 1992), proposed
the “To be-Deletion” rule, which has the effect of erasing the to be from the latter sentence
and the result is a verbless subordinate clause of the former one.
2.2 Small Clause Theory
In the framework of Government and Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981), the supporters of
Small Clause Theory accepted the existence of small clauses (SC). They insist that in the
construction [V NP XP] the NP and the XP are in a subject-predicate relationship. The
subject, in their view, is defined structurally, i.e. as the NP directly dominated by S (Safir
1983). As Chomsky (1986a: 91) points out, ‘the main verbs appear to s-select (semantic
2

Rasing-to-Object rule: when the subject of the subordinate clause raises to the matrix clause and
becomes its direct object (Aarts 1992).
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select) a proposition’, so that the mentioned [NP XP] sequence ‘should be some clauselike
element’. Thus, the matrix verb assigns a propositional theta role to the [NP XP] string as a
whole, rather than assigning two theta roles to two distinct arguments. Hence, the above
mentioned string forms a single constituent and has to have a clausal interpretation, even if
this clause is tenseless. Linguists who are for the SC Theory, such as Stowell (1981, 1983),
Chomsky (1981, 1986b), Safir (1983), etc., have listed several arguments to support their
claim that small clauses exist (cf. section 2.4). However, there has been no consensus reached
related to the categorial status and the internal structure of SCs in the literature yet. Many
proposals have been made for these; the most important ones are detailed in chapter 3. Before
dealing with the phenomenon of small clauses in greater depth, section 2.3 will elaborate on
the analysis which claims that SCs are not propositions in their own right.

2.3 An opposing approach: Predication Theory
Against Small Clause Theory, Williams (1980, 1983) proposed the so-called Predication
Theory, which approaches the postverbal [NP XP] part from a different perspective.
According to Williams (1980), there is a predication relation between an NP inside the
matrix clause and another element, i.e. the predicate (In: Aarts 1992), which is marked by
coindexing by applying the rule of predication:
(5) Coindex NP and X.

(Williams 1980: 206)

The rule of predication only applies if the condition in (6) is satisfied:
(6) The C-Command Condition on Predication:
If NP and X are coindexed, NP must c-command X or a variable bound to X.
(Williams 1980: 206)
About the possible categories of the predicate, Williams claims that it can be an AP, an NP, a
PP, a VP or even S and S’. The environments of predication can be of two kinds:
grammatically governed or thematically governed. The grammatically governed cases are as
in (7):
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(7) (a) NP VP
(b) NP VP X
(c) NP be X

(Williams 1980: 207)

According to (7), the coindexing would work as follows:
(8) (a) Johni diedi
(b) Johni left nudei
(c) Johni is sicki

(Williams 1980: 207)

For thematically governed cases the example is in (9).
(9) John gave Bill the dogi deadi

(Williams 1980: 207)

It can be seen from the coindexing in (9) that dead is predicated of the dog (the theme of give)
but not Bill; however, both Bill and the dog c-command dead (Williams 1980). Thus, the
predicate inside the VP (dead) and the theme (the dog), which is usually the direct object,
enter into a relation (In: Aarts 1992). Therefore, the rule can be generalised as in (10):
(10) If X is in the VP, then X is predicated of the theme of V.

(Williams 1980: 207)

By coindexing the mentioned elements, Williams (1980) introduces a new level of
representation, Predicate Structure (PS). PS is a distinct level of representation derived from
surface structure by applying the rule of predication in (5). Thus, in (9) the dog is a direct
object at surface structure but is a subject at the PS level, i.e. the subject of the predication
relation with dead.
The third characteristic of Predication Theory is the definition of subject, which is
different from the one in Small Clause Theory. While Small Clause Theory states that ‘All
subjects are structural subjects’ (Safir 1983 In: Williams 1983: 289), Predication Theory
denies this claim. The other view on the definition of subject defines it as an external
argument (Williams 1983).
(11) Subject as an external argument
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The subject of a predicative phrase XP is the single argument of X that is located outside
of the maximal projection of X.

(Williams 1983: 287)

In sum, the major difference between Small Clause Theory and Predication Theory is that
they analyse the postverbal [NP XP] structure differently, as the examples in (12)
demonstrate:
(12) (a) I [VP consider [SC John silly]]
(b) I [VP consider [NP John] [AP silly]]

(Safir 1983: 731)

(12a) serves as an example for the SC analysis and (12b) illustrates Williams’s (1980, 1983)
Predication Theory. As it can be seen from the sentences in (12), SC theorists consider John
silly a single constituent, while Predication theorists as two distinct complements of the main
verb. The subject in the two theories is defined in different ways; in SC theory it has a
structural definition, that is, an NP dominated by S, as opposed to Predication Theory, where
the non-structural subject is an external argument and is interpreted as a relation between an
NP and any predicative phrases (Williams 1983). As Aarts (1992) points out, the relation
between the subject and the predicate in Williams’s view only holds at his newly introduced
PS level due to coindexing, whereas the SC theory subject NP is a subject at all levels of
representation. According to Williams (1983: 307), the difference between the two theories
lies in the answer to ‘the question “Which is the primitive notion, the subject-predicate
relation or the clause?”’. Predication Theory takes the former, Small Clause Theory takes the
latter as its basic notion.
2.4 On small clauses as constituents
In this section, the main reasons for the existence of small clauses will be summarised,
according to Stowell (1983), Safir (1983), Radford (1988b) and Aarts (1992). They argue that
in the [V NP XP] constructions the predicative [NP XP] sequence forms a unit in a sentence
like Peter considers Mary tall, and inside the string the NP and the XP are in a subjectpredicate relation, therefore Mary tall is interpreted as a clausal complement.
The first piece of evidence for the existence of small clauses as constituents can be
captured with coordination. Consider (13a-c):
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(13) (a) I consider [this man an idiot]
(b) I consider [that man a genius]
(c) I consider [this man an idiot] and [that man a genius]

(Aarts 1992: 37)

Coordination is a test for structure, with the help of which constituents can be identified, as
generally assumed (Newson et al. 2006). Hence the bracketed strings in (13c) have to be
constituents with an equal status (Aarts 1992); however, it also has to be pointed out that
coordination is not the most reliable test for equal status.
The second piece of evidence is the possibility to have a nonreferential it-pronoun in the
structure. See (14) as an example:
(14) I consider it a beautiful day.

(Aarts 1992: 38)

In (14), it neither has semantic content, nor receives a theta-role from the matrix verb;
therefore, it cannot be the direct object of consider. What is considered is not it but the
proposition that it is a beautiful day. Thus, the main verb gives the propositional theta role to
the whole sequence; hence, it has to be considered a clausal element in the structure. It is
pointed out, however, that this supporting argument would be stronger if small clauses were
grammatical with existential there as well, since that is also a semantically empty element, but
a sentence like *I consider there a problem seems to be syntactically wrong (Aarts 1992).
Though Aarts does not mention the verbal counterpart of the previous example, it should be
noted that the sentence I consider there to be a problem does seem to be grammatical, which
could lend further support to the above argument including expletive it.
The third reason for considering predicative [NP XP] strings small clauses is the
possibility to have sentential adverbials like perhaps or probably within the structure:
(15) I thought [it perhaps a pity] at that time, but his motivation was pessimism about
academic job prospects.

(Aarts 1992: 45)

The bracketed sequence can be paraphrased in the same environment as in (16a-c):
(16) (a) [it was perhaps a pity]
(b) [perhaps it was a pity]
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(c) [it was a pity perhaps]

(Aarts 1992: 46)

Thus, the presence of the sentence adverbial in (15) provides further evidence for the clausal
status of the examined sequence (Aarts 1992).
The fourth argument for the existence of small clauses is that they can not only occur as
complements to verbs, but, in fact, in further four types of environments: independently, as
adjuncts, as complements to prepositions and as subjects (Aarts 1992), as illustrated by the
examples in (17a-d), respectively.
(17) (a) A: I think Bronsky is such a clever author.
B: What! [SC Bronsky clever]?! Ha!

(Akmajian 1984 In: Radford 1988b: 330)

(b) [SC PROi a journalist by profession], Mr. Cosmosi has written an excellent book on
the behaviour of British tourists on Portuguese beaches.

(Aarts 1992: 39)

(c) With [SC Dick Cavett on television], what’s the point in going out?
(Radford 1988b: 328)
(d) [SC Workers angry about the pay] is just the sort of situation that the ad campaign
was designed to avoid.

(Safir 1983: 732)

Of these, the example that is relevant for the purposes of the present paper and the one that
has received more attention in the literature is a structure like (17d), where the SC appears as
a subject. Stowell (1981) assumes that phrasal categories may occur in subject position, but
only in copular or Raising constructions. Safir (1983), according to Stowell (1981), suggests
that those phrases which have this ability are so-called honorary NPs, in his terminology, and
he adds the observation that small clauses are honorary NPs in this respect, because they may
appear as subjects, as the example in (17d) proves.
The fifth piece of evidence Aarts (1992) lists is the assumption that the postverbal NP in
the [V NP XP] construction is syntactically a subject, which can be captured by means of
floating emphatic reflexives. See examples (18a-b):
(18) (a) The president is coming himself.
(b) *We put the president in our car himself.
(Napoli 1987 In: Radford 1988b: 325)
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According to Napoli (1987 In: Radford 1988b), floating emphatic reflexives need a subject
antecedent. If this is so, then the president in (19) has to be a subject, i.e. the subject of the
small clause.
(19) I consider [the president entirely responsible himself]
(Napoli 1987 In: Radford 1988b: 325)
As additional support for the above claim, Radford (1988b) mentions two other tests of
subjecthood. He states that, according to Postal (1974 In: Radford 1988b), not-initial and
alone-final NPs can be found only in subject position. If this assumption is true, the
postverbal NPs in (20) and (21) have to function as subjects.
(20) I consider [not many people suitable for the post]
(21) I consider [Gronzmeyer alone responsible for the collapse of Arc Pair Grammar]
(Postal 1974: 95–100 In: Radford 1988b: 326)
If the italicised phrases are subjects, then the bracketed sequences should be clauses. In (22)
and (23) not-initial and alone-final phrases are not in subject position, hence the
ungrammaticality of the sentences.
(22) *I bought kangaroos from not many Australians.
(23) *I believe that alone.

(Radford 1988b: 326)

Finally, let us consider Stowell’s (1983) argument related to the subcategorisation of verbs.
He claims that only syntactic constituents are subcategorised for and they are also assigned
theta roles by the main verbs. This observation can be an account for the constituenthood of
small clauses, since they receive the propositional theta role, hence are syntactically
constituents.
In this section, the main arguments were summed up to support the claim that verbs like
consider do not subcategorise for two separate complements, but rather for a proposition;
consequently, the postverbal [NP XP] strings should be labelled to have a clausal status (Aarts
1992).
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Taken the above discussion into consideration, I find the arguments of Small Clause
Theory sounder and more convincing than the ones in favour of Predication Theory;
therefore, in this thesis Small Clause Theory is preferred. If the bracketed sequences in (24a)
and (24b) are clauses, then the one in (24c) should also be a proposition.
(24) (a) I consider [that Mary is pretty].
(b) I consider [Mary to be pretty].
(c) I consider [Mary pretty].
After synthesising the previous approaches to small clauses and the reasons for their
existence, in chapter 3, the proposals for their categorial status and internal structure will be
presented.
3 The categorial status of small clauses
Small clause phenomena are considered to be a very controversial issue in linguistics, and, as
mentioned in chapter 2, there is no consensus about the analysis of SCs even among those
who work in the GB framework. Linguists who accept the existence of small clauses as
constituents have very different opinions about their categorial status and internal structure,
and no unified analysis has been proposed so far (Aarts 1992).
In the following sections, the most influential proposals in the literature related to the
categorial status of SCs will be presented, such as Stowell (1981, 1983), Chomsky (1981,
1986b), Hornstein and Lightfoot (1987), Radford (1988a, 1988b), Aarts (1992), Haegeman
(1994), and Haegeman and Guéron (1999).
3.1 Stowell (1981, 1983)
3.1.1 Small clause as an XP
The first major proposal in connection with the categorial status and the internal structure of
small clauses within the Small Clause Theory was made by Stowell (1981).
Stowell (1981) argues that small clauses are maximal projections, i.e. are of the form
XP. The head of the SC is the predicate X, hence small clauses are endocentric constituents
and are the X-bar projections of their predicates. It is stated that all maximal projections may
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have subjects, therefore SCs conceived of as maximal projections can also contain them. The
subject NP of a small clause is in the Specifier position of XP. Thus, the representations
would be as in (25) and (26):
(25) [XP [Spec NP] [X’]]

(In: Aarts 1992: 171)

(26) Peter considers [AP [Spec=NP Mary] [A’ nice]]
In (26) Mary is the subject NP of the small clause, nice is the predicate, and Mary nice
together is the small clause, i.e. the phrasal expansion of the predicate.
Stowell (1981) assumes that the matrix verb of the sentence imposes subcategorisation
restrictions on its small clause complement, i.e. different verbs select different kinds of small
clause as complements. The type of the small clause is determined by the category of its
predicate; according to that, the SC complement can occur with an Adjectival Phrase, a Noun
Phrase, a Prepositional Phrase or a Verb Phrase. Stowell (1981) lists the following examples
to illustrate his claim with adjectival, verbal and prepositional small clauses, and an example
for nominal ones is added taken from Aarts (1992):
(27) (a) I consider [AP John very stupid].
(b) *I consider [PP John off the ship].
(28) (a) We feared [VP John killed by the enemy].
(b) *We feared [AP John very stupid].
(29) (a) I expect [PP that sailor off the ship (by midnight)].
(b) *I expect [AP that sailor very stupid].

(Stowell 1981: 257–259)

(30) (a) I declare [NP Mary the winner].
(b) *I declare [PP Mary off the ship].

(Aarts 1992: 21)

It is argued that since consider is grammatical with an AP but ungrammatical with a PP
complement, expect is grammatical with a PP but not with an AP, etc., it is obvious that the
main verb is sensitive to what occurs inside the small clause.
According to Stowell (1983), the categorial status of SCs as AP, VP, PP and NP should
be accepted, because if the categorial status was supposed to be S, the verb would be
‘indifferent’ to the categorial status of the SC predicate. However, as shown in (27)-(30), that
is not the case. Therefore, he assumes that ‘small clauses are X-bar projections of the lexical
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predicates that they contain’ and ‘the verb is simply subcategorising for the category of small
clause as a whole’ with the syntactic status of an AP, VP, PP or NP (Stowell 1983: 301). If
this is so, Stowell (1983) suggests that the subject position has to be generalised across
syntactic categories. Hence, the AP, VP, PP and NP complement phrases in (27a), (28a),
(29a) and (30a), respectively are semantic arguments of the main verb, and their subjects are
in Specifier position (Stowell 1983 In: Aarts 1992). Stowell’s (1983) assumption sounds
somewhat contradictory, exactly because on the one hand, he proposes that the syntactic
status of SCs is AP, VP, PP or NP, on the other hand, he assumes that the verb subcategorises
for small clauses as a whole.
In sum, in Stowell’s (1981, 1983) view, small clauses have the form of XP, i.e. maximal
projection; the predicate phrase is an X’ projection, and the subject of the small clause is in
Specifier position, see (31):
(31)

(In: Radford 1988b: 517)
3.1.2 Criticism
Though Chomsky (1981) adopts Stowell’s (1981, 1983) model (cf. section 3.2.1), it has
received much criticism in the literature. However, it was clearly the most dominant analysis
of SCs even up to the beginning of the 1990s (Aarts 1992).
Hornstein and Lightfoot (1987) criticise Stowell for three ‘unnecessary’ and two
‘unacceptable’ complications. In their view, it is unnecessary to alter the Projection Principle,
though in Stowell’s (1981, 1983) analysis it should be, because ‘Susan in New York is a PP at
S-structure but is treated as a proposition at LF, and propositions at LF are normally identified
as S’ (Hornstein—Lightfoot 1987: 32). Secondly, since Stowell’s SCs are XPs, maximal
projections should be transparent to government 3, otherwise the subject of the small clause,
which is directly dominated by the XP, would not be able to receive Case from the left and be

The version of the definition of government used is as follows: ’α properly governs β
iff α θ-governs, Case-marks, or antecedent-governs β’ (Chomsky 1986b: 22).
3
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governed. Thirdly, a sentence like I want [ PP him all the way off my ship] would contain two
elements in the Specifier position of the PP, which is obviously a wrong analysis.
The two reasons for the unacceptability of Stowell’s model pointed out by Hornstein
and Lightfoot (1987) are even more serious. First, they argue against Stowell’s (1981)
statement about the main verbs’ subcategorisation properties. As noted, the ungrammaticality
of (27b) does not come from the subcategorisation restriction of consider, but is due to
semantics. If we change the context, (27b) can become grammatical, as in (32):
(32) As soon as he sets foot on the gangplank, I’ll consider John off my ship.
(Hornstein—Lightfoot 1987: 33)
Additionally, in Stowell (1983) it is also noted that the (b) sentences in (27)-(30) become
grammatical if we insert to be before the predicates in the bracketed sequences. By this
suggestion, the support given to subcategorisation restrictions is weakened.
The second unacceptable consequence for Hornstein and Lightfoot (1987) is that in (33)
the verb consider subcategorises for an NP whose head is a maximal projection.
(33) I consider [NP [NP John] [NP a friend]]

(Hornstein—Lightfoot 1987: 33)

Such an analysis would require the phrase structure rules to be amended.
Radford’s (1988b) observation is similar to the previous one. Considering a sentence
like (26), where the predicate phrase is a single-bar projection of the head and the SC is the
double-bar projection of it (cf. (31)), it is concluded that Stowell’s (1981) analysis cannot be
right. For one thing, according to Stowell, the predicate phrases of small clauses are not
maximal projections but X-bar constituents, which seems to be unlikely for Radford (1988b).
To support the argument, the examples in (34) are given:
(34) (a) I’ve always considered [SC John [NP THE best player in the team]]
(b) I’ve never considered [SC John [NP MY best friend]]

(Radford 1988b: 517)

It is pointed out that in (34), ‘the italicised predicate phrases contains a capitalised determiner,
and since the function of determiners is to expand an X-bar (…) into a maximal projection,
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then it seems clear that the predicate phrase must be a maximal projection’ (Radford 1988b:
517).
However, if we consider the current reanalysis of Nominal Phrases as Determiner
Phrases, Stowell could be defended, since under the DP analysis of the small clause in (33),
the determiner would not be generated in a Specifier but in a head position taking an NP
complement, which is the predicate of the small clause. That way the D head and the NP
complement together would form a bar-level constituent, namely D’, and the subject could be
assumed to sit in the Specifier position of the DP. So, the DP-analysis could provide a way
round the criticism related to the phrasal status of the predicates in nominal small clauses.
3.2 Chomsky (1981, 1986b)
3.2.1 Adopting Stowell’s (1981) assumptions
Chomsky (1981) also argues for the existence of small clauses by saying that every clausally
interpreted construction at LF must be a constituent in syntax. As for the analysis, Stowell’s
(1981) model is adopted with the alternation that SCs are not XPs.
In Chomsky (1981), small clauses are analysed with the help of two assumptions: (I) in
the lexicon, there are uniform entries, and (II) the categorial component lacks relevant rules
related to these issues.
(35) John considers i) the problem
ii) that S
iii) Bill to be foolish
iv) Bill foolish
v) it impossible that S

(Chomsky 1981: 106)

As the data show in (35), consider takes an NP or a clausal complement, as in (i)-(iii). By the
first assumption, (iv) and (v) also have to be clausal complements, and ‘by the second
assumption of lack of structure in the categorial component, the underlying deep and surface
structures of (iv) and (v), projected from the lexicon, should be John considers [CLAUSE], as in
(ii) and (iii)’ (Chomsky 1981: 106). For the embedded subject to be governed (cf. footnote 2)
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and Case-marked, Chomsky (1981) assumes that S’-deletion is obligatory for small clauses.
Thus, the principle is as follows:
(36) Small clauses are not maximal projections.

(Chomsky 1981: 107)

If they were maximal projections, they would be unable to receive Case and be governed,
since the maximal projection of any category is a barrier to such mechanisms.
Instead of labelling a small clause to be an XP, Chomsky (1981) supposes that in (37), α
is some projection of the adjective but not maximal.
(37) They consider [α each other foolish]

(Chomsky 1981: 169)

However, he does not specify the projection. Thus, he considers α to be A i and simply calls it
A*. Generally speaking, the small clause is some projection of its head and has the label X*.
In the Barriers–model (1986b), Chomsky modifies the earlier assumptions in
connection with government (cf. footnote 2) and Case-assignment of the subject. It is
suggested that XP is transparent to government if it is L-marked (lexically-marked), i.e. thetagoverned. The rule of theta-government is that ‘X theta-governs Y if and only if X governs Y
and X theta-marks Y’ (Chomsky 1986b In: Stowell 1988: 188). As a consequence, the
restriction on small clauses that they must not be maximal projections is cancelled in
Chomsky (1986b).
In the new model, Chomsky (1986b) proposes that small clauses are of the form XP but
are analysed as adjunction structures, as the configuration in (38) illustrates.
(38)

(In: Radford 1988b: 518)
As (38) shows, both the small clause and the predicate phrase are maximal projections. By
means of this new analysis, the SC is permitted to be a maximal projection, but at the same
time its predicate is not an X-bar constituent, as in Stowell (1981, 1983). Given the
assumption that L-marked maximal projections are not barriers to government (and SCs
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satisfy this condition), there is no longer a problem for the SC subject to receive Case from
the matrix verb.
3.2.2 Criticism
Radford (1988b) criticises Chomsky’s (1986b) proposal that the structure of the small clause
is [XP NP XP] for having ‘problems of overgeneration, i.e. the generation of lots of structures
which are in fact ungrammatical’ (Radford 1988b: 519). Radford points out that assigning the
categorial status of XP to both the overall small clause and to its predicate phrase can result in
ill-formed sentences, such as (39b). Consider subcategorises for an AP small clause
complement, but given Chomsky’s assumption, both (39a) and (39b) could be generated.
(39) (a) I consider [AP John [AP highly intelligent]]
(b) *I consider [AP highly intelligent]

(Radford 1988b: 518)

3.3 Hornstein and Lightfoot (1987)
3.3.1 Small clauses with INFL0
According to Hornstein and Lightfoot (1987), whose criticism of Stowell (1981, 1983) is
elaborated in section 3.1.2, the small clause is not of the form of XP but S. The S contains a
zero INFL node, INFL0, which is the head of the small clause. Their SC analysis is as in (40):
(40) [SC(=S) NP INFL0 XP]
where X = N, A or P

(In: Aarts 1992)

When INFL is marked for tense, i.e. has the feature [± tense], the complement is a VP. But if
INFL is empty, it may take NP, AP or PP complements. As Hornstein and Lightfoot (1987)
remark:
INFL0 – which has no morphological realisation, and hence no to – can be followed by
any maximal category except VP; and INFL0 occurs only where S’ (i.e. INFL’’) is
absent. (…) [S]mall clauses with INFL0 heads occur only in governed positions, hence
inside S. (Hornstein—Lightfoot 1987: 35)
To summarise this proposal, there are two kinds of INFL node. One is the ‘ordinary’ INFL
marked for [±tense] for VP complements (as in a sentence like John INFL [ VP ate the meat]),
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but since there can be AP, PP or NP complements of INFL as well, as in small clauses,
another INFL is required, the zero INFL, which has the ability to introduce other than verbal
elements, namely AP, PP or NP in small clauses. Hornstein and Lightfoot do not discuss
verbal small clauses.
3.3.2 Criticism
Aarts (1992) criticises Hornstein and Lightfoot (1987) for complicating the theoretical
framework by introducing a new ‘kind’ of INFL. The two types of INFL take different
complements: the regular INFL a VP complement, the zero INFL AP, NP or PP
complements. According to Aarts (1992), this is an unnecessary complication, because as it is
generally accepted across the theory, functional heads subcategorise for only one type of
complement.
Another problem with the present analysis is that it specifies small clauses to be neither
finite, nor non-finite (Aarts 1992). However, clauses must be marked for the feature [±finite]
in English.
The final doubt about the proposal of Hornstein and Lightfoot (1987) is in connection
with the agreement relation between the subject and the predicate of the small clause. The
evidence for the necessity for such a relation can be captured in (41):
(41) *They considered [SC the man fools].

(Aarts 1992: 178)

Since in (41), the man is singular but fools is plural, the SC structure is ungrammatical (Aarts
1992). It is suggested that this agreement relationship has to be present, but given that the zero
INFL node is an empty element it cannot provide any agreement for the SC subject and
predicate (Aarts 1992) (cf. section 3.5.1). However, as we will see in section 3.6.1, Haegeman
(1994) and Haegeman and Guéron (1999) find evidence for the existence of the person and
number agreement in adjectival SCs proved by examples from French.
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3.4 Radford (1988a, 1988b)
3.4.1 Small clauses as exocentric phrases
Radford (1988b) claims that small clauses are simple subject-predicate structures with the
form of [NP XP]. By that assumption, SCs lack both complementisers and inflections.
As small clauses may not contain a C node, they cannot bear the status of S-bar. This
suggestion is proved by the example in (42):
(42) *I didn’t consider [that/if/whether/for it suitable].

(Radford 1988b: 327)

Given that complementisers are positioned in C, the example in (42) is obviously
ungrammatical because of the presence of any of the overt complementisers. Consequently,
small clauses are not S-bar constituents (Radford 1988b).
The absence of the COMP node is also important for Case-assignment. A phrase with C
being a barrier to government (cf. footnote 2), it would be impossible for the SC subject to
receive Case (Radford 1988b).
According Radford (1988a, 1988b), small clauses not only lack a COMP node, but also
an INFL node. To support this idea, the examples in (43) are provided:
(43) (a) *I consider [your attitude to deeply offensive].
(b) *I consider [your attitude can deeply offensive].

(Radford 1988b: 327)

(43a) and (43b) are syntactically wrong structures — the former because of the infinitive
particle to, the latter due to the containing modal auxiliary. Both mentioned elements would
be I heads, therefore the implication of the data is the obligatory absence of inflections in
small clauses (Radford 1988a, 1988b). If this is so, in Radford’s view SCs do not have the S
status either.
By denying the presence of inflections in small clauses, which carry the tense and
agreement properties in ordinary clauses, SCs are assumed to contain tenseless and
agreementless verbs, i.e. verbs which are marked neither for the feature [±tense], nor for the
feature [±agreement] (Radford 1988a).
So far, it has been argued that, according to Radford (1988a, 1988b), small clauses are
neither S-bar nor S constituents, because S-bar has the status of ordinary clauses and S has
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that of exceptional clauses4. Furthermore, he also rejected Stowell’s (1981, 1983) and
Chomsky’s (1986b) proposals; therefore, for him the SC structures such as [ XP [Spec NP] X’]
(Stowell 1981, 1983) and [XP [Spec NP] XP] (Chomsky 1986b) are unacceptable (cf. sections
3.1.2 and 3.2.2).
For the small clause construction, Radford (1988a, 1988b) provides the label SC. Thus,
the analysis of the bracketed sequence in (44) would be as in (45):
(44) I consider [SC the issue extremely important]
(45)

(Radford 1988b: 515)
As demonstrated, the categorial status of the overall small clause is totally different from that
of its subject or its predicate phrase. This means that under this analysis, small clauses are
exocentric constructions, whose categorial status is different from that of any of their
immediate constituents. Radford (1988b) adds that the small clause is a ‘primitive category’,
meaning that it is a category that is not itself a projection of any other category.
Obviously, such an analysis as detailed above does not suit the X-bar framework, which
is endocentric. As Radford himself points out:
[The] Small Clause cannot be a primitive zero level category, since it is not a word-level
category. Moreover, since Small Clauses function as the Complements of certain Verbs
and Prepositions, and since the Modifier Maximality Constraint tells us that only
Maximal Projections can function as Complements, then it follows that Small Clauses
must be Maximal Projections. (Radford 1988b: 516)
Therefore, it is assumed that small clauses must be projections of a word-level category, but
Radford (1988a, 1988b) does not commit himself to further speculations about it. He avoids
this problematic question and leaves his own reasoning contradictory by using the SC label,
more exactly the labels AC, PC, VC and NC (adjectival, prepositional, verbal and nominal
small clauses, respectively), and ends the discussion of the issue by stating that ‘much
4

Exceptional clauses: clauses which lack a C node and have the status of IP.
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research remains to be done concerning the internal structure of Small Clauses, and how they
fit into the X-bar framework’ (Radford 1988b: 519).
3.4.2 Criticism
Aarts (1992) criticises Radford (1988a, 1988b) for the same reason that Radford also realises
— the incompatibility of the analysis with the principles of X-bar theory. The exocentric
structure cannot be an accepted resolution for the categorial status of small clauses.
The other problem with Radford’s assumptions is the same as with that of Hornstein
and Lightfoot’s (1987) (cf. section 3.3.2). The obligatory absence of the INFL node brings
about the lack of agreement between the SC subject and predicate, as Radford (1988a) himself
observes as well, so an example like (41) would be problematic for him, too. However, for
reasons detailed in section 3.3.2, the tenseless small clause is unacceptable for Aarts (1992).
3.5 Aarts (1992)
3.5.1 Small clauses as IPs
Aarts’s (1992) proposal tries to make a synthesis of the suggestions listed above and some
other linguists’ ones. In his analysis, small clauses are taken to be unmarked structures instead
of marked structures ‘as it is the null hypothesis’ (Aarts 1992: 180), and it is argued that they
are not phrasal expansions of lexical categories but are sentential constituents. They cannot
have the S-bar status, i.e. may not be CPs, otherwise it would be impossible for the SC
subjects to be Case-assigned, the CP being a barrier to government (cf. footnote 2). Thus,
small clauses have to be IPs (Aarts 1992). The structure of SCs is as in (46):
(46)

(Aarts 1992: 181)
(For verbal SCs, see the end of the present section.)
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From the configuration in (46) it can be seen that the SC contains an I node as well as a VP
node, which is assumed to contain an unpronounced be. Given that small clauses are
sentential constituents, they must be marked for the feature [±tense], because clauses must be
either finite or non-finite (cf. sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.2), therefore they must have an I node, i.e.
they have to be IPs. However, the I head cannot be marked as [+tense], because in that case it
would assign Nominative Case instead of Accusative Case to the SC subject, but is rather
marked as [–tense]. In other words, the postverbal [NP XP] strings, where the NP and the XP
are in a subject-predicate relationship, are not tenseless but non-finite clauses (Aarts 1992).
(The Case assigned by the I head is important in the case of small clauses functioning as
subjects, but the operation of this kind of Case-assignment is not discussed as it is beyond the
scope of this paper. In small clauses as complements the subject receives Case from the main
verb, hence the IP status of SCs as mentioned above).
The SC subject is base-generated in Spec, IP; however, Aarts (1992) does not deny that
it might originate in Spec, VP, remaining rather neutral in this respect. The structure also
includes the copular verb be, which is positioned under the V node, taking an NP, AP or PP
complement, but is not phonetically realised (however, he does not make a note on the status
of the versions that include to be). What is located between the subject NP and the empty be is
the I head, which is also marked for the [+AGR] feature (cf. (46)), and has an essential role in
bringing about the agreement relation between the subject and the predicate — this is what
Aarts (1992) criticises in Hornstein and Lightfoot (1987) and Radford (1988a, 1988b) as a
defect (cf. sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.2). Aarts provides the examples in (47) as evidence for such
a relation:
(47) (a) I consider [this teacher a megalomaniac]
(b) I consider [these teachers megalomaniacs]

(Aarts 1992: 181)

The argumentation of the account for the phenomena is as follows. According to Spec-Head
Agreement (Chomsky 1986b), which is ‘a form of “feature sharing” similar to thetagovernment — in fact, sharing of the φ-features’, i.e. person, number, gender, Case, etc.
(Chomsky 1986b: 24), the SC subject and the I head agree in certain features. These are
lowered onto the unpronounced be in the V head position, and then transmitted to the
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predicate phrase. Thus, as a basic assumption, Aarts (1992) claims that it is not the verb that
moves up, but the other way round — the features lower.
Aarts (1992) makes a distinction between two classes of small clauses: verbal and nonverbal, i.e. nominal, adjectival and prepositional small clauses. The two SC types have
different internal structures. In the non-verbal type, there is a copular relationship between the
subject and the predicate — that is why the structure is proposed to contain the verb be —, but
in the verbal type that relationship is absent. Basically, verbal SCs are beyond the scope of
Aarts’s (1992) paper, but it is noted that three types of small clauses exist with VPs,
containing a gerund, bare infinitive or participle verb forms.
3.5.2 A reflection on Aarts’ (1992) analysis
In the split–INFL hypothesis (Pollock 1989 In: Aarts 1992), the Inflectional Phrase is
reanalysed as a separate Tense Phrase and Agreement Phrase. According to that, it could be
argued that in Aarts’ (1992) proposal, the small clause is untensed, since there is no
realisation of tense, thus the Tense Phrase is redundant, and only the Agreement Phrase is
relevant. Hence, the IP analysis of small clauses is not well-established. However, Aarts
(1992) points out that there is a [–tense] feature, which has to be located somewhere in the
structure, i.e. in the Tense Phrase, therefore the IP analysis is relevant.
3.6 Small clauses as functional projections
3.6.1 Haegeman (1994)
Haegeman (1994) makes use of the split of the Inflectional Phrase and finds evidence in
French for labelling adjectival small clauses as AgrPs.
First, Haegeman (1994) argues against the exocentric analysis of SCs, such as (49)
given the sentence in (48):
(48) I consider [Maigret very intelligent].

(Haegeman 1994: 123)
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(49)

(Haegeman 1994: 124)
In the configuration in (49), two maximal projections are sisters to each other, which does not
conform to the requirements of the X-bar framework according to Haegeman (1991), since Xbar theory does not allow such structures. In order to solve this problem, Haegeman proposes
that the small clause might be a maximal projection of a functional head F. F is an abstract
head that does not seem to dominate any overt element. See (50):
(50)

(Haegeman 1994: 124)
FP is the projection of F and the NP in Spec, FP is the subject of the small clause.
To account for such a functional analysis, Hageman gives examples from French,
consider (51a-d):
(51) (a) Je considère le garçon très intelligent_
I consider
(b)

the boy very intelligent
la fille très intelligente
the girl very intelligent

(c)

les garçons très intelligents
the boys very intelligent

(d)

les filles très intelligentes
the girls very intelligent

(Haegeman 1994: 125)

It can be seen from the French examples above that the adjectival predicate intelligent has
different overt agreement morphemes in each case, i.e. in French small clauses the adjectival
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head agrees with the subject in number and gender. The adjectives are in masculine singular,
feminine singular, masculine plural and feminine plural, respectively. Considering the data in
(51), Haegeman (1994) assumes that SCs contain an AGR head that dominates the agreement
morphology. Thus, the representation of (51b) would be as in (52):
(52)

(Haegeman 1994: 125)
If this is so, we have to accept that the agreement morpheme lowers onto the adjective,
because movement the other way round would result in the wrong word order (intelligente
très). Despite the fact that English, as opposed to French, lacks overt adjectival agreement
morphology, it could be argued that the AGR node is posited for English small clauses as
well. However, it is noted that the adjectival AGR is not identical to the verbal AGR, because
the latter combines person and number features, while the former combines number and
gender features. The SC subject is still in the Specifier position of the functional phrase, i.e. in
Spec, AGRP (Haegeman 1994).
3.6.2 Haegeman and Guéron (1999)
In Haegeman and Guéron (1999) the line of argumentation is the same as in Haegeman (1994)
with the exception that now small clauses are given the label IP. Providing evidence from
French, as in Haegeman (1994) (cf. (51)), they argue in support of the covert agreement
morphology in English small clauses, therefore it is claimed again that SCs contain functional
projections. However, here the IP is not split into a separate AgrP and TenseP, because the
assumption is that both tense and agreement are present; hence they have to head Inflectional
Projections. Therefore, small clauses include the category INFL, whose head selects an AP
complement. Thus, the representation of (51b) is as follows:
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(53)

(Haegeman—Guéron 1999: 111)
Again, the adjectival agreement lowers onto A, as in section 3.6.1, to achieve the correct word
order (Haegeman—Guéron 1999).
By means of verbal small clauses, Haegeman and Guéron (1999) justify the functional
analysis of small clauses. If we passivise the sentence in (54a), the infinitival to appears in the
structure as in (54b).
(54) (a) I made him leave the building.
(Haegeman—Guéron 1999: 111–112)

(b) He was made to leave the building.

Given that in the passive form I is realised overtly by to, the assumption is that in active small
clauses there is an abstract I node present, see (55):
(55) I made [IP him [I] [VP leave the building]].

(Haegeman—Guéron 1999: 112)

3.6.3 Criticism
The major weakness of the analyses in Haegeman (1994) and in Haegeman and Guéron
(1999) is that they deal only with the adjectival small clauses, and in Haegeman and Guéron
(1999) the verbal ones are added, but the analyses of nominal and prepositional SCs are
ignored. Hence, their supporting ideas are only adequate for SCs with APs and VPs, but they
seem to expand the functional analysis to all types of small clauses. However, this
generalisation is not relevant, given the lack of evidence of functional elements in small
clauses with NP or PP complements.
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Newson et al. (2006) do not agree with Haegeman (1994) and Haegeman and Guéron
(1999) for two reasons. First, what is criticised is that under the above analyses, the head of
the predicate is not the head of the clause (Newson et al. 2006), but what is even more
problematic is that the inflectional head can select ‘a whole set of different complements,
ranging from DPs to PPs’ (Newson et al. 2006: 290). This is not permitted in Newson et al.
(2006), because in their framework the I head can only select a verbal phrase, thus VP or vP
(light verb phrase). (The second problem of Newson et al. (2006) with Haegeman (1994) and
Haegeman and Guéron (1999) is similar to Aarts’ (1992) criticism related to the zero INFL in
the analysis of Hornstein and Lightfoot (1987), see section 3.3.2.)
4 Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to discuss support for the claim that the postverbal [NP XP] strings
where the NP and the XP have a subject-predicate relation should be considered clauselike
constituents, and to point out that deciding on the categorial status of small clauses is a highly
problematic issue.
After summarising the earliest approaches to small clauses, the main characteristics of
Small Clause Theory and Predication Theory were introduced. Then in chapter 2, the most
important pieces of evidence for the existence of small clauses were presented as well,
according to Stowell (1983), Safir (1983), Radford (1988b) and Aarts (1992). Chapter 3
provided a detailed discussion on the categorial status and the internal structure of small
clauses, including the most influential proposals before the rise of Minimalism. Stowell
(1981, 1983) argued that small clauses are phrasal expansions of their predicates with the
form of XP, and Chomsky (1981) supported this idea with the exception that the label used
for SCs was X* remaining neutral in the question of the exact extent of the projection. Then,
in Chomsky (1986b), the analysis was altered and SCs were considered XPs, since given the
Barriers–model, SC subjects became able to receive Case. Hornstein and Lightfoot (1987)
analysed them as including INLF0, which is an I node distinct from the ‘ordinary’ one
introduced by them. Radford (1988a, 1988b) did not commit himself to provide an adequate
label for small clauses and left them to be exocentric sequences. Aarts (1992) claimed that
(non-verbal) SCs are IPs with a covert be in the structure, and finally Haegeman (1994)
assumed that small clauses are AgrPs, which was slightly changed in Haegeman and Guéron
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(1999), where they were suggested to be IPs. In conclusion, small clauses are very
controversial phenomena in linguistics, and in the Government and Binding framework no
entirely accepted analysis has been proposed.
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Restrictive relative clauses in Alignment Syntax1
Márton Kucsera

Introduction

This paper examines the status of English restrictive relative clauses within the theory of Syntax
First Alignment (SFA) developed by Newson (2000). This a more restricted version of standard
Optimality Theory (OT). In SFA, all syntactic phenomena are reduced to the interaction of
alignment and faithfulness constraints, and syntactic structure is eradicated from the theory.
The aim of this article is to show that there are a number of descriptive facts about relative
clauses that fall out from an SFA account without any further stipulation. Here, an analysis is
introduced that does not have to rely on the Doubly Filled COMP Filter (introduced in Chomsky
and Lasnik, 1977) to ban the co-occurrence of that and a wh-element, and also excludes subject
extraction from zero relatives (as in (1-c)) wihout any further assumption.

(1)

a. the man who lives next door
b. the man that lives next door
c. *the man lives next door

In the first section, it is discussed to what extent the basic assumptions about the input in SFA
differ from those in standard OT. In particular, it is shown that certain OT analyses, such as
the analysis of relative clauses by Keer and Baković (1997) are unavailable in an SFA system
because of these differences. Then, the second section introduces the input hypothesized for
restrictive relatives. The third section presents the relevant constraints, and the fourth section
details in what ways these can interact. Finally, the fifth section describes the rankings that can
account for the English data.
1

This article is a shortened version of the MA thesis entitled “English restrictive relative
clauses in Optimality Theory” which was submitted in April, 2014. There are a number of
people without whom writing this thesis could not have been possible. I would like to thank
Marianna Hordós, my advisor, whose comments and insights helped this work a great deal. I
am no less grateful to Mark Newson, who refereed my thesis, for his review and pointing out
the directions in which the analysis can be furthered. Also, I want to thank the members of
the TDK Research Group who listened to my presentation of this work for their questions and
comments. Needless to say, any error that might remain in the text is mine.
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Relative clauses in standard Optimality Theory

1.1

The input in Optimality Theory

In standard OT, it is customary to view the input as a set of lexical items (Kager, 1999). Thus,
the input does not contain any reference to syntactic structure. Following Grimshaw’s model
(1997), Kager gives the contents of the input for syntactic structures in (2).
(2)

Specifications in the input:
a.
b.
c.

lexical heads and their argument structure
assignment of arguments
tense and semantically meaningful auxiliaries
(Kager, 1999)

There is however significant variation among different authors as far as the nature of the input
is concerned. While for Grimshaw the input seems to be a dependency relation of lexical items
and certain features, others may include more or less information and structure in the input.
Legendre (2001), to all intents and purposes, admits that there is little agreement on the nature
of the input, and it is up to individual authors to decide whether or not to include, for instance,
wh-scope. On the other hand, there are certain works that assume that even more is part of the
input than that. For example, Broihier (1995) follows Pesetsky in claiming that the input is an
s-structure or an LF.2 Here, the framework devised by Grimshaw will be discussed, as not only
is that kind of input the most common (Legendre, 2001), but it does not make much sense to
examine cases where the input is already a structure in itself while the paper works within a
framework that does not recognise any kind of syntactic structure.
This “standard” type of input places semantic interpretation after evaluation. In other
words, a winning candidate is selected first; then, it is interpreted. This means that the candidates generated from the same input might actually have different meanings; that is, if a feature
of the winner is deleted by G EN, that feature will not be interpreted. Two problems are pointed
out in connection with that approach. First, it requires semantic information to be accessed
repeatedly, which can be seen as a problem for the economy of the grammar. Second, it could
be argued that interpretation after selecting a winner is not a feature of OT syntax itself, but it
2

Although this issue is not in the scope of the present paper, such an approach is presumably an attempt to make the implicit constraint interactions in GB or Minimalism explicit. As
Grimshaw (1998) points out, referring to “last resort” or “default” is actually bringing constraint
interaction into the system. Until such instances or constraint interaction are not formalised in
some way, they cannot be integrated into any theory (e.g. one cannot know whether constraint
domination is transitive.)
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is used to conform to other theories that the analysis incorporates.
First, part of the semantic interpretation can arguably be done on the input. For instance,
the meaning of the lexical items, relations, and features listed in (2) can be read off the input.
However, there are a number of constraints that are grounded in semantics; therefore, part of the
meaning cannot not come from the input, but, in E VAL, there exist constraints that refer to the
semantic interpretation of certain structures. An example for that is Grimshaw’s (1997) O P S PEC
constraint which requires operators to always occupy a Specifier position. The reasoning goes
that operators must take scope over their domain, and that is only possible if they are in a
Specifier position. Thus, the interpretation of scope relations clearly does not take place before
the evaluation. In other words, it must be the winning candidate that gets interpreted.
A more intriguing picture emerges if one examines the F ULL I NT constraint. This constraint assigns a violation mark for each element in the structure whose semantic content is
ignored;3 i.e., it does not contribute to the meaning of the sentence (e.g. dummy auxiliaries
and expletive subjects in English). These “semantically empty” elements are always inserted
by G EN as the input only contains semantically relevant lexical items. Notice, however, that
this assumption can also significantly alter the way E VAL is conceptualised.
The question that could arise in connection with F ULL I NT is whether E VAL is sensitive
to semantic content. When calculating the violations for F ULL I NT there must obviously be a
way to check whether or not a given element has any semantic content. Therefore E VAL must
be able to access semantic specifications, too. As far as economy is concerned this model does
not fare particularly well since semantic information (or the lexicon) is accessed at least three
times for every single input.
One might perhaps try to escape this problem by claiming that what E VAL has access
to is only a set of possible dummy elements, so it cannot actually access the lexicon. This
argument can be refuted, however, on the basis of the fact that every dummy element has a
counterpart that is a full-fledged lexical item, so E VAL still has to differentiate between those
two. Another alternative would be to claim that F ULL I NT is actually similar to the D EP IO
constraint developed for phonology by Prince and Smolensky(1993/2002). In their framework,
D EP IO is a faithfulness constraint that assures that no input elements are deleted. Basically, it
checks that every element in the input has a corresponding element in the output. This explanation would only lead to a further problem, though: it would require every tense, aspect and
modality specification to be expressed in the form of a lexical item in the input; otherwise there
would be a violation of this constraint.
3

Grimshaw (1998) explains that this constraint is basically a faithfulness constraint as semantic content can be understood as a bundle of features associated with an element in the
input; hence, it can be underparsed.
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Second, Newson (2014) points out that placing semantic interpretation after the selection of the optimal candidate might also be motivated by conformity to other theories. As
McCarthy(2008) explains, OT is a fairly general theory. In fact, it is not even a theory in its
own right, but only a decision-making mechanism. Therefore, an OT analysis must have some
other theory about language, in which the constraints of the particular analysis are grounded. As
Grimshaw’s paper is written in the spirit of Government and Binding Theory, it is not surprising
that her assumptions about the place of semantic interpretation are compatible with GB, where
Logical Form (the structure from which meaning is read off) is also derived after syntactic
processes have taken place.

1.2

The analysis by Keer and Baković(1997)

As is shown above, the notion of the input is not always clear-cut in standard OT, nor is it the
only source feeding semantic interpretation. Therefore, it is possible to argue that the three types
of English restrictive relatives, while their meaning is the same, are related to three different
kinds of input. In fact, this is the assumption that the analysis of Keer and Baković (1997)
makes.
Their line of argumentation is as follows. If there is an operator (wh or empty), G EN
builds a CP projection over the IP of the clause to host it. The structure of the CP is regulated
by the following three constraints in (3).

(3)

Constraints on CP-structure:
a.
b.
c.

S PEC L FT: The specifier is on the left edge of a phrase
H D L FT: The head is on the left edge of a phrase
O B H D: Phrases have heads

If the ranking of these three is S PEC L FT >> H D L FT >> O B H D, then they basically achieve
what the Doubly Filled C OMP Filter of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) does. This is shown in
detail in the tableaux below.

(4)

Three types of relative clauses



Input: wh-operator

S PEC L FT

H D L FT

[CP whi [IP . . . V ti . . . ]]

*

[CP whi that [IP . . . V ti . . . ]]
[CP that whi [IP . . . V ti . . . ]]

OBHD

*!
*!
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Input: empty operator



[CP opi [IP . . . V ti . . . ]]




Input: no operator

S PEC L FT

H D L FT

OBHD
*!

[CP opi that [IP . . . V ti . . . ]]
S PEC L FT

H D L FT

OBHD

[IP . . . V ti . . . ]
[CP that [IP . . . V ti . . . ]]
(Keer and Baković, 1997:6)

As the tableaux show, the Doubly Filled C OMP Filter falls out from the analysis as the
result of the interaction between the three constraints. Since an overt specifier and an overt
head violate either S PEC L FT or H D L FT, and since O B H D is ranked below both, the latter will
be violated. This is not the case, however, if the operator has no phonological content, then,
apparently, both S PEC L FT and H D L FT are satisfied.
In addition, the analysis needs a faithfulness constraint to select a winner when there
is no operator. Therefore a fourth constraint is introduced: FAITH O P, which penalises each
operator that is not included in the input. As a result, a clause introduced by that emerges as a
winner in the case when there is no operator. Thus, the final ranking is shown in (5).
(5)

S PEC L FT >>{H D L FT, FATIH O P} >>O B H D

While this analysis is straightforward, it comes with a certain number of problems. First, it is
not at all clear what necessitates the three different kinds of input. In particular, the existence of
an input with no operator seems quite troubling. It seems to raise the question why operators are
included in the input if the system can work without them. That is, the grammar that sometimes
includes an item in the input that is not necessary to build a grammatical structure is problematic
as far as economy is concerned. In addition, there is a further problem because of which such an
analysis cannot be adopted in the framework of Alignment Syntax. If we assume that meaning
is read off the input, then three constructions with the same meaning cannot be assigned three
different inputs. Therefore, as long as one adheres to the assumptions formulated by Newson
(2004); i.e. that the input is what feeds the semantic component of the grammar, any account
that relies on different inputs to explain variation is out of question for the analysis .
An additional problem with the analysis surfaces when one attempts to account for a
phenomenon which involves a subset of the data and seems to exhibit additional variation:
pied-piping and preposition stranding. The data in itself is not too complex. In the case of whrelatives, when the operator is also the complement of a preposition, the preposition itself may
be situated at the left edge of the clause along with the operator (pied-piping), or it may stay
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behind (preposition stranding). With the other two types of relatives, only preposition stranding
is possible. This is summarised in (6).

(6)

a.

b.

c.

wh-relatives:
(i) the film which the children talked about
(ii) the film about which the children talked
that-relatives:
(i) the film that the children talked about
(ii) *the film about that the children talked
zero relatives:
(i) the film the children talked about
(ii) *the film about the children talked

If the assumption that variation stems from the input is adopted it means that the class of whoperators must be split into two. There must be a different element in the input for the “stranded”
and for the “pied-piped” operator. Also, notice that, in the case of pied-piping, the constraint
O P -S PEC is violated as in this case the operator occupies a complement position as is shown in
(7).

(7)

[ CP [ PP [ P0 about [ NP which ]]] [ C0 ∅ [ IP the children talked t]]]

Thus, to solve this problem further constraints have to be devised. As a result, each case of
variation increases the set of possible input elements and might result in further constraints
added to the system.

2

The input for relative clauses in Alignment Syntax

While the analysis discussed above can function in a system where the input is not the sole
input of semantic interpretation, an SFA account must make drastically different assumptions
concerning the input for two reasons. First, SFA is based on the idea that it is only the input that
receives interpretation; thus, anything that the generator does to it is invisible to the semantic
component of the grammar (Newson, 2004). Therefore, the assumption that different types
of relatives have different inputs is untenable since their identical meaning proves that they
are interpreted similarly. Secondly, the SFA grammar does not manipulate lexical items, but
abstract conceptual units (CU) and lexical insertion takes place after a winning candidate is
selected. Thus, this section explores what kinds of functional CUs are part of the input for
restrictive relative clauses.
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Here, it is argued that there is a functional CU that is responsible for the interpretation of
relatives as restrictive modifiers. This CU is named |restr|. While this paper does not investigate
the nature of that CU in depth, it seems reasonable to assume that it has something in common
with determiners primarily because a number of languages use actual determiners to introduce
relative clauses (in fact, that in English can also appear as a determiner). Consider the example
from Kalaallisut (West Greenlandic) in (8). There, the relative clause is introduced by tassani
which is a determiner with a locative suffix.

(8)

ikerasanngua.mut ilaga.akka
tassa.ni
naapipp.akkit
little-sound.ALL / S accompany.IND /1 S /3 P this.LOC / S meet.IND /1 S /2 S
“I accompanied them to the little sound at which I met you”
(Sadock, 2003: 28)

Similarly, it is argued that there is a single relative operator, |oprel |, which is present in the input
of every relative clause. In this section, the details of such an input are worked out and it is
shown how it can be spelled out in two different ways: as that, as a wh-element, or not spelled
out at all.
To begin with, it is clear that both the complementiser and the operator must be included
in the input since G EN cannot insert anything into the candidate forms4 . Therefore, both of
them must be present in the form of functional CUs. Accordingly, I assume that the input for
the relative clauses in (9) consists of the elements shown in (10).

(9)

a.
b.
c.

(10)

the book that Bill read
the book which Bill read
the book Bill read

√
BOOK
|restr|i

√

READ (|agent|, |theme|)

4

√
|agent| = BILL
√
|theme| = |oprel |i ( BOOK)

In Alignment Syntax, the capabilities of G EN are limited to ordering and deleting elements.
Hence, the problem of dealing with infinitely large candidate sets due to insertion can be avoided
(Newson, 2004)
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√
The example shows that the input consists of two kinds of units: root (marked with ) and functional CUs (marked with ||). Roots are more closely associated with “content words” (although
they are not specified for category). Functional CUs, on the other hand, express grammatical
relations. They appear in a dependency structure, which is shown by the indentation in the
example. As can be seen in (10), it is proposed that in the input |restr| appears as a dependent
of the root element it modifies. This way, it can be assured that clausal modifiers are treated
differently from other modifiers (e.g. adjectives), which appear as root CUs in the input, not as
functional ones. Also, |restr| always has a root CU as dependent; that root will be realised as a
verb (the predicate of the relative clause). In this configuration, it is very easy to define what a
relative domain consists of: it contains |restr| and everything depending on it (with dependency
being treated as a transitive relation here; i.e. if a depends on b, and b depends on c, then a
depends on c, as well).
Also, it is argued that the relative operator is a function-like element that takes the CU
the |restr| is dependent on as its argument and basically returns a reference to it. Thus, from
the point of view of the verb, the operator behaves like a regular argument. Most importantly,
the constraints that regulate the position of the verb and its arguments remain sensitive to the
position of |oprel |. It must be emphasized that every |oprel | CU must be related to a |restr|
(that is shown by the matching indices in (10)), and maximally one |oprel | might belong to a
|restr|.5 Otherwise, |oprel | would become far too general a tool in the grammar; for instance, if
its appearance would not be constrained it could easily be used to replace pronouns.
5

While Hungarian seems to have relative clauses with multiple operators (Lipták, 2000),
that is not necessarily a counterexample as in those Hungarian relatives the relative pronouns
are interchangeable with interrogative ones.
(11)

aki

amit

REL - P. NOM REL - P. ACC

talált,
megette
find.PAST-3 S eat.PAST-3 S

“everyone ate whatever he found”
Thus the above example is the same as the one below.
(12)

ki

mit

WHO . NOM WHAT. ACC

talált,
megette
find.PAST-3 S eat.PAST-3 S

Normally, relative pronouns cannot be replaced with their interrogative counterparts.
(13)

megették, amit
találtak
eat.PAST-3 P REL - P. ACC find.PAST.3 P

“they ate what they found”
(14)

*megették, mit
találtak
eat.PAST-3 P WHAT. ACC find.PAST.3 P

Thus, this case seems more complex as there are probably different elements in the input as
well.
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Furthermore, the operator in relative clauses must be different from the operator in questions for three main reasons. First, the operators in questions do not show variation (i.e. they
always surface as wh-elements). Second, interrogative operators do not get reference from another element in the sentence. Third, as a consequence of the one to one relationship between
|restr| and |oprel |, relative clauses cannot have multiple operators while interrogatives certainly
can.6
Having discussed the nature of the two functional CUs which are typical of relative
clauses, what still remains is the question of lexical insertion. As this section has already established that the input always contains the same elements the difference between the three types
of relative clause must come down to inserting different lexical items corresponding to |restr|
and |oprel |. In this paper, it is argued that there are three different outcomes of lexical insertion
depending in the configuration of these two CUs.7
As a result, it is the order of these two elements that yield the three types of relative
clauses: wh-, that-, and zero relatives. First, let us discuss the insertion of wh-elements. Here,
the analysis hinges on the assumption that English wh-elements incorporate both the |oprel | and
|restr| CUs. Thus, in the light of the minimal vocabulary access principle8 , a wh-element is
always inserted to replace a |restr| |oprel | sequence. A further assumption is that when not next
ot |restr|, |oprel | itself is specified as empty (that is, lacking phonetic content). A single |restr|
element, in turn is replaced wit that.
By adopting this approach, the grammar outlined in this paper accounts for the effects of
the Doubly Filled COMP Filter without any further stipulation. Considering that every adjacent
|restr|, |oprel |sequence is replaced with a wh-element, there obviously cannot exist a wh, that
sequence as there is no remaining CU which could be replaced by that. Thus, the way to
account for the difference between languages with and without the DFCF is to assume that
different lexical entries belong to wh-elements in those languages. In languages, where the
DFCF apparently does not hold, such as Alemanic (cf. Bayer and Brandner, 2008), wh-words
are inserted to replace |oprel | only leaving |restr| in the sequence which can, in turn, be replaced
with a complementiser.
6

A further argument for this position might come from cross-linguistic data. If one claims
that CUs are universal (as, for instance, Newson (2010) does), then the two kinds of operators
must be differentiated as they are realised as different lexical items in several languages. As
an example, consider Hungarian, where the interrogative operator ki (who.NOM) has its relative
counterpart aki.
7
Naturally, if deletion is allowed (as this paper assumes it is), one would expect five possible
orderings of the elements A A and B: AB, BA, A, B, and ∅. The reason for this apparent lack of
two of the possibilities is only outlined here and will be elaborated on in the following sections.
8
Newson (2010) argues that, during vocabulary insertion, a single vocabulary item that can
spell out a larger number of CUs is favored over multiple words that spell out the CUs in
question individually
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Based on the above, it follows that that is inserted only when there is no |oprel | adjacent
to the |restr| CU. This can happen in two cases: (i) |oprel | and |restr| are separated by other
elements, or (ii) |oprel | was deleted in the winner.
Finally, zero-relatives can be the result of, again, two possible configurations: (i) |restr|
is deleted in the output, (ii) both |restr| and |oprel | are deleted in the output. Thus, we can
see that although there are more possible configurations of the two CUs (if deletion is also a
possibility), but, in the end, these amount only to three different cases of lexical insertion as
some of the individual configurations lead to the same result. This approach could account
for the fact that wh-relatives pattern with that-relatives with respect to dislocation. The cases
where |restr|is preserved in the winner can be located further away from the root which they
refer while without the |restr| CU the relative clause must be adjacent to the noun it modifies.

(15)

a. I saw the child yesterday [who Mary adores].
b. I saw the child yesterday [that Mary adores].
c. *I saw the child yesterday [Mary adores].

To summarise, this section argues that the input for relative clauses contains two special functional CUs: |oprel | and |restr|. While the former is responsible for appearing as an element
co-referent with the head noun within the relative clause, the latter provides restrictive interpretation for the clause.

3

The relevant constraints for English restrictive relatives

First, as the present paper is concerned with relative clauses, the constraints that regulate the respective positions of the verb and its arguments appear in a very simplified form. With adapting
the notion of Late Lexical Insertion, constraints that refer to categories or word classes should
not be used at all as syntax only manipulates conceptual units. Therefore, the constraints used
in earlier works in Alignment Syntax, such as sPv (the subject precedes the verb) or argFv
(arguments follow the verb), are rather difficult if not impossible to interpret in a system where
syntax operates before lexical insertion.
Throughout the analysis, however, the above two constraints are going to be used for the
sake of simplicity. Normally, one would have to define the argument domain, a ranking among
the arguments and domain constraints that place the (verbal) root element in the argument domain. This would require minimally the constraints shown in (16).

(16)

√
√
*PDARG >> PDARG >> |agent|PDARG >> |goal|PDARG >> |theme|PDARG
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If one considers how the ranking in (16) selects a winner with the input being a transitive verb
and its two arguments (e.g. Jim hit Bill), it is easy to see that this ranking works just like the
ranking sPv >> argFv. The tableaux comparing the two are given in (17) and (18).
(17)
Input:

√

HIT , |ag|, |th|

√

√



HIT |ag| |th|
√
|ag| |th| HIT
√
|ag| HIT |th|
√
|th| HIT |ag|

*PDARG

√

PDARG

*!

|ag|PDARG

|th|PDARG

*

**

**!

*

*

**

*

**!

Here, the highest ranking constraint requires the root to be second in the argument domain (i.e.
that exactly one member of the domain precede it). At the same time, members of the
argument domain want to precede the domain, and there is a constant hierarchy among them;
thus, the highest argument in the hierarchy precedes the root while the others follow it.
(18)
Input: hit (Jim, Bill)
hit Jim Bill



sPv

argF v

*!

Jim Bill hit

**!

Jim hit Bill

*

Bill hit Jim

*!

*

Therefore, while this paper assumes that the ranking used in (16) and in the above
tableaux is, in fact, correct, the two constraints of the latter are going to be used as a shorthand for those for the sake of simplicity. Thus, in the following chapter, only sPv and argFv are
going to be used.
Having discussed these notational issues, the constraints that this paper assumes to be
specific to relative clauses are introduced. First, two alignment constraints are discussed; then,
two faithfulness constraints are shown.
The alignment constraints that are relevant to relative clauses only are the ones that
regulate the position of the two functional Conceptual Units introduced previously: |restr|and
|oprel |. Also, it was argued that all the elements that depend on |restr|in the input are in a domain
called the relative domain DREL .
The first alignment constraint this paper operates with prefers |restr|to be situated at the
left edge of the relative clause. This can be achieved by positing the following constraint.
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|restr|PDREL : assign one violation mark for each member of DREL that precedes |restr|

There is, at least, another constraint that must be posited to account for the emergence of the
|restr| |oprel | sequences that can emerge as wh-elements. Here, there are two possible solutions.
One could argue that there is both a precedence- and an adjacency type constraint in this case
that can be formulated as follows.
(20)

a.
b.

|oprel |F|restr|: |oprel | follows |restr|
|oprel |A|restr|: assign one violation mark for each element between |oprel | and
|restr|

In this case, however, (20-a) must always be ranked above (20-b) to avoid side-switching as
lexical insertion is, in fact, sensitive to the order of CUs (cf. Newson & Szécsényi’s (2012)
analysis of English dummy auxiliaries). Thus, it seems an easier solution – if some ranking must
be posited – to rank (19) above (20-a). Notice that this ranking necessarily involves obeying
(20-a) as the tableau below shows. Thus, the analysis is going to be worked out without taking
|oprel |F|restr| into account. This, however, does not mean that this constraint does not exist,
only that with the other two being active, its effect cannot be detected.
(21)
|restr|PDREL



|oprel ||restr|

|oprel |A|restr|

*!

|restr||oprel |
|restr| x |oprel |

*!

Although it seems an equally good solution to define the position of |oprel | not with respect to |restr| but instead to DREL , it is argued that this is not the case. Admittedly a result the
same as (21) would be produced by ranking |restr|PDREL above a – hypothetical – |oprel |PDREL
constraint. It would, naturally, mean little problem that, in that case, the operator would always violate that constraint, but a more serious problem emerges with this approach when one
examines the phenomenon of pied-piping as will be demonstrated in section 5.1. Therefore,
the two alignment constraints that are assumed to be active in the case of relative clauses are
|restr|PDREL and |oprel |A|restr|.
After discussing the alignment constraints, the necessary faithfulness constraints are
discussed. This matter is fairly simple because of the way G EN creates candidate sets. If G EN
can delete anything from the input, then there must be a faithfulness constraint against the
deletion of each of these elements. In particular, a faithfulness constraint must be posited that
prohibits the deletion of both of the assumed functional CUs. Accordingly, the analysis is going
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to work under the assumption that there is a PARSE(|restr|) and a PARSE(|oprel |) constraint. In
addition, there is another constraint of the PARSE-type that needs to be mentioned although it is
not, strictly speaking, specific to relative clauses. Recall that G EN is allowed to delete elements
and features from the input, and domain membership is seen as an index (basically, a feature)
specified in the input. Therefore, there must be a constraint that works towards all the domain
indexes surfacing in the output. This constraint is PARSE(di) (standing for domain index).
To summarise, this section has proposed a number of constraints for the analysis of relative clauses. Apart from sPv and argFv – which are going to be used instead of the constraints
referring to the argument domain – five constraints were proposed, and these are listed together
in (22).

(22)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

|restr|PDREL
|oprel |A|restr|
PARSE(|restr|)
PARSE(|oprel |)
PARSE(di)

The first two are alignment constraints. (22-a) requires the |restr| element to precede every
member of DREL while (22-b) prefers |oprel | to be adjacent to |restr|. The last three are faithfulness constraints which penalise the deletion of |restr|, |oprel |, and domain indexes, respectively.
Their interactions in the different kinds of restrictive relatives are discussed in 5.

4

Conflicting constraints and resolution strategies

Every Optimality Theoretic analyses must rely on the interaction of different constraints, and
the observed grammatical sentences are viewed as the result of that interaction. Before one can
move on to coming up with actual rankings to account for any given phenomenon it must be seen
clearly in what ways the proposed constraints can possibly interact. In addition, OT constraints
are argued to be universal; that is, only their ranking differs across languages. Therefore, it
must also be shown that the interactions of the set of constraints that the analysis relies on are
able to account for data from other languages. Doing so is what this section aims at. First
it is discussed what kind of output forms can result from the interaction of the constraint set
introduced in section 3. Then, a brief cross-linguistic survey of relative clauses follows. In
that, relative clauses from Hungarian, Mandarin, Japanese, and Tagalog are examined, and it is
argued that the proposed system can account for all the data presented. The analyses proposed
here for these four languages are hardly more than sketches, nevertheless, and they must be
subject to extensive further research.
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First, notice that the constraints proposed earlier and given in (22), which is repeated
here in (23) , do not inherently conflict in themselves.
(23)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

|restr|PDREL
|oprel |A|restr|
PARSE(|restr|)
PARSE(|oprel |)
PARSE(di)

That is, there is no pair of constraints A and B where constraint A can only be obeyed if and
only if B is violated (cf. |agent|PDARG and |theme|PDARG for such a case).9 This means that
other constraints must affect the functional CUs present in relatives for constraint conflict to
arise. This paper assumes that the effect of other constraints can influence |restr| and |oprel | in
two possible ways. First, |oprel | can be affected by by other constraints since it assumes the
role of another CU (possibly, a root). Thus, it is quite easy to imagine that another constraint
would require |oprel | in a place further away from |restr| hence violating |oprel |A|restr|. The
other possibility stems from the fact that the relative domain coincides with another domain,
which is called the propositional domain in this paper, and which includes the root element,
everything depending on it, and (if applicable) whatever the root depends on. 10 Therefore, if
another constraint requires some element to precede the propositional domain, that requirement
will necessarily involve a conflict with |restr|PDREL .
Here, the former case is discussed as the latter seems to have less relevance to the English data (although it is going to be referred to with respect to Hungarian). Therefore, suppose,
for instance, an alignment constraint in the form of |oprel |Fx, which requires |oprel | to be on
the right side of x conflicting with |oprel |A|restr|. Five strategies are discussed here; three of
those involve faithful output forms while the remaining two leads to underparsing. Underparsing will occur if PARSE(|oprel |) or PARSE(|restr|) is ranked lower than both of the conflicting
alignment constraints. If |oprel | or |restr| is deleted, then the alignment constraints will be satisfied vacuously. The cases involving the deletion of |restr| and |oprel | are given in (24) and
(25) respectively. The candidate set for each of the examples comprises of sequences that can
emerge as winners with other rankings; that is the losers show the different ways of resolving
constraint conflict in this cases. Note that the rankings used in these cases are termed to be
“example” rankings as they have no relevance to the analysis of the English data; in fact, each
of them is only ad hoc ranking whose only point is to show the possible results of constraint
9

This is, however, only true when both constraints are active, and neither of them is satisfied
vacuously.
10
As Alignment Syntax does not recognise grammatical structure this domain is needed to be
able to grasp generalisations which would otherwise involve the notion of a “clause” as a unit
that belongs together and is manipulated as such by the grammar.
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interaction.

(24)

example ranking: |oprel |A|restr| >> |oprel |Fx >> PARSE(|oprel |) >> |restr|PDREL >>
PARSE(|restr|)

|oprel |A|restr| |oprel |Fx
|restr| |oprel | x
|restr| x |oprel |



PARSE(|oprel |) |restr|PDREL

*!
*!

x |restr| |oprel |

*!

x |oprel |

*

|restr| x

(25)

*!

example ranking: |oprel |A|restr| >> |oprel |Fx >> PARSE(|restr|) >> |restr|PDREL >>
PARSE(|oprel |)

|oprel |A|restr| |oprel |Fx
|restr| |oprel | x
|restr| x |oprel |

PARSE(|restr|) |restr|PDREL

PARSE(|oprel |)

*!
*!

x |restr| |oprel |



PARSE(|restr|)

*!

x |oprel |

*!

|restr| x

*

As far as faithful candidates are concerned, there will always be one alignment constraint
that is violated. Accordingly, there are three possible outcomes. First, if |oprel |Fx is violated,
|restr| precedes the relative domain, and |oprel | follows it immediately. Second, if |oprel |A|restr|
is violated, both |oprel | is the relative domain following x. Third, if |restr|PDREL is violated,
|restr| is situated inside the relative domain, as well. These three cases are shown below in this
order.

(26)

example ranking: PARSE(|oprel |) >> PARSE(|restr|) >> |restr|PDREL >>
|oprel |A|restr| >> |oprel |Fx
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PARSE(|oprel |)




|restr| |oprel | x
|restr| x |oprel |
x |restr| |oprel |
x |oprel |
|restr| x

PARSE(|restr|) |oprel |A|restr| |oprel |Fx
*!
*!

*
*!
*!
PARSE(|oprel |)

PARSE(|restr|) |restr|PDREL

|oprel |A|restr| |oprel |Fx

|restr| |oprel | x

*

|restr| x |oprel |

*!

x |restr| |oprel |

*!

x |oprel |
|restr| x

(27)

*!
*!

example ranking: PARSE(|oprel |) >> PARSE(|restr|) >> |restr|PDREL >> |oprel |Fx
>> |oprel |A|restr|
PARSE(|oprel |)



PARSE(|restr|) |restr|PDREL

|restr| |oprel | x
|restr| x |oprel |

|oprel |A|restr|
*

*!

x |oprel |
|restr| x

|oprel |Fx
*!

x |restr| |oprel |

(28)

|restr|PDREL

*!
*!

example ranking: PARSE(|oprel |) >> PARSE(|restr|) >> |oprel |A|restr| >> |oprel |Fx
>> |restr|PDREL

Having seen the different outcomes of constraint conflict, cross-linguistic data can be
now brought forward to demonstrate how these appear in natural languages. In these cases, the
interfering alignment constraint (generally stated as |oprel |Fx in the example) is the alignment
constraint responsible for the placement of arguments. First, Hungarian is shown where the
|restr||oprel | sequence is usually found preceding the relative domain, but another case is also
described when a higher ranking domain-precedence constraint is able to push this sequence
further in the domain. Next, Japanese examples are shown where the winner is always an
unfaithful candidate. After that, examples from Mandarin Chinese demonstrate the case where
only the |restr| element is located on the edge of the relative domain. Finally, Tagalog is shown
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as a rather extreme case where, it seems, relativisation can trigger more significant changes in
the sentence.

4.1

Hungarian

In Hungarian, relative pronouns are usually found preceding the relative clause as (29) shows.
(29)

a könyv, amit
János olvas
the book rel-pron.ACC John read.3s
“the book John is reading”

The relative pronoun is taken to be a |restr| |oprel | sequence as it bears the accusative
case. The reason for that is that the functional CU that is spelled out as the accusative suffix
must be associated with the Theme argument of the verb, which is the operator in this case.
Also, the constraint that aligns |theme| with the element that bears that thematic role must be
very high-ranked if not undominated. Therefore, the presence of the accusative morpheme at
the left edge of the clause must indicate that |oprel |is situated there. Normally, however the
Theme argument (with neutral interpretation) would have a place following the subject.
(30)

János egy könyvet olvas
John a book.ACC read.3s
“John is reading a book”

The relative pronoun cannot appear in that place, though. (31) is ungrammatical regardless of
what interpretation the preceding element (János) might have.
(31)

*a könyv, János amit olvas

This leads to the conclusion that the |oprel | element must satisfy a higher-ranked constraint by
appearing at the front the clause. In other words, these relative clauses seem to be the result of
the constraint interaction shown by (26).
There is, however, another relative construction documented by Nádasdy (2011) where
the relative clause precedes the modified noun instead of following it.11 And, only in this case,
it is possible for a focused or a topicalised element to precede the relative pronoun as is shown
in (32).
11

Note that this construction must be a very recent development in Hungarian as neither
Kenesei (1992), nor Kenesei, Vago & Fenyvesi (1998) mention it, and some speakers may even
consider them questionable
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JÁNOS amit olvas könyv

This seems to indicate that there is an even higher-ranked constraint at work here, which makes
it possible that elements of the relative domain precede the relative pronoun similarly to (28).
Nevertheless, the side-switching phenomenon (i.e. that the relative clause where the relative
pronoun is not the first in the domain appears preceding the modified noun while it follows the
noun, otherwise) is not explained by this and is subject to future research.

4.2

Japanese

Relative clauses in Japanese seem to be a fairly straightforward issue with respect to the system
outlined above. It provides an example for the case where the winner is an unfaithful candidate. Japanese relative clauses precede the modified noun and contain no element that could be
identified as a lexical item corresponding to either |restr| or |oprel | as can be seen from (33).
(33)

Tokyo kara kita Iguchi
Tokyo come perf. Iguchi
“Iguchi who has come from Tokyo””
(Kaiser et al., 2013: 519)

The question naturally is which CU is deleted in the winner. Without further research it
is hardly possible to give a definite answer. Still, it would probably be easier to argue for the
deletion of |restr| as it seems more straightforward to assume that |oprel | is associated with the
empty word than the other way around. This way Japanese relative clauses can be described by
a ranking similar to (24)

4.3

Mandarin

Similarly to Japanese, Mandarin relative clauses seem to be unproblematic, as well. They constitute an example for the operator left in place and the |restr| element getting replaced with a
lexical element in itself. That lexical item is de as the examples show.
(34)

zhong shuiguo de nongren
grow fruit
REL farmer
“the farmer who grows fruit”

(35)

tamen zhong de shuiguo
they grow REL fruit
“the fruit that they grow”
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(Li & Thompson, 1981: 580-1)
Mandarin relatives are also underparsed ones, but here there is on overt element; most
probably |restr|; thus, the ranking shown in (25) could be used to account for it.

4.4

Tagalog

Finally, the picture offered by Tagalog is far more intricate than the three previous ones. It seems
that many types of alignment constraints must be quite highly-ranked in Tagalog as the winning
candidate seems rather unfaithful to the input. For one thing, there is no relative pronoun.
But what is far more intriguing than that is the fact that only nominative arguments can be
relativised. If the operator would be a non-nominative argument of the verb, then the clause is
passivised so that the operator will end up as a nominative argument.
(36)

isda=ng i-b-in-igay ng=lalake sa=bata
fish=LNK IV- PERF-give GEN=man DAT=child
“the fish which was given to the child by the man”

(37)

bata=ng b-in-igy-an ng=lalake ng=isda
child=LNK PERF-give-DV GEN=man DAT=fish
“the child which was given fish by the man”
(Kroeger, 1993: 23-4)

Therefore, it seems that in Tagalog even CUs which mark argument relations or voice
can be deleted or re-ordered. to satisfy the alignment constraints stating the position of |oprel |.

5

An alignment based analysis of English restrictive relatives

This section offers three different constraint rankings that are able to account for the three different kinds of relative clauses in English. First wh- relatives are discussed, and also a possible
analysis of pied-piping. Then, that-relatives, and finally zero relatives.
There is one feature that is common to all of them: the asymmetry between the treatment of subjects and other arguments. The reason for this can be found in the nature of the
constraints that regulate the order of arguments. Primarily, constraint conflict arises because
argFv and |oprel |A|restr| conflict when the operator is a non-subject argument. In the case of
subjects, however, the sPv constraint is always present, and it outranks argFv. Probably, the
situation is similar with adverbs and other modifiers, which are not arguments. However, as
their representation in Alignment Syntax is not so elaborated as that of arguments, they are not
included in this part of the analysis. Furthermore, as long as there is a constraint that requires
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them to be further away from the first element of the domain, their behaviour should be similar
to the behaviour of arguments.
Another assumption that is generally made here about the ranking of the constraints
proposed in section 3 is that, among them, |restr|PDREL is always the highest ranking one. The
grounding for this position is that if it were possible to solve constraint conflict by moving |restr|
next to |oprel | somewhere inside the domain, then one would find clause-internal wh-elements.
As a result, PARSE(di) seems not to be active in most cases since the deletion of a domain index
is a possible solution only when a number of elements compete for preceding the domain, and
the deletion of an index can avoid the violation of a domain-precedence constraint. However,
in the case of English, only |restr| wants to precede the domain. The exception from this is
the case of pied-piping, and the question of underparsing domain indexes is addressed in the
analysis of that phenomenon.

5.1

Ranking for wh-relatives

For wh-relatives, the proposed ranking is shown in (38).
(38)

|restr|PDREL >> PARSE(|restr|) >> sPv >> PARSE(|op|) >> |op|A|restr|>> argFv

This ranking results in winners where |oprel | is always precedes the verb. Notice that if the
operator is the subject, then this ranking has little effect as sPv forces the subject to appear at
the right position, adjacent to |restr|. Also faithfulness constraints must also be relatively highranked so that no underparsed candidate beat the faithful one. The results of this ranking are
shown in the tableau.
(39)



Input: |restr|, V(|op|, O)

|restr|PDREL

PARSE(dt)

sPv

PARSE(|op|)

|op|A|restr|

|restr||op| V O

*

|restr|V S |op|

**!

|restr|V O
|op| V O

argFv

*!
*!

*
*

On the other hand, when the operator is a non-subject argument, it is |oprel |A|restr| that
will be crucial because it is ranked above argFv. Therefore, the operator is forced to be immediately following |restr| as (40).
(40)
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|restr|PDREL

PARSE(|restr|)

sPv

PARSE(|op|)

|restr||op| S V

argFv
**

|restr| S V |op|

**!

|restr| SV

*!

S V |op|

5.1.1

|op|A|restr|

*
*

*!

*

Pied-piping and preposition stranding

As far as preposition stranding is concerned, this paper argues that, again, variation hinges on
the relative ranking of two constraints. One is termed |prep|Pn (prepositions precede the noun
they are associated with), the other |prep|Fv (prepositions follow the verb). Then, it already
makes sense why pied-piping is specific to wh-relatives: only in this case does the noun (|oprel |)
a preposition is associated with end up in a position where the above two conflict. It seems
enough at first sight to claim that if the ranking is |prep|Pn >> |prep|Fv, then pied piping
occurs and preposition stranding happens in the opposite situation. However, notice that piedpiping in this case yields ungrammatical results as the following tableau shows.

(41)
|restr|PDREL



|prep| |restr| |oprel | V

PARSE(|restr|)

PARSE(|oprel |) |prep|Pn

|prep|Fv |oprel |A|restr|

*!

*

|restr| |prep| |oprel | V
|prep| |oprel | |restr| V

*
**!

*

*

|restr| |oprel | V |prep|

*!

|restr|V |prep|

*!

With ranking like this the following sentence is a winning candidate.

(42)

*the film that about we talked

It is easy to see that the candidate that we expect to win instantly dies on the first constraint as
|restr|is there is an element from the relative domain that precedes |restr|. The question arises
whether that violation could be avoided. The answer is yes, it can be avoided by underparsing
the domain feature of |prep|. Although that is a violation of PARSE(di), if it is ranked lower than
|oprel |A|restr| then the violations change in the following way (the element with the underparsed
domain feature is marked with x).

(43)
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|restr|PDREL
|prep| |restr| |oprel | V

PARSE(|oprel |) |prep|Pn |prep|Fv

PARSE(|restr|)

*!

*
**!

!*

*

|restr| |oprel | V |prep|



PARSE(di)

*

|restr| |prep| |oprel | V
|prep| |oprel | |restr| V

|oprel |A|restr|

*!

|restr|V |prep|

*!

|prep|x |restr| |oprel | V

*

*

Thus, by including underparsed candidates, the phenomenon of pied piping can be accounted for. That is pied-piping is analysed as the underparsing of the domain index of preposition that allows it to precede the noun it is associated with while not violating |restr|
textitPDREL .

5.2

Ranking for that-relatives

For that-relatives the following ranking is proposed.

(44)

|restr|PDREL >> PARSE(|restr|) >> sPv >> argFv >> PARSE(|op|) >> |op|A|restr|

What is quite interesting to note here is that the winner is a different kind of output depending
on whether the operator is subject or some other argument. If it is a subject, then the winner is
always a sequence with the |oprel | CU underparsed as in (45). On the other hand, if it is not a
subject, then |oprel | is simply situated behind the verb avoiding a violation of argFv. This can
be seen in (46).

(45)
Input: |restr|, V(|op|, O)

|restr|PDREL

PARSE(|restr|)

sPv

|restr||op|V O



argFv

PARSE(|op|)

|op|A|restr|

*!

|restr| V|op| O

*!

**

|restr| V O

*

|op| V O

*!

*

(46)
Input: |restr|, V(S, |op|)



|restr|PDREL

PARSE(|restr|)

sPv

|restr||op| S V

argFv

PARSE(|op|)

|restr| S V |op|

**

|restr| S V
S V |op|

|op|A|restr|

*!
*!
*!
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To summarise, the sequences this ranking produces are actually of two different kinds.
In the case of subjects, an underparsed candidate wins (much like in Mandarin) while other
arguments follow the verb as they would in any other type of clause.

5.3

Ranking for zero relatives

Finally, it is argued that zero relatives have the following ranking.
(47)

|restr|PDREL >> sPv >> PARSE(|op|) >> |op|A|restr| >> argFv >> PARSE(|restr|)

Again there is a significant difference between subject and object operators. If the operator
is an object, |restr| is underparsed in the output. The case of the subject operator is more
intriguing. though. Notice that there the candidate with deleted |restr| is actually harmonically
bound by the winner. In other words, no matter how the constraints are ranked the former
is always going to lose against the latter. That is quite an appealing point of the analysis as
no further generalisations have to be made about the ungrammaticality of zero relatives with
subject operators. Instead, those are always mapped onto wh-relatives. Below, the tableaux
for the two different relatives are given. In the first, the there is a subject operator, and, in the
second, there is an object operator.
(48)



Input: |restr|, V(|op|, O)

|restr|PDREL

sPv

PARSE(|op|)

|op|A|restr|

|restr| |op| V O

argFv

PARSE(|restr|)

*

|restr|V |op| O

*!

|restr|V O

*
*!

|op| V O

*

*!

argFv

PARSE(|restr|)

(49)
Input: |restr|, V(S, |op|)

|restr|PDREL

sPv

PARSE(|op|)

|op|A|restr|

|restr| |op| S V

**!

|restr| S V |op|



|restr|S V

*!
*!

S V |op|

*
*
*

*

In the case of non-subject arguments, underparsing occurs as the faithfulness constraint
is ranked lower than any of the alignment constraints (which resembles the Japanese example).
In the case, of subjects the conflict is resolved by a higher ranked alignment constraint, sPv.
To summarise, this section introduced three rankings that can produce the three types
of English restrictive relatives, and most of the rankings resolved constraint conflict in a ways
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that was shown by the cross-linguistic examples. In wh-relatives is |oprel | always adjacent to
|restr|, much like Hungarian relative pronouns. In that-relatives underparsing is present only
in the case of subject operators while non-subject ones behave like normal arguments. Finally,
zero relatives are underparsed if the operator is not the subject, but if it is, then a harmonically
binding wh-form always beats the underparsed one.

Conclusion

This paper have presented an SFA-based analysis of English restrictive relatives. First, the
standard OT assumptions about the input were reviewed and a brief survey was provided of
an analysis that makes use of different input structures. Then, the second section introduced a
uniform input for all types of relatives compatible with the assumptions of SFA. It was argued
that the input contain to specific functional CUs: |oprel | and |restr|. The third section introduced
the relevant constraints and the fourth showed in what way these can interact. Cross-linguistic
examples were also mentioned that exemplify this kind of interaction. Finally, the fifth section
presented the actual rankings that can produce the range of data observable in English without
the need of the DFCF or any stipulation banning subject extraction in zero relatives.
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